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Development of a 6O-channel
FDM-TDM transmultiplexer
E. S. YAM AND M. D. REDMAN
(Manuscript received August 20, 1982)

Abstract
A 60-channel supergroup FDM-TDM transmultiplexer developed for satellite
TDMA application is described. The mathematical principles of digital singlesideband (ssa) modulation-demodulation are reviewed and fast computation
algorithms for digital signal processing in the two directions are formulated.
The approach uses an all-real, one-stage, bandpass filtering scheme and fast
discrete cosine transforms for achieving computational efficiency. The algorithms were applied in the hardware implementation of a prototype supergroup
transmultiplexer. The design employs a flexible PROM-based microcodable
concept and features hardware simplicity. The design problem for the FIR
prototype low-pass filter is outlined, and the system design considerations for
satellite TDMA applications are discussed. The supergroup transmultiplexer
hardware has been developed and tested, and its performance meets the
desired CCITT standards.

Introduction
A transmultiplexer converts multiple telephone channels from the
frequency-division multiplex (FDM) format to the time-division multiplex (TDM) format, and vice versa. The need for bilateral FDM-TDM
conversion has arisen because of the emergence and growth of digital communications systems. Conventional long-haul telephone
1
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transmission has been accomplished by using analog frequency-division
multiplex and single-sideband, suppressed-carrier modulation techniques (FDM/ssB-sc). In digital systems, multiple telephone channels
are represented in the time-division multiplex/pulse-code modulation
(TDM/PCM) format. Because a major portion of long-haul circuits will
continue to use analog facilities in the foreseeable future, the interconnection of the coexisting analog and digital systems requires that
an efficient means for FDM-TDM conversion be available.
A transmultiplexer performs the required FDM-TDM conversion
directly, eliminating the need for a back-to-back connection of conventional FDM and TDM channel banks. Using advanced digital signal
processing techniques, a transmultiplexer can accomplish the bilateral
FDM-TDM conversion with high efficiency and without the need for
reduction to individual analog voice channels. Obvious advantages of
a transmultiplexer are small size and low cost.
In a projected application of transmultiplexers in the planned
INTELSAT TDMA/DS! system, the terrestrial interface to the earth stations
is in analog FDM form, whereas the satellite transmission is in digital
TDMA form. On the transmit side, transmultiplexers at the earth station
will convert standard FDM assemblies, e.g., the 60-channel supergroups,
into appropriate TDM/PCM bit streams. The bit streams will then be
supplied to the digital speech interpolation (DSI) units for compression,
and, subsequently, transmitted via satellite. The transmultiplexers on
the receive side will perform the opposite function.

In another possible application in the INTELSAT system, optical cable
restoration would be performed with transmultiplexers used in a
reversed mode. It is then assumed that the terrestrial interface to the
earth stations via optical cables would be in digital TDM/PCM form,
e.g., 24-channel, 1.544-Mbit/s TI carriers, and the satellite transmission
would be analog FDMA.
Transmultiplexers can also find applications in terrestrial telecommunications systems, e.g., as interfaces between analog facilities and
digital switches, and between analog and digital transmission networks.
This paper describes a 60-channel transmultiplexer developed at
COMSAT Laboratories. The objectives were low cost, small size, and
suitability for satellite TDMA applications. The transmultiplexer provides conversion between an FDM 60-channel basic supergroup (312552 kHz) and two 30-channel cEPT 2.048-Mbit/s TDM/PCM data streams.
The underlying mathematical principles for the digital FDM-TDM processing will first be discussed, followed by the derivation of several
fast computational algorithms and a comparison of their respective
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computational complexities. Finally, the system and hardware design
considerations for the implementation of the 60-channel supergroup
transmultiplexer will be described.
Background
The bilateral FDM-TDM conversion process can be divided into two
parts. The first part corresponds to an FDM/SSB modulation-demodulation process, in which an FDM signal is converted into a collection
of individual digital voice signals, each linearly encoded at an 8-kHz
sampling rate, and vice versa. The second part corresponds to a timedivision multiplex-demultiplex process, in which the collection of
individual digital voice channels are converted into a standard serial
PCM/TDM format, compressed according to a given companding law,
and vice versa. Because the second part can be accomplished by
straightforward digital processing, the first part is the key process of
a transmultiplexer, and will be the main subject of this paper.

Three conventional schemes in the analog domain for SSB modulationdemodulation are the bandpass, Weaver, and Hartley schemes.
Figure 1 depicts the bandpass scheme for a single voice channel.
The 4-kHz voice signal is first translated to a desired high frequency,
f, by the modulation of a sinusoidal carrier at f.. Then, a 4-kHz
bandpass filter is used to extract the desired (upper or lower) sideband.
For multiple channel implementation, a bank of similar configurations
corresponding to different modulation frequencies is used in parallel.
The desired FDM/SSB signal is obtained as the summation of the
resulting signals. The SSB demodulation follows the exact inverse
process.
Figure 2 depicts the Weaver scheme [I] for a single voice channel.
The voiceband signal first modulates two midband sinusoidal carriers
which are 90° apart in phase, e.g., 2-kHz cosine and sine waves. The
resulting two signals are then low-pass filtered to remove the energy
above 2 kHz, and treated with a second quadrature modulation
operation. The final SSB modulated signal is obtained by adding the
two signals, whereby the unwanted sideband cancels out.
Figure 3 depicts the Hartley scheme for a single voice channel,
which employs a balancing technique. The input signal is first fed
through an all-pass 90° phase difference network. The two output
signals then modulate two carriers in quadrature at the desired high
frequency, f.. Finally, a subtraction (addition) will yield the upper
(lower) sideband, when the unwanted sideband cancels out. In Figure
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3, an example for an input signal cos (2mf t) illustrates the phase change
and sideband cancelling relations.
In comparison, the bandpass scheme involves a simple per channel
configuration, but more demanding filtering requirements. The dual
paths for both the Weaver and the Hartley schemes result in more
complex configurations. The Hartley scheme needs no amplitude
filtering, but requires careful control of amplitudes and phases along
the two paths. The Weaver scheme represents a compromise of the
two other schemes.
For digital implementation, the analog signals will be replaced by
digital sample streams, and the analog filters by digital filters. However,
the relationship between an analog scheme and its digital counterpart
does not constitute an exact duality. Specifically,
a. The time-sampling of a signal creates repeating spectral
images with respect to the sampling frequency, and hence is
equivalent to a "built-in" modulation process. By using the
interpolation and decimation techniques, the sinusoidal modulation
steps in the analog schemes can be eliminated.

b. A bank of digital bandpass filters can be very efficiently
realized as a bank of up-shifted digital low-pass filters.
The concepts of digitally implementing an SSB modulation process
based on the Weaver and Hartley schemes were first introduced by
Darlington [2]. The concept based on the Weaver scheme was later
developed into a more concrete algorithmic form using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) by Freeney et al. [3], [4]. A previous transmultiplexer
design at COMSAT Laboratories essentially followed this approach [5].
Bellanger et al. developed an SSB modulation scheme using the
polyphase network and FFT [6]-[8]. Somewhat different approaches
were developed by Marotta et al. [9]-[ll], and Takahata et al. [12],
[13]. These schemes employ complex (real and imaginary) configurations involving HR filtering or two-stage FIFJ1IR filtering. The designs
have resulted in hardware implementations as 24-channel (NEC, KDD),
60-channel (TRT, NEC, KDD) and 120-channel (NEC) transmultiplexers.
More recently, Narasimha and Peterson pointed out that a digital
bandpass filter bank with real input and real output can be realized
using an all-real scheme [14]. The concept was later applied in a 24channel transmultiplexer implementation (Granger Associates) [15].
The subject of digital SSB modulation techniques has generated a high
level of interest in both the industrial and academic fields [16]-[20]. A
review of more recent work is given in Reference 21.
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The digital SSB modulation-demodulation scheme adopted for the
implementation of the supergroup transmultiplexer corresponds to an
all-real bandpass approach, using a one-step FIR (transversal) filter and
the discrete cosine transform. Compared with the other approaches,
the principal attractiveness of this approach is hardware simplicity,
achieved in the following:
a. It uses an all-real, instead of a duplicating real-and-imaginary,
operation.
h. It uses a one-step, instead of a two-step, filtering operation.
c. The FIR, instead of the IIR, filter requires a shorter internal
word length, which allows less hardware, and the flexibility of
using commercially available LSI components, such as the TRW
16-bit fast multipliers, as the principal computation elements.
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Frequency domain interpretation of digital
SSB demodulation
For the purpose of illustration, assume that the number of channels
in the FDM/SSB signal is N = 4, and that the sampling frequency is f,
= N - jr,, = N • 8 kHz. Figure 4a shows the pictorial representation
of the spectrum of such a time-sampled FDM signal X(r). Assume that
the channels in the frequency range of 0 -. fy/2 correspond to inverted
sidebands, and those in f4/2 . f correspond to erect sidebands. Figure
4d shows the spectra of the desired output demodulated signals sampled
at 8 kHz. The objective of SSB demodulation is to start with Figure 4a
and arrive at Figure 4d.
Figure 4b shows a bank of N digital bandpass filters, each operating
at the FDM signal sampling frequency f . Each bandpass filter is 4 kHz
wide and centered at f = (2n + 1)(2 kHz). Passing the sampled FDM
signal, X(r), through each filter generates N output sampled signals
{Yo(r), Y1(r), ..., YN_1(r)}. The spectra of the resulting signals are
shown in Figure 4b.
Let an N:1 sampling rate reduction be performed on each signal;
this operation is termed "decimation" [22]. In the time domain,
the N:I decimation operation corresponds to retaining only every
N-th sample of the signal and discarding all samples in between.
Denote the resulting signals as {YB(Nr),• Y)(Nr), ..., YN-1(Nr)}. The
sampling rate of each of the decimated signals is now f = f IN = 8
kHz. Figure 4c shows the resulting spectra.
Note that in Figure 4c the spectrum for Y„(Nr), n = odd,
corresponds to that of a desired demultiplexed signal, but for
n = even, the sidebands are inverted. The desired signals
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can be obtained by frequency translating the even channels
by f;/2 = 4 kHz. The spectra of the resulting signals
{Y<(Nr), Y, (Nr), ..., YY_ 1(Nr)} are shown in Figure 4d.
Time domain interpretation of digital SSB
demodulation
Figure 5 depicts the digital SSB demodulation process in the time
domain . The required channel filters can be acquired by frequencytranslating the transfer function of a prototype low-pass filter of 2-kHz
bandwidth . Let H(f) be the transfer function of the prototype lowpass filter ; then the transfer function of the desired n -th channel
bandpass filter H„(f) is

Z>-

(2n + 1) 4N

H,.(f) = HIf

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the low -pass and bandpass
filters.
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Assume the unit impulse response of the prototype low-pass filter
is of finite duration M + 1,

formulated as the outputs of an N-th order discrete inverse cosine
transform (DCT) of the form

{h(m)j, m = 0, 1, ..., M

N-1 ar(2n + t)m

Y= U,,, os
m=o 2N

Then the corresponding unit impulse response of the n-th bandpass
filter for real input and real output signals is
h (m) = h(m) cos

rr(2n+1 )' m
m=0,...,M
,...,N-1
2N
n=O
I

Let
X(r) = wideband FDM signal at sampling rate f,,
Y(r) = wideband signal for channel n after extraction by n-th
bandpass filter , at sampling rate f
Y(Nr) = narrowband signal for channel n obtained by N:1
decimation of Y„(r), at sampling rate f' = flN = 8
kHz.

j ,n=O,...,N-1

(3)

where the transform inputs, U,„, are some weighting function of the
input FDM signal X(r). As a result, the fast DCT algorithm can be
exploited to achieve tremendous savings in computation. The step-bystep derivation of a fast computational algorithm following this approach is presented in Appendix A.
The fast algorithm for sss demodulation (FDM-TDM direction) is
depicted in Figure 7 and is summarized as follows:
FDM•TDM fast algorithm
Given:

Then,
M

Y(r) =

^Tr(2n + 1)m]
I
X( r - m ) h( m ) • cos
2N
m-o

n =0,...,N- 1

(1)

M
^ rr(2n + 1)m]
Y (Nr) = I . X(Nr - m ) • h( m ) • cos
m_o
2N

n=0,...,N- 1 .
(2)
Equation (2) is a time-domain representation of the SSB demodulation
process. Subsequently, Y (Nr), n = even, must be translated by
4 kHz by complementing every other sample.
If equation (2) is implemented directly, the coefficients h„(m)
= h(m) - cos [a(2n + 1)m/2N] can be precomputed, and the computation requirement per "frame" {Y0(Nr), ..., YN_i(Nr)} is
number of multiplications: (M + 1) • N
number of additions: M • N

memory (RAM): (M + 1)
memory (PROM): (M + 1) • N
Fast algorithm for FDM•TDDI direction
The demultiplexed signals represented in equation (2) can be

a. FIR filter with length M + 1, where M = 2KN, K is an even
integer and N is the number of channels within (0 - f,/2), and
coefficients {h(m)}, m = 0, ..., M, which are symmetric with
respect to m = M/2.
b. X(r) = time-sampled FDM signal.
1. Compute:
U(Nr, 0) _ X(Nr - 2Np) - (- 1)P . h(2Np)
P=0

x_i

U(Nr, q) _

I,

[X(Nr - 2Np - q) + X(Nr - 2NK + 2Np + q)]

P°o

.(-1)P•h(2Np+q),

qe{l,...,N- l}

2. Take the inverse discrete cosine transform:
N-' ir(2n + 1)q
Y(Nr)= E U(Nr,q) - cos
e-o 2N

n =0,...,N-1

3. Complement alternate samples for the even channels, i.e.,
Y*(Nr) = (-1)I^+'>rY(Nr). Now, Y„*( Nr) is the desired output
sample for the n-th demultiplexed channel.
4. Shift down the data stream , X(r), by a block of N samples
and repeat (I)-(3).
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Frequency domain interpretation of digital
SSB modulation
z zl

The SSB modulation process is depicted in Figure 8 for the case of
four channels (N = 4). Figure 8a shows pictorial representations of
the spectra of the input digital voice channels, each at the sampling
rate f = 8 kHz. Figure Se shows the spectrum of the output FDM
signal at a sampling frequency off, = N x 8 kHz.
In Figure 8a, for the same sidebands to be extracted by the subsequent
bandpass filtering, either the odd or even channels (depending on the
sideband desired) have to be frequency-shifted by 4 kHz. Figure 8b
shows where the even channels (0 and 2) are shifted.
Performing a l:N interpolation by inserting N - I zeroes between
pairs of adjacent samples [22]-[24] generates N interpolated signals,
each at the sampling rate f, = N x 8 kHz. Figure 8c shows the
resulting spectra.
The N interpolated signals are then filtered by a bank of N digital
bandpass filters, each operating at frequency f5. Figure Sd shows the
filter characteristic and the signal spectra after filtering. Finally, a
summation of the N filtered signals yields the desired FDM SSB signal
(Figure Se).
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Time-domain interpretation of digital SSR modulation
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s„**(p) = the Pm sample of the nlh voice channels at the sampling
rate off" =8kHz, IT e{0.... ,N-1}
X(r) = r`h sample of the output FDM signal at the sampling
rate off = N x 8 kHz.
i

The process of forming the FDM signal, X(r), from the collection of N
individual voice signals {so(p), IT = 0, ..., IT - 1} is conceptually
depicted in Figure 9.
The signals for the even channels are first frequency shifted by 4
kHz, yielding
s„(P) = sn(P) . (-l)`"+D,P IT = 0, . . ., N - 1 .
A IN interpolation is performed on each of the N signals by inserting
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(N - I) zeros between samples. Let
r=pN+q,

qE{O,1,...,N-1} . (4)

The interpolated data streams can be expressed as
for r = pN
Z„(r) - s„ (p)
0 forr*pN
nE{0,1,...,N-1}

(5)

The interpolated signals are then filtered by the appropriate bandpass
channel filters , each operating at f,. This yields
X„ (r) _ Z1(r
- m) - h(m) . cos
o

(DCT) of the input voice samples. This will allow use of the fast OCT
algorithms. A further 2:1 reduction in computation can be achieved
by using an iterative scheme. To study the different computation
alternatives, step-by-step derivation of three fast algorithms starting
with the basic formulation (and without relying on the "transpose"
relation with the opposite direction) is presented in Appendix B.
The final fast algorithm (Algorithm C) obtained is depicted in Figure
10 and is summarized as follows:
TDM•FDM fast algorithm (Algorithm C)

a. Given the input individual voice channel samples s„ (p) where

^m(2n 2N1) m^

n = channel index = 0, ..., N - I
p = frame index
N = number of channels .

(6)
nE{0,1,...,N-1}
The desired FDM signal, X(r), is finally obtained as the sum of the N
filtered signals.
N-1 M

X(r)

V Z(r-m)•h(m)•Cos
= n=o
V m=o
tt

( (2n + 1) • m)
2N

sn(p) =

(7)

rE{pN,pN+1,...,pN+N-1} .
Equation (7) represents the essence of the digital processing in the
TDM-FDM direction of the transmultiplexer. Given one "frame" of N
sample for the N voice channels, a block of N consecutive samples of
the FDM signal are generated.
If equation (7) is implemented, the filter coefficients and the cosine
terms can be premultiplied, and the computation requirement per
"frame" (by properly skipping the zero terms) is
number of multiplications:
number of additions:
memory (RAM) [for Z„ (r - m)]:
memory (PROM) [for h„(m)]:

and FIR filter coefficients {h(m)}, m = 0, ..., M, where M =
2KN and K is an even integer. Complement alternate samples for
the even channels

N • (M + 1)
M • N + (N - 1)
(MIN + 1) - N
(M + 1) • N

Fast algorithms for TDM•FDM direction
The computation of X(r) in equation (7) can be reformulated as a
weighted sum of the outputs of an Nth order discrete cosine transform

s*(P)

- (- 1)(n +10rP

b. Take the OCT of each incoming s„(p) frame
N=I (Tr(2n + 1) q

SP(q) =

s,(P) • Cos

2N q = 0, 1, ..., N - 1

and store the DCT outputs S.
c. For each OcT output frame S,, (q), q e {0 , ..., N - 1}
compute
UU(q, t) = h(q + 2CN)( -1)f .

SP(q),

f E {0, ..., K - 1}
qE{0,...,N-1}

. Compute partial sums
CAE{0,...,K-1}
YP(0,2f)=UP(O,f)+YP_1(0,2f+1),
YP(0, 2K - I - 2f) = YP- 1(0, 2K - 2C), ( E {0, ..., K - 11
YP(0, 2K) = UP(0, 0), f = 0
YP(q,2C)=UP(q,f)+Y,, -i(q,22+ 1), fE{0,...,K-1}
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YY(q, 2K - I - 2t) = Up(N - q, f)
+Yo_)(q,2K-2f),

fe {1,...,K -l}

YP(q,2K-1)=U„(N-q,0),
f0
qE{1,...,N-1} .

Z

e. Store {YY(q, 1), YP(q, 2), • • •, Y,,(q, 2K - l)}, q e {0,
N - 1}, and Y,(0, 2K)
f. Output current FDM "frame"

11

w-i

H a N

o¢^
a o
^aN

W a VJ

¢P2 00

qE{0, ...,N-1} .

X(pN+q)=Yp(q,0),

g. For the next input "frame," repeat steps a through f.
Supergroup transmultiplexer

2
0

The supergroup transmultiplexer being considered provides translation between a basic FDM supergroup and two 30-channel CEPT,
2.048-Mbit/s TDM/PCM data streams }25]. The basic FDM supergroup
signal (BSG) consists of 60 voice channels with upper sidebands in the
312- to 552-kHz frequency band as shown in Figure 11. To apply the
above digital processing technique to supergroup multiplex-demultiplex, the FDM spectrum must first be reduced to a form similar to that
shown in Figure 4a. This requires the judicious selection of the sampling
frequency for the supergroup signal and possibly some form of
frequency translation. There are two feasible schemes: frequency
translation and bandpass sampling.
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The frequency translation scheme is illustrated in Figure 12, where
the analog supergroup signal is first band limited (315-552 kHz).
Then an analog modulation of a 560-kHz carrier is performed, which
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results in a collection of 60 inverted channels at 8-248 kHz. Subsequent
analog low-pass filtering can be performed if needed. Then the signal
is sampled at a sampling rate of f, = 512 kHz. A total of 64 4-kHz
frequency slots now occupy the frequency band 0-f,./2, with two
dummy slots on each side of the 60 voice channels. As N = 64 = 26,
FFT algorithms for power-of-two orders, such as the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm [26], can be used to construct the 64th order DCT algorithm.

The bandpass sampling scheme is illustrated in Figure 13, where the
analog supergroup signal is first band limited (312-552 kHz). Then the
signal is directly sampled at a rate f, = 576 kHz. A total of 72 inverted
4-kHz channels now occupy the frequency band 0 - f ✓2, with six
dummy channels residing on each side of the 60 voice channels. No
analog frequency translation is involved here, and since N = 72, which
is not a power of two, more advanced algorithms must be used for the
DCT computation.
The bandpass sampling scheme has been adopted for implementation
because the extra frequency modulation step can be eliminated, and
the presence of six dummy slots on each side provides a wider guard
band, therefore requiring less stringent supergroup bandpass filtering.

Figure 14 depicts the overall configuration of the supergroup transmultiplexer. In the TDM-FDM direction, the interface buffer at TDM
interface performs the required interface and synchronization functions
as well as the serial-to-parallel conversion for the two 2.048-Mbit/s
PCM bit streams. The expander transforms the 8-bit A-law compressed
codes into the 13-bit linear codes, which are required by the subsequent
arithmetic operations. The combination of the 72-point forward DCT
and the FIR weighting network corresponds to the fast digital SSB
modulation algorithm which has been developed above. Algorithm C
using the iterative approach is employed for the weighting network.
Finally, the output digital FDM sample stream at a 576-kHz sampling
rate is converted into a standard analog supergroup signal (312-552
kHz) by the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter and the analog supergroup
filter, using the bandpass sampling scheme described above.
The processing in the FDM-TDM direction essentially represents an
inverse operation as compared to the TDM-FDM direction. The FDM
basic supergroup signal is first band limited (312-552 kHz) and then
directly sampled at 576 kHz. An A/D converter transforms the time
samples into digital form. The resulting digital supergroup data stream
is then treated by the fast digital SSB demodulation processor, which
consists of a combination of the FIR weighting network and the
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72-point inverse discrete cosine transform (DCT) discussed earlier.
The output of the processor is a frame of 60 samples for the 60voice channel, each linearly encoded with 13-bit and at 8-kHz rate.
The parallel voice samples are then compressed into 8-bit codes by
the A-law compressor, and converted by the interface buffer into two
2.048-Mbit/s 30-channel serial bit streams.
Discrete cosine transform
The forward and inverse DCT are defined as follows.
a. Forward DCT: given inputs f(0), ..., f(71),
71 f 7r(2k + Ili,
F(r) = 1 f(k) cos
A=o 144

r=0,...,71

b. Inversed DCr: given inputs G(0), ..., G(71),
71
(rr(2k + l)r\
g(k) = rG(r) cos 144 k = 0 , ..., 71

Compared to the conventional fast Fourier transforms (FFTS), such
as the well-known Cooley-Tukey algorithms, the above defined DCT5
are unique in several respects;
a. they are real-input/real-output transforms containing one
"odd" index;

b. the required order of the Dcrs, 72, corresponds to a relatively
large and yet nonpower-of-two number;
c. the pair of "forward" and "inverse" Dcrs defined above are
not truly inverse of each other (that is, taking the inverse DCT on
the outputs of the forward DCr will not recover the inputs of the
forward DCT); and
d. the transforms previously defined do not exactly possess the
orthogonal property.
The forward DCT can be represented as a standard DFT of the same
order plus an exponential post-multiplication operation and proper
index mappings [27]. Similarly, the inverse DCr can be represented as
a standard DFT plus an exponential premultiplication operation and
proper index mapping. Based on this, any fast algorithm for the
standard DFT can be utilized to reduce the computational complexity.
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However, the relatively large and nonpower-of-two order of the
transforms, 72, calls for more sophisticated DFT algorithms when
compared to the conventional butterfly-type algorithms. The required
72-point DFT can be constructed using multiples of 8-point and 9-point
DFT algorithms as building blocks, plus proper exponential (twiddle
factor) multiplication and index mapping. Further, the efficient
Winograd-type small-N algorithms [28],[29] can be applied for the
8-point and 9-point DFTS. These algorithms evolved through the use
of algebraic field theory (principally the Chinese Remainder Theorem)
for reducing the computational complexity (especially the number of
multiplications), and they normally do not possess the well-formed
structures inherent in the butterfly-type FFT algorithms. Figures 15 and
16 show block diagrams of the resulting forward and inverse DCT
algorithms. The forward DCT fast algorithm following this scheme
requires 664 real multiplications and 911 real additions. The inverse
DCT requires 696 real multiplications and 862 real additions. For
comparison, the straightforward computation, according the basic DCT
or IDCT formula, would each require 5,184 real multiplications and
5,112 real additions. Description of the detailed fast DCT algorithm
development is complicated and beyond the scope of this paper.

Prototype FIR filter design
The performance of the transmultiplexer is crucially dependent on
that of the prototype FIR low-pass filter, because the bandpass filters
performing the channel-extraction function are simply the up-translated
versions of the prototype filter. For the same reason, the voice-channel
frequency response is symmetrical with respect to 2 kHz. The CCITT
Recommendation G.792 [30] for the transmultiplexer has been used as
the performance criterion. The essential performance parameters
related to the channel filter include the following:
a. voice channel frequency response (specified mask, ±0.6 dB
midband ripple),

b. intelligible crosstalk (65 dB),
c. unintelligible crosstalk (-60 dBmOp),
d. idle-channel noise, with all channels loaded except the one
being measured (-62.5 dBmOp).
e. group delay distortion (specified mask, 0.5-ms midband
distortion), and
f. absolute delay (3 ms).
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The last two performance parameters are intrinsically related to the
system design using an FIR filter, but are not dependent on the detailed
filter characteristics. The first four performance parameters are used
to define the design specification for the prototype low-pass filter. The
specification is very stringent by normal filter design standards;
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computation convenience, the power polynomial can be expressed in
the barycentric Lagrangian form [32], as
15

94 CkYk

b(x - Xk)
Y(x) = 1584 Ck

a. passband width equal to 0.00295 of the normalized frequency,
b. transition width equal to 0.00096 of the normalized frequency,
c. in-band ripple within ±0.3 dB,
d. stopband rejection greater than 82 dB, and
e. roll-off effect conforming to the term mask (piecewise
linear).
This specification allows margins for the finite word-length effect and
system loopback effect, and requires a filter length of 3,169 taps
(K = 22).
The digital filter design has been accomplished using the constrained
ripple technique [31], in which the digital filter design problem is
transformed into a numerical polynomial interpolation problem. Briefly,
the frequency response of a real (even response) low-pass filter of odd
length can be expressed as a cosine polynomial of the order equal to
half the filter length. For a 3,169-tap filter, the frequency response is
1584

G(f) = h(1584) + E 2h(l584 - k) cos (27rkf)
k =1

where h(k) is half of the symmetric FIR filter coefficient. Given
a frequency response specification , expressed as a mask of upper and
lower bounds in the G(f) versus f plane, the filter design problem is
equivalent to finding a set of coefficients , h(k), such that the cosine
polynomial G(f) is always within the given bounds along the entire
f-axis. By substituting x = cos (27rf) and repeated use of the identity
cos [(m + 1)0] = 2 cos ( 0) cos ( m() - cos l (m - 1)0], the cosine
polynomial can be transformed into a regular power polynomial of the
same order as
Is84

Z(x) = ^7, bk.xk
k-0

In the x-domain, any known numerical technique for solving the
power polynomial interpolation problem can now be applied. For

k=11 (X - Xk)

where {[x(0), y(0)], ..., [x(1584), y( 1584)]} are a set of known "interpolation points," and

Ck (Xk - XO)(Xk - x1)

(xk - Xk - 1)(Xk - Xk+1 ) . . . (xk - x1584)

are the Lagrangian interpolating coefficients. The polynomial interpolation problem can be solved with a digital computer by employing
an iterative optimization algorithm based on the local search and
divided-difference concepts.
The numerical computation for the optimization with the given order
and input specification has imposed extremely severe requirements in
terms of computer time, memory, numerical precision, and dynamic
range. The dynamic range has exceeded the normal capability of even
a large computer such as an IBM 3032. To surmount these problems,
special numerical schemes have been devised.
A 3,169-tap FIR filter has been designed which fulfills the specification.
With a 16-bit arithmetic word length, the filter performance fully meets
or surpasses the first four CCITT criteria listed above (the ones directly
determined by the filter spectral characteristics). Moreover, a second
prototype filter which has midband ripple complementary with respect
to the first filter, has been designed to further improve the overall
ripple response, when the pair is used in the opposite directions.

The group delay distortion should theoretically be zero for a system
using an FIR filter with symmetric coefficients. This is true because
such a filter is a linear-phase filter and the group delay response (the
derivative of phase with respect to frequency) is absolutely constant
with frequency, independent of the detailed filter design. This performance will be particularly attractive for voiceband data transmission
through the transmultiplexer.
The absolute delay is principally determined by the half-length of
the filter's impulse response; therefore, it is also intrinsic to the basic
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system design. With the given filter length and sampling rate, a total
loopback (two-way) delay of 6 ms has resulted. This exceeds the CCITT
specified value of 3 ms. For geostationary orbit satellite applications
that have an inherent delay of 240 ms, this delay is insignificant. With
this understanding, the 6-ms delay was accepted to achieve a substantially more attractive system design.
Comparison of computation requirements

Synchronization and interface
Because of the nature of digital signal processing, the frequency
accuracy of the FDM carrier being generated is dictated by the frequency
accuracy of the clock source (master oscillator) for the hardware
circuitry in the transmultiplexer. The frequency accuracy of a standard
FDM supergroup carrier is specified by CCITT Recommendation G.225

TABLE 1. COMPUTATION REQUIREMENT PER FRAME FOR FDM-TDM
DIRECTION (K = 22)
NUMBER

Fast Algorithm
FIR Weighting

Inverse DCT
Total
Direct Computation
Percentage
(fast algorithm/
direct computation)

NUMBER OF

OF

MEMORY

MEMORY

MULTIPLICATIONS

ADDITIONS

( RAM)

(PROM)

1,585

DIRECTION (K = 22)
NUMBER

ALGORITHM

Fast Algorithm C
FIR Weighting
Forward OCT

Table I summarizes rough estimates (based on mathematical expressions) of the computation requirements in the FDM-TDM direction in
terms of number of multiplications, number of additions, RAM memory
size and PROM memory size, for the fast algorithm and for direct
computation. It is assumed that N = 72 and K = 22 (filter length =
3,169). The comparison shows that up to 100:1 savings in computation
can be gained by the fast algorithm. A similar saving can be gained in
the TDM-FDM direction as summarized in Table 2.

ALGORITHM

TABLE 2. COMPUTATION REQUIREMENT PER FRAME FOR TDM-FDM

3,075

3,241

1,585

696

862

144

20

2,281

3,937

3,385

1,605

228,168

228,096

3,169

228,168

1%

1.36%

107%

0.7%

Total
Direct Computation
(properly skipping
zero terms)
Percentage
(fast algorithm/

NUMBER OF

OF

MEMORY

MEMORY

MULTIPLICATIONS

ADDITIONS

(RAM)

(PROM)

1,584

3,124

3,241

1,585

664

911

144

20

2,248

4,035

3,385

1,605

228,168

228,240

3,240

228,168

1%

1.7%

104%

0.7%

direct computation)

to be ±10-7 [33]. Therefore, if the transmultiplexer is internally
synchronized, a free-running master oscillator with accuracy of - 10-7
or better must be provided. If it is synchronized to the external world
by phase-lock technique, the external timing reference must meet the
same accuracy requirement. Note that the frequency accuracy of the
standard PCM bit streams is specified by CCITT to only within ±50
parts per million (ppm) [25], which does not meet the requirement on
the FDM side.
For satellite TDMA applications, it has been proposed that cesium
beam oscillators of 1 x 10-11 accuracy be used in the reference station.
In such a system, the major contribution to the frequency variation
is due to the Doppler effect arising from satellite drift in the geostationary orbit [34]. The drift in the form of a daily excursion causes a
variation in the transmission path length between an earth station and
the satellite. For the INTELSAT v satellite, the nominal stationkeeping
specification is ±0.1° in latitude and longitude, but the stationkeeping
may be relaxed to ±0.5° in latitude in a portion of the satellite lifetime.
For this worst case, the maximum peak-to-peak variation in stationto-station transmission time has been determined to be 1.1 ms and the
maximum rate of change to be 40 ns/s.

The above phenomenon affects the transmultiplexer in two ways.
First, the worst-moment frequency accuracy of the TDMA clock in the
presence of Doppler effect is on the order of 10-5. Therefore, from
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the FDM side standpoint, it is possible to use the TDMA clock as an
external synchronization signal for the transmultiplexer. Secondly, the
Doppler effect causes the TDMA transmit and receive clock rates at a
given earth station to be different. Frame slipping will occur if the
transmultiplexer is synchronized to only one of the two clocks. To be
completely immune to the Doppler effect, independent of the satellite
stationkeeping performance, the transmultiplexer should be so implemented that its transmit and receive sides can operate according to
independent timing references. A less direct solution would be to
provide a Doppler compensation buffer on one side of the digital
interface, with capacity being able to "absorb" the worst-case variation. For INTELSAT v, a buffer capacity equivalent to 2.2 ms would be
required, assuming the buffer has no knowledge of the satellite position
during its startup.
The supergroup transmultiplexer under consideration has been designed with completely separate transmit and receive processing
sections, with identical but independent timing circuitries. On each
side, a 55.296-MHz master vcxo is used and is phase locked to an
external 8-kHz frame reference via a phase-locked loop (PEE) circuit.
For direct interface with the OSI unit, the digital interface conforms to
the standard CEP r data format but without the A-law even-bit inversion
and the HDB3 encoding. This allows direct interface using the external
timing references and eliminates frame-word detection.

Hardware design
The four fast digital signal processing algorithms within the supergroup transmultiplexer (the two FIR weighting networks, and the 72point forward and inverse fast Del s) have a common characteristic in
that they require relatively flexible control for arithmetic operations.
For example, the 72-point forward OCT requires a controlled repetition
of 9-point and 8-point LIFTS, in addition to the exponential multiplications. Each 9-point Winograd OFT algorithm in turn requires 51 steps
of unique arithmetic operations and each 8-point OFT requires 42 steps.
A second requirement for the digital processing is the real-time speed
requirement that each algorithm must be completed within 125 µs
(8-kHz period).

To best accommodate the flexibility and real-time speed requirements, the design of the digital signal processing units has been based
on a microcodable, PROM-based, computer-like architecture. Three
different high-speed hardware processors have been custom-designed,
one for the FDM-TDM weighting, one for the TOM-FDM weighting, and
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one for the DCT (both forward and inverse). Each processor is composed
of arithmetic units (e.g., multipliers, adders, and accumulators), memory segments, input/output ports, and a network of data and address
buses. The architecture of each processor has been designed to
intimately fit the basic computation requirements of the respective
algorithm. The hardware structures are then "programmed" to perform
the desired sequences of arithmetic operations, with the program steps
(firmware) being stored in PROMS. A microcode generation (compiling
and assembling) software package has been specially developed to
allow firmware coding using a high-level human-interpretable language
and to effectively implement pipelining operations to optimize the
computation throughput. The programmability feature of the design
permits not only rapid modification of program steps resulting in a
shortened system development time; it also allows the hardware to be
"reprogrammed" in the future for other system applications, such as
for other basic FDM assemblies, without the need to redesign the major
digital signal processing hardware, provided the future requirement is
within the processor's capability (e.g., speed and memory size).
Figure 17 illustrates the PROM-based control concept for the processors. A 55.296-MHz vcxo is first divided down to generate the 13.824MHz system master clock. The master clock then drives a divide-by1,728 master counter to partition each 125-µs (8 kHz) frame interval
into 1,728 program steps, which corresponds to the maximum program
length. The master counter is then used to sequentially address a set
of PROMS whose outputs are the micro-instruction for each clock
interval for the digital signal processors.
The prototype supergroup transmultiplexer uses a 13-bit D/A converter and a 12-bit A/D converter. The internal arithmetic is fixed point
with a 16-bit word length. Multiplication is achieved using the TRw 16bit LS1 fixed-point parallel multipliers (MPV-16Hi) and multiplieraccumulator (MAC, TDC101OJ).
The hardware design was implemented with TTL logic because that
was perceived to offer the best compromise of speed and LSI/MSI
component selection. Efforts to reduce the total power requirement
have resulted in the use of a mixture of Is, S, and FAST logic families;
that is, extensive use of LS components has been made in those areas
permitting the larger propagation delay associated with this logic
family. FAST components were employed wherever the speed required
mandated its use and finally, s components were used where, in
addition to a speed requirement, there was a significant output drive
requirement which the FAST component would not satisfy.
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Transmultiplexer Hardware Block Diagram

PROM-Based Control Concept

Figure 18 illustrates, in block diagram form, the actual hardware
partitioning of the implemented prototype supergroup transmultiplexer.
Each block in the diagram corresponds to a single Augat 6 section
card of wire-wrapped electronics. The four major signal processor
cards are completely populated and the remaining six cards are
approximately one-third utilized. Figure 19 is a photograph of the
prototype supergroup transmultiplexer. To refabricate the unit using
printed circuit cards, the overall size can be reduced by a ratio of
almost 2:1, and therefore a 120-channel system can be housed in a
bucket of similar size.

Performance evaluation
The prototype supergroup transmultiplexer has been developed and
tested . The objective test results have verified that its performance
satisfies the relevant CCITT recommendations . Subjective evaluation

under the full 60-channel actual voice loading condition has shown
that the voice through the channels is of high subjective quality. The
power consumption for the present prototype unit is 200 W. For a
second-generation design, a reduction of the power consumption to
150 W appears achievable.
Signaling and pilots
Signaling or pilot processing has not been implemented in the
prototype transmultiplexer. For the planned INTELSAT TDMA/DIE application, CCITT signaling system No. 5 will be used. The signaling
information, represented by tones within the audio band, will be
processed and transmitted in the same way as the speech signals. The
transmultiplexer thus becomes transparent to the signaling system and
no special processing for signaling is required.
The processing of signaling and pilots corresponds to the mapping
of information between the respective representation formats in the
FDM and PCM domains. The major problem involves the detection and
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network. The design of a 3,169-tap FIR prototype filter to meet the
performance objectives was accomplished. The prototype supergroup
transmultiplexer hardware has been developed and tested. Objective
and subjective evaluations have verified that its performance meets
the desired CCITT recommended standards and offers high voice quality
under the full-load condition.
The implemented transmultiplexer has also manifested its merit of
hardware simplicity. For example, compared with a previous transmultiplexer design at COMSAT Laboratories, which used a complex
Weaver approach with 2-stage FIR-nR filtering, an almost 2:1 reduction
in hardware complexity was obtained. The improvement resulted from
the elimination of hardware redundancy in the real-imaginary and
2-stage processing. More significantly, without the limit cycle effect
of the IIR filtering, a 16-bit internal arithmetic word length has
been verified to be sufficient to achieve the required signal-to-noise
performance.
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Appendix A. Derivation of fast algorithm for the
FDM.TDM direction
Assume the following:
a. The FIR filter is of length M + t, where M = 2KN, K: integer.
b. The filter coefficients are symmetric with respect to the midpoint
(linear phase). Now, partitioning the summation in equation ( 1) into three
parts (writing m' = M - m in the last summation),
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Y„ (r) _

'^'

X(r - m) h(m)

cos 2N

(Ml
Cos
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1}

With proper substituting , partitioning , and changing index,
N I ir(2n + 1)q
Y„ (r) V(r, q) cos

L(2n + I). M12]

2N

2N
+ V(r, 2N
l

M2 I

[cr(2n + DON - q')l
/q')\\ cos 2N

+ J X(r- M+ m')-h(M-m')
0

Cos

r(2n + 1)-(M -m)
2N
I
II

-/
+Xlr -M.hI M

(A-1)

Utilizing the filter coefficient symmetry and trigonometric transformations,
equation (A-1) can be rewritten as

)

(A-5)

Further utilizing trigonometric transformations a n d rearranging,

1'„(r) =[V(r.0)+
LL

M^-1

Y(r) _ [X(r - m) + X(r - M + M). (- J )K]

X(r - 'h(

) .(-

1)K2] .(I)

N I

.h(m)-cos

wr(2n+ D mj I

q=1

2N

cos
+Xlr-MIhIMI (A-2)
The above rearrangement corresponds to a "fold over" of the filter
coefficients about the midpoint.

rtr(2n + 1)91 l
2N

(A-6)

Define
U(r, 0) = V(r, 0) + X (r - M^ . h( 2 ) . (-1)K^

Proceed further by partitioning the filter half-length M/2 into K/2 blocks of
length 2N each. This operation places the restriction that K be even. Let m
= 2N p + q and using trigonometric transformations, equation (A-2) becomes
2N 1 KC I

U(r, q) _ [V(r, q) - v(r, 2N - q)], q e { I , .,M

(A-7)

Now equation (A-6) can be written into the standard inverse OCT form as

Y (r)= [X(r-2Np-q)+X(r-M-2Np+q)]

h(2Np + 9) (- I)P . cos

N-' [m(2n + 1)q l
Y„ (r) U(r, q) cos

[m(2n + I )q^

v-„ 2N

2N

+X(r-M12).h(Ml2).(-UKl2

(A-8)

(A-3)
Next, consider the operation of N:1 sampling rate reduction, which means
that Y„(r) must only be computed at every r which is a multiple of N:

Define

2n + I)q
Y,,(Nr) _ >, U(Nr, q) . cos ^w (
4a
2N

v(r, q) _ {[X(r - 2Np - q) + X(r - M + 2Np + q)]

(A-4)

ne{0,...,N- l}

(A-9)
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where
U(Nr, 0) = v(Nr, 0) + X(Nr - M) - h() (- I )KR
K

_ I X(Nr - 2Np)( - 1)p h(2Np)
r=p

(A-10)

and

Appendix D. Derivation of fast algorithm for the
TDM•FDM direction
Assume that the FIR filter is of length Al + 1, where M = 2KN, K - integer
and has symmetric coefficients.

U(Nr, q) = V(Nr, q) - V(Nr, 2N - q)

Derivation of algorithm A

K/2-I

I {[X(Nr - 2Np - q) + X(Nr - M + 2Np + q)](- 1)P

Starting with equation (7) and considering that the Zn(r) are interpolated
sequences [equations (4) and (5)],

p-a

h(2Np + q)).
N-1 2KN

K/2-I

Z, {[X(Nr - 2Np - 2N + q) + X(Nr - M + 2Np + 2N - q)]
P-0

(-I)p-h(2Np+2N-q)}

X(pN+q)=E ;Zn(pN+q- m) - h(m)
n-0 n,-0

^ar(2n + 1)m]

qe{I,...,N-1} (A-11)

By utilizing the coefficient symmetry for the second summation , equation
(A-11) can be rewritten as

2N

(B-1)

To identify the terms which are nonzero, consider the cases q + 0 and
q = 0 separately.

K-1

U(Nr, q) _ I [X(Nr - 2Np - q) + X(Nr - 2NK + 2Np + q)]
'(-It,-h(2Np+q)

a. q + 0 case: q e {l, 2, ..., N - 1}. Observe that
(A-12)

To this point it has been shown that the SSB demodulation process is
equivalent to first performing an "FIR weighting" operation on a block of FDM
signal samples X(r) equal to the FIR filter length [equations (A-10) and (A-12)],
and then performing an inverse discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the weighting
results [equation (A-9)]. For the DCT computation, any "fast" algorithm can
be utilized to reduce the arithmetic requirement.

The computation requirement for the F IR weighting operation per "frame"
is

- k), m - q + kN, k: integer B 2
(p
Zn
N q
+ -t
m)
= o, otherwise . ( )
o,
Substituting m = q + kN, rewriting the summation limits, and separating
the even and odd terms, equation (B-2) becomes
N-I K 1

X(pN + q) _

I

s„(p - 2k') - h(q + 2k'N)

n=0 k =0

cos (,(2n + 1)(q + 2k'N))
2N +sn(p-2k'-l)
number of multiplications : K + I + K(N - 1)
number of additions : K + (2K - I)(N - 1)
memory (RAM): (2KN + 1) + N
memory (PROM): KN + I

h(q+2k'N+N)
cos (w(2n + 1)(q + 2k'N + N)) (B-3)
2N
Utilizing trigonometric transformations and exchanging summations,
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{ h(q + 2kN) ( - 1)k

k-0
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N-I K-' m(2n + 1) - (2kN)
X(pN) -_ , sn(p - 2k) - h(2kN) cos 2N

lI

n-0 k-n

K-' m(2n
+ 10 s„(p - 2k - 1) h(2kN + N) cos

s,(p - 2k) • cos l J
N ° (^(2 2N Qgl l

k0

h(q+2kN+N)-(- I)k

+ s„ (p - 2K) - h(2KN)

N-'
^m(2n +U(N - q)
s,(p - 2k - q cos
s
2N

-0

cos ( (2n + 1) . q)
2N

(B-9)

Utilizing properties of the cosine terms, assuming K is even, and exchanging summations,

Denoting the q'h output of the DCI of the p'h input frame s„(p) as
N-I

cos (7(2n + 1) (2KN)^
2N

(B-4)

The expressions enclosed in [ ] above are in the form of a standard
discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the input voice channel samples s, (.)
contained in the summations. The second term indicates that the OCT
outputs are used in a reversed order of q.

SP(q) = > S " (p)

+ 1) (2kN + N)\

2N

X(pN) =

)]
«l LLL 2N I

j h(2kN)(- I)k I - s,(p - 2k) cos
+ h(2KN) [

(B-5)

qe{0,..., N- I}
then equation (B-4) becomes, for the q # 0 case,

( 7( 2n + I) . 1

s„(p - 2K) - cos ^T;(2n^N1 ) (B-10)

The expressions enclosed within [ ] above are the zero'' outputs of the
DCT of the voice channel samples s„(-) contained in the summation. In terms
of the OCT notation defined in equation (B-5),

X(pN) =
k=0

(-

1)k

. h(2kN) . So_,k(0 )

.

(13-11)

K-1

X(pN + q) _ {h(q + 2kN)(- qk . S,, , (q)
k-0

- h(q + 2kN + N) (- J )k . Sa -,k JN - q)} (B-6)
qE

ll, ..., N-1}

.

b. q = 0 case.
Considering that Z,(pN - m) is interpolated,
for m = kN, k = integer (B 7)
Z (pN - m) - ^sjp - k),
0, otherwise .
Equation (B-1) becomes
1 -1 2K

X(pN) =

(T:(2n + 1)(kN)^
sn(p - k) - h(kN) - cos 2N (B_g)

Separating the even terms, odd terms, and last term, and changing index
notations, equation (B-8) becomes

Utilizing equations (B-6) and (B-I I), a fast algorithm (Algorithm A) can be
formulated as follows.
a. Given the input individual voice channel samples s„ (p), complement
alternate samples for even channels
s„(p) = s`(p) . (- 1)a+0

b. Take the DCT of s„(p)
N-' (•rz(2n + 1) . q)
S,(q) _ I ( s(p) cos 2N

q = 0, 1, ..., N - I
and store the DCT outputs.
c. Take weighted sums of the stored SP(q) and form FOM output samples
{X(pN), X(pN + 1), ..., X(pN + N - 1)} according to equations (B-6)
and (B-11).
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d. Repeat steps a through c for the next "frame" of input voice samples.
H
S
a
F-

Figure B-1 shows a block diagram of algorithm A. The computation
requirement for the weighting operation per frame is as follows:

S

+
za

number of multiplications : 2K(N - I) + K
number of additions: (2K - I)(N - I) + K
memory (RAM): 2KN + I
memory (PROM): KN + I

o
o

0

3G

oU
LL^

Derivation of algorithm B

It will be shown that by taking advantage of the filter coefficient's symmetry,
the number of multiplications can be reduced to about one-half at the expense
of memory requirements. In algorithm A, observe that the group of products
of
{h(q+jN)•S,(q)},

qE{1,..., N-1},

o
W

r
D

je{0,..., K- 1}

,0J
000
0

is used twice in the computation cycle. During the second time, the products
are used in a reversed order of q.
To derive this relationship, rewrite equation (B-6) for q # 0 as

0

K-I

X(pN + q) _ E h(q + 2kN)(- I)k'

U
Sp-,,(q)

k-0

- h(q + 2kN + N)(- I)° - S„ 2A-,(N - q) .

( B-12)

k=0

9

Reversing the k index with respect to K - I and utilizing the coefficient
symmetry property for the second summation,
K- I

+ h(N - (q - 2kN))(- I)k . So '_K-zk-I(N - q)}
qe{1,...,N- 1}
Define the "product" variable as

X
X w
wo
woz
,Z_
Z w

a

X(pN + q) _ I {h(q - 2kN)(- I)k Sp -,,(q)
0

c
Q

(B-13)
II

Q

J

z

saz

°gaw
w0 00
<M
Z ? 0 ri c
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h(q + 2kN) . (- 1)k - Sp(q)
qe{0,...,N-1}
ke{0,...,K-1}
h(2KN) - Sa(0), q = 0, k = K .

U„(q,k)=
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(B-14)
V

^LL
p
LL:

lr

That is, given each current frame of DCT outputs, multiply the frame by K
blocks of coefficients of 2N each in length, utilizing only the first half of each
coefficient block. For k = K, only the q = 0 term is required. Hence,
K-1

X(pN + q) _ E [U, (q, k) + UK

1K-2k

-JN - q, k)]

k-0

(B- 15)

y

qe{1,..., N- 1}
X(pN) = E Uo-zk(0, k)
k<0

v

P

7

^

•^•

v

(B-16)
2

Algorithm B can now be formulated as follows.
Steps a and b are the same as those for algorithm A.

0a

c. For each upcoming DCT output frame compute and store
z
s

U„(q, k) = h (q + 2kN)(- 1)k . S„(q)
qe{0,..., N- 1}
ke{0,..., K-1}
U,(0, K) = h(2KN) . S,,(0) .

0
d. Generate the FDM output frame by summation according to equations
(B-15) and (B-16).
e. For the next input frame, repeat steps a through d.
Figure B-2 shows a block diagram of algorithm B. The computation
requirement for the weighting and summation operations per frame is
number of multiplications: KN
number of additions : (K - 1) + (2K - 1)(N - 1)
memory (RAM): N + N(K)(2K) + I
memory (PROM): KN + I .
Compared with algorithm A, the number of multiplications is reduced by
about one-half. However, the high RAM requirement makes the algorithm
unattractive.

ft

O
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Development of algorithm C

2K-I

Y,,

It will be shown that the RAM requirement can be reduced by exploiting the
relationship between indices k (for blocks) and p (output frame), and using an
iterative scheme. Consider the cases for q + 0 and q = 0, separately.

(q, k + 1) _

VV,k(q,J) .
j=k-I

( 13-23)

Substituting,

a. q+0case. Define for gE {1, ...,N- 1).

V, k(q,
jq, k)
k),+ Yp 1(q, k + 1),
Y,(q, k) _ {Vp

kk E {p2,K .-..,12K - 2) (B-24)

forj even

UP -1 ^q,

(B-17)

V,(q,J)

The even terms (in forward order) and odd terms (in reversed order)
can be written as follows:

U,j(N-q,K- 1 -J 21), forjodd

(1) Fork = 2€,€ €{0..... 11.
The current output, equation (13-16), can be expressed as
Y,(q, 2f) = V,-2e(q, 2f) + Y, (q, 2f + 1)

2K-I

qE{1,...,N-1} . (B-18)

X(pN + q) _ E V,(q,J),
0

- U,(q, f) + Y,

(q, 2f + 1)

(13-25a)
(B-25b)

(2) Fork = 2K- I -2f,fE { 0,...,K- I).

Consequently,
2K I

Y,(q, 2K - I - 2f)

(B-19a)

X(pN + q) = V,(q, 0) + V,(q,J)
J-1

2K-I

= U,(q, 0) +

V,(q,J)

.

I

(B-19b)

j=I

Define partial sums

V,12K-12 f(q, 2K - I - 2f) + Y,-1(q, 2K - 2f),

L V1

fE {1,..., K - 1}
.2K-

(B-26a)

1-2f(q,2K-I) f=0

3K-I

Y,(q, k) _
,-k

V +k(q,J)

k E {O. .... 2K - 1} . (B-20)

U,(N- q, f) + Y, (q, 2K - 2f),
fE{1,...,K - 1}
Up(N-q,0), f=0

The desired output is

(B-26b)
X(pN + q) = Y,(q, 0) .

b. q = 0 case. Define

(B-21)

Equation (13-20) can be rewritten as

V,(0,J) = U`
10

(0, j/2) forj even
forjodd

(B-27)

2K I

Vp,k(q, k )+ I
V„k(q,J),
t
Y,(q, k) _ '-k"
V,.k(q, k),
Now

k c {0, ..., 2K - 21
The partial sum is

(B-22)
k=2K-1 .

note

I

that

2K

Y,(0, k) _ Vv-k(O, J)
;-k

(B-28)
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The desired output, equation (B-16), becomes
X(pN) V,,(0,1) = Y,(0, 0)

(B-29)

d. Compute partial sums according to equations (B-25), (B -26), (B-3l),
and (B-32).
e. Store {Y,(q, 1), Y,(q, 2), . . Y,(q, 2K - 1)}, q e {0, ..., N - 11,
and Y,(0, 2K)
f. Output current FDM frame

Rewriting the partial sums

X(pN + q) = Y,(q, 0),

q e {O. ..., N - 1}

g. For the next input frame, repeat steps a through f.

2K

V, -J0, k) + E V, J0,1),
Y,(O, k) = i-k

ke{0,...,2K-1}
(B-30a)
k = 2K

V,,,(O, k),

V+(0,k)+Y➢ _,(0,k+1),
ke(0,...,2K-1) (B-30b)
V,_JO, k), k = 2K

The computation complexity for the weighting and summation operations
per frame is
number of multiplications: KN
number of additions: (K - 1) + (2K - I)(N - 1)
memory (RAM): N + 2KN + I

memory (PROM): KN + I
The even terms (in forward order) and odd terms (in reversed order)
can be written as follows:
(1) Fork = 2C, C e {0 , ..., K).

Y,(O,2f)V,_2C(O,2C)+Y_,(0,2C+1),

Ce{0,...,K-1}

(B-31 a)

V1112C(0, 2C), f - K
U,(O, C) + Y,_,(0, 2f + 1 ) ,
U,(0, K) = U,(O, 0),

f € { 0 . . . . . K - 11
f=K

(B-3 lb)

(2)Fork=2K-I -2C,fe{0,...,K-1}.
Y,(O, 2K - 1 - 20 = V112K-i-2C(0, 2K - I - 2C)
+ Y,_,(0, 2K - I - 2C + I)

(B-32)

= 0 + Y,_,(0, 2K - 2C) .
A computation algorithm (algorithm C) can be formulated as follows. Steps
a and h are the same as those for algorithm A.
c. For each OCT output frame compute
U,(q,C)=h(q+2CN)(-1)f.S,(q),

fe{0,...,K-1}
qe{0,...,N-I}

The above RAM estimate assumes an "in-place" minimum memory scheme,
by which each partial sum is always used before it is updated. Compared to
algorithm A, the requirement for multiplications is one-half and that for
memory is comparable. Compared to algorithm B, the requirement for
multiplications is the same, and that for memory is reduced by a factor of K.
Algorithm C is therefore selected for implementation. A block diagram of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 10.
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Open-circuit voltages (Vor) in 0.1 fl-cm, Mlp type, planar surface silicon
solar cells produced by diffusion techniques are presently -654 mV, with
corresponding conversion efficiencies of about 15 percent. This is lower than
has been theoretically predicted. Experimental evidence is presented to
demonstrate that the emitter is the largest source of the dark current that
limits the attainment of higher Vic values and, hence, reduces conversion
efficiency. It is also shown that junction recombination current contributes to
reduced Vo,. Because there is a lower limit on dark current from the base,
even if the emitter and junction recombination currents are reduced to zero,
a maximum Vow of 695 mV is predicted, with a related conversion efficiency
of 16.4 percent.

Introduction
Solar cells are the primary source of power for communications
satellites. The power output of a cell is equal to the product of cell
voltage and current, and it reaches a maximum at a voltage less than

* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under
the sponsorship of the Communications Satellite Corporation and supported
in part by NASA-LeRC under Contract NAS3-21227.
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at open-circuit. Characteristically, when the voltage at open-circuit
increases, voltage at the maximum power point, power output, and
conversion efficiency also increase. Because increases in solar cell
efficiency will provide additional communications capacity without
incurring higher fabrication costs or additional weight of solar cell
arrays, there is significant incentive to obtain cells that exhibit values
of open-circuit voltage higher than those presently in use. Further,
investigations of open-circuit voltage (Voc) limitations may lend insight
to methods of preserving high values of V„c for cells that are subjected
to radiation from the space environment.
Research efforts to improve the output characteristics of solar cells
require knowledge of the parameters that control these characteristics.
As the cell output approaches the theoretical maximum (an early
estimate for efficiency was -22 percent [t]), it becomes increasingly
difficult to identify and assign values to the parameters that are limiting
further progress. Until a few years ago, a large discrepancy existed
between theoretical values (700 mV) and practically realizable values
(--620 mV) of open-circuit voltage, corresponding to efficiencies of
16.6 and 14.3 percent, respectively, in silicon solar cells [2]. During
the past 10 years, better silicon material has become available and
more precise techniques for measuring solar cell characteristics have
been developed. These and other advances have led to increases in
experimental values of Voc, and, therefore, to a reduction of the
discrepancy between theory and practice; for example, the highest V.,
reported for a conventional, diffused junction, silicon solar cell of the
n`/p type is 654 mV, with an efficiency of 14.8 percent [3]. Theories,
which include more material parameters, have been proposed in an
effort to obtain better predictions of V0 . These include the effects of
bandgap narrowing which take place as a result of very high doping
concentrations [4]. Although the predicted V„. for an optimized cell
remained at 700 mV, a step toward improving theory and understanding
material limitations was taken.

Because the Voc discrepancy still exists, although it is less than that
of 10 years ago, the problem of determining the reasons for it remains.
Two recent studies have presented detailed analyses of possible
causes. Both theories, which were proposed before the achievement
of the 654 mV value of V„c, discussed many parameters. One [5],
included such features as bandgap narrowing, surface recombination
velocity, and doping profiles. Predicted values of V,,, for n+ - p type
cells were as high as 675 mV. The second paper [6], in addition to
investigating the same parameters as those in Reference 5, also
examined the effects taking place in the junction region, particularly

in the internal electric fields, and surface recombination at the metal
contacts.
A result of these studies was that the major limitation to increased
Voc is the dark current from the emitter region. Further, high-surface
recombination velocity at the emitter/metal contact interface was
identified as the largest contributor to this dark current. In addition,
a result of Reference 6 was that junction region recombination current
could reduce the maximum power output and Voc. However, both
studies indicated that the computed values of the dark current from
the base of the cell was quite small.
Use of improved silicon material and processing in the present work
has resulted in cells having long minority carrier diffusion lengths. It
will be shown that these values lead to nominal agreement between
experimental and theoretical values for the dark current from the base
and, further, that the base dark current is small compared to the total
dark current in 0.1 ,fl-cm cells. Evidence will also be presented to
show that recombination current in the junction region can be important
in determining V„c.

Background
An approximate, general relationship for the current-voltage characteristic of a solar cell can be written as
J=Jd„ ^exp [kT]-1)+Jrp^exp [gV]-1)-JI
2kT

(I)

where J = output current density
✓do = JdN + JdP

JdN = dark current density from the emitter (n-/p cell)
Jdp = dark current density from the base
J,,, = recombination dark current density in the junction
JI = photo-generated short-circuit current density
V = cell voltage, and the other symbols have their usual
meaning.

It is apparent that, to achieve high open-circuit voltage (obtained when
J = 0), the values of JdN, JeP, and J,,, should be as small as possible.
High values of V„c have been obtained in conventional junction cells
having a shallow (-0. 15 µm), phosphorus diffused emitter on a p-type
base of 0.1 fl-cm resistivity (see Figure 1). This configuration results
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L = minority carrier diffusion length
W = base region thickness
NA = doping concentration
S = surface recombination velocity.

W

AR COATING

{-TYPE BASE

Figure 1. Schematic Cross Section of a Conventional
Junction Solar Cell

in conditions, particularly in the emitter, that are not easily described
by theory; for instance, it should be possible to compute values for
JdN, JdP, and J,,,, and to determine which of these factors is the most
significant in controlling the output characteristic (see for example
Reference 7). However, as the various regions of a cell become more
nonuniform, the mathematics involved in determining these factors
become exceedingly complex, and some of the parameters may not
be determinable in a finished solar cell. The ability to use experimental
techniques for determining the values of these factors is therefore
desirable.
The base region of a solar cell, unless the thickness is made very
small, can be considered to be uniform and the theory can be used to
write an expression for JdP [6]:
J + Binh (L)

cosh \
JdP =

gn2D D
LNq
cosh

(2)

L
^L^ +

sink
D

Several terms in equation (2) must be known to compute a value
for JdP; these are D, NA, nI, S, and L. Actually, only the quantity
qn,?D/NA is needed and, as will be shown later, this can be measured.
Even though gni2D/NA was measured in irradiated cells, the resultant
value was very close to that which would be computed using published
values of the individual quantities. This means the values of these
individual quantities are not significantly altered by cell processing or
moderate doses of radiation. The remaining terms, S and L, usually
cannot be determined separately. There are two limiting cases, however, for which a determination of L can be made: when the base has
an ohmic contact (S = -)* and when the base contact is a perfect,
minority carrier reflector (S = 0), such as an ideal plp` barrier.
The conditions existing at the base contact of a real cell must place
the value of S between these limits.
It will be shown later that J,o cannot be neglected in equation (1).
However, it will also be shown that the contribution of JdN to Jdo,
because Jd,, is smaller than JdN, is not strongly dependent on J,,. As a
result, a good approximation to the ratio JdNlJdo can be made by simply
letting J,o go to zero and computing the maximum value of Jdo from
Jdo (max) = Je exp

RV,
kT

(3)

A description of the method used for measuring L in the above
limiting cases is presented below.
Diffusion length measurement
COMSAT Laboratories has long used the 60Co gamma cell to generate
a uniform concentration of carriers within the base of a solar cell and
to provide the basis for determining a range of minority carrier diffusion

^L)

where q = electronic charge * Actually, S is limited by the rate of arrival of carriers, and the upper value
n, = intrinsic carrier concentration of S is 4 x 106 cm/s. Results using higher values of S are indistinguishable
D = minority carrier diffusion constant from those using this value.
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lengths for most cells. In an earlier paper [8], the relationship between
current collected from the solar cell under ry irradiation (I,,) and the
solar cell diffusion length L was established for two back surface
conditions. These conditions were an ohmic base contact (S = x) and
a perfectly reflecting base contact (S = 0). These relationships are

L I
K

SOLAR
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]

]

250

200

cosh (y) 11

14

for S = x (4)
Binh (

I

W

12

L)

10

8

and

1W

cosh (L^ - 1
L

50

for S = 0 (5)

K

sinh (2W)
L

0
10

where K is a proportionality constant that depends on the geometry
of the source and on the type, energy, and flux of the ionizing radiation.
A plot of KI,, versus L is shown in Figure 2.

The value of K is determined by calibrating the gamma cell with a
solar cell having known W and L such that W > 2L, and where L was
measured by another method [8].
An interesting feature of equations (4) and (5) is the dependence on
W. More insight can be gained if these equations are rewritten using
two trigonometric identities.* Equations (4) and (5) become

L

tank l W) for S =

x

(6)

and
Iy = K tank L

for S = 0 (7)

* Use cosh (2WIL) = I + 2 sinh2 WIL and sinh (2WIL) = 2 sinh (WIL)
cosh (WIL).

100

1000
ipnp

Figure 2. Normalized Gamma Cell Current vs Solar Cell Diffusion
Length for S = x and Different Cell Thicknesses W (for S = 0 use
the curves corresponding to 2W)

Equation (7) is similar to that for the dark current equations of a diode
of thickness W with a perfectly reflecting back p - p' contact [see
equation (8)]. The W/2 in equation (6) now indicates that the n* - p
junction only collects current from the front half of the cell and the
carriers in the back half of the cell all migrate to the ohmic back contact.
For small values of the argument, the value of tanh approaches the
value of the argument and the exact value of L becomes indeterminate.
This is generally the case found in high-quality cells. When the argument
becomes large, the value of tanh approaches unity and the value of L
can be determined exactly. The value of L can be reduced by irradiating
the cell; this procedure results in conditions that yield an exact
determination of L. Although a photocurrent from the emitter is also
present, it is too small to be measured under uniform generation of
carriers because of the very small depth of the emitter compared to
the base thickness.
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Experimental procedure and results
As previously mentioned, an unambiguous value of L in the base
can be obtained if W/L is of the order of unity or greater. Even in
cells of -0.1 fl-cm resistivity, the diffusion length can be long enough
so that this condition is not fulfilled. However, as stated above, the
value of L can be reduced by irradiating the cell. (Irradiation doses
sufficient to alter L in the base are not likely to affect JdN because
diffusion lengths in the heavily doped emitter are usually so short that
only a very high radiation dose will alter them.)
Two cells (0.1 and 0.2 fl-cm) were illuminated, and Vo,, and Je were
measured. In addition, the diffusion length was determined (within
limits) by the method described earlier. Calibration of the gamma ray
source resulted in a value for K of 6,400 cm'/A. These cells were then
irradiated to several dose levels and remeasured (see the appendix for
data). The value of Jdo (maximum) was computed for each dose level,
using equation (3), and the results were plotted versus 1/L. This plot
is shown in Figure 3 for the 0.1 fl-cm cell for the cases S = 0 and
S = x, and it can be seen that the data for both cases fit a common
straight line as L becomes small. This result is expected when the
following limiting cases of equation (2) are used. Rewriting equation
(2) yields
qn2
W
JdP L N tanh

for S = 0

(8)

A

or

9

8

4

0

0

b0

100

750

2W

200

VL (cm')

Figure 3. Plot of Jdo (maximum ) vs 11L for a 0.1 Sl-cm cell (the dots
apply to S = 0 and the crosses to S = x)
TABLE 1. DARK CURRENTS FOR Low RESISTIVITY CELLS WITH
PLANAR SURFACES

JdP = LN coth
A

L

for S = x

As L approaches zero, both tanh and coth approach unity and the
slope approaches qn'D/NA. If JdN is constant with radiation dose, the
slope of Jdo (maximum) is the same as for JdP. Since Jdo (maximum)
and JdP are now known, a value for JdN can be computed. This same
procedure was also applied to the 0.2 Sl-cm cell. Results of these
measurements are shown in Table I for the two cells before irradiation.
The values for JdN in Table 1 (and marked on the ordinate of Figure
3) are those obtained by computing JdP (before irradiation conditions)
and subtracting this from Jdo (maximum). It can be seen that, in each

0.2 fl-cm

0.1 fl-cm

(9)
S=0
J4 (max)(A/cm2)
qn,'DIN, (A/cm)
✓ IP (A/cm')

✓aN (A/cm')
✓ax/Jd„ (max)

6.15 x 10-"
1.52 x 10-"
1.32 x 10-'
4.83 x 10-'
0.785

S=co
6.15 x
1.52 x
7.55 x
5.39 x
0.876

10-'
10-"
10 14
10-'

S = 0
7.73
5.00
2.95
4.77
0.618

x
x
x
x

10-"
10-"
10-"
10-"

S = x
7.73 x 10 13

5.00 x 10-15
2.04 x 10-"
5.69 x 10 -"
0.736

column of Table 1, the dark current from the emitter is greater than
that from the base and the values of JdP agree with those computed in
Reference 6. Two other features in Table 1 should be noted: the
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values of JdN are close for the same values of S, (which is to be
expected because the emitters were formed identically) and the values
of qn?DINA are about a factor of three different (this factor reflects
the differences in D and NA for the two base resistivities).
In obtaining these results, it was assumed that the J,,, of equation
(1) was negligible. If a value for J,o is included, the ratio JdN/Jd„ should
not be significantly altered. The reason is that increases in Jul must be
accompanied by decreases in Jdo because, for a given cell, the values
of Vo,. and JI do not change. The magnitude of the decrease in Jdo can
be found by using equation (1) for Vo, = 635 mV and an increase in
J,,, of I x 10-8 A/cm2; the decrease in Jdo is less than 10 percent of
the values reported in Table 1.
It was reported in earlier work [9] that the J,o term cannot be
neglected for high-voltage cells. It has also been shown that as the
junction depth decreased in 0.12 it-cm cells, the value of J,,, increased
[6]. This was attributed to bandgap narrowing in the junction caused
by the presence of very high electric fields. The magnitude of the
electric field decreases with increasing junction depth. In cells with
textured surfaces, the junction follows the surface contour; and larger
junction areas, as well as high, localized fields in the junction region,
result. Therefore, a more sensitive measurement of the effects described
in References 6 and 9 is made possible by using such cells.
Emitters were diffused into a set of 1.2 11-cm, textured surface cells
for a fixed time (15 minutes) at various temperatures. The higher the
diffusion temperature, the deeper the junction. Values of J,,, were
obtained by computer fitting I-V curves of illuminated cells to equation
(1) (as was done in Reference 5) and are displayed in Table 2.
TABLE 2. DARK CURRENTS OF 1.2 ,fl-cm TEXTURED SURFACE CELLS
DIFFUSION
TEMPERATURE

(C)
760
790
820
850

Jm,
(10 11 A/cm2)
12
5.0
4.3
3.4

±I
± 0.15
± 0.60
± 0.40

(10-" A/cm2)

(A/cm2)

Vo
(mV)

17.2 ± I
6.4 ± 1
4.5 ± 3
2.5 ± 2

0.0425
0.0425
0.0425
0.0418

558
583
588
595

J,

Several features in Table 2 should be noted. The values of Jdo are
higher than those reported in Table 1, because of the higher base
resistivity and the increased area of the textured surface. The decrease
in V„1 with reduced diffusion temperature is attributed to the large

diffusion current generated by surface recombination at the metal
contacts [6]. The important point is the decrease in J,,, with increased
diffusion temperature, an effect that is pronounced even in 1.2 fl-cm
cells. At higher temperatures, the junction depth will be greater and,
consequently, the electric field will be smaller.
Discussion and conclusions
It has been experimentally determined that, in low resistivity (-0.1
fb-cm), planar surface cells, the dark current from the emitter, JdN, is
the largest contributor to the limitation on increased V,,,,. This situation
is contrary to what would have been found by applying equation (2)
to an emitter with an abrupt doping profile and using values for the
parameters deduced from measurements on bulk samples. Without
considering bandgap narrowing, such a procedure yields a value of
JdN of about 5.2 x 10-14 A/cm2. It is concluded that bandgap narrowing
and other effects, such as surface recombination velocity, can increase
JdN by at least an order of magnitude over this computed value.

Although the emitter dark current is less when S = 0 at the base
contact than when S = o, the latter condition is more likely to occur
in 0.1 S).-cm cells. This is because of the difficulty in reducing the
surface recombination velocity at the base contact by the addition of
a minority carrier reflector. The quality of such a contact depends on
the magnitude of the potential barrier that is set up when a heavily
diffused (p`) layer is applied. Since the doping concentration in 0.1
fl-cm silicon is high, the height of the barrier will not be as great as
with lower doping levels in the base.
It was also demonstrated that junction recombination current, J,o,
cannot be neglected. Although this current is usually not the major
factor in limiting Vol, it can affect the cell maximum power and,
therefore, conversion efficiency. For example, the efficiency of a cell
having J, = 0.040 A/cm2 and Jd„ = 6.15 x 10 " A/cm2 would drop
by about 10 percent if J,,, increased from zero to 4 x 10-8 A/cm2. If
Jdo were lowered signficantly, this level of J,,, could affect V„1.
Although some of the limits to solar cell voltage and efficiency have
been identified, it is desirable to know the ultimate values presently
predicted for planar surface cells. For instance, consider the 0.1
fl-cm, 208-µm thick cell reported in this paper. Because S = r at the
base contact is the likely value for this cell, JdP has a lower limit. This
can be realized by letting L become very large in equation (7). For
this example Jd,, approaches qn;D/WNA = 7.3 x 10-14 A/cm2. If both
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JdN and J,, were zero, the resulting V., for Jt = 0.040 A/cm2 would
be 695 mV, with a corresponding efficiency of 16.4 percent. This
should be compared to the present values of 654 mV and 14.8 percent
[3]. Such conditions on Jdv and J,,, are not probable, although improvement is possible. The contribution to JdN from the metal contact to
the emitter has already been reduced significantly [6], [10]. The value
of S at the emitter/AR coating interface for a Ta2O5 AR coating is about
5 x 10' cm/s [6]. The use of charged oxides, metal-insulatorsemiconductor (Mis) technology, and thicker substrates has resulted
in values of V., in excess of 690 mV [11]. This improvement leaves
the emitter bulk itself as the main area for improvement in JdN To
achieve increases in Vo, and efficiency the doping levels and profile
must be altered to minimize the combined effects of bandgap narrowing,
junction recombination current, and diffusion length of the emitter
region. At values of Vo, as high as 690 mV, the base dark current
becomes the factor controlling further increases, and the use of thicker
cells could result in higher Vo,.

[7] See for example, H. J. Hovel , Semiconductors and Semimetals, Solar
Cells, Academic Press, N.Y., 1975, Vol. 11, ch. 2.
[8] J. H. Reynolds and A. Meulenberg , Jr., "Measurement of Diffusion
Length in Solar Cells," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 45, 1974, p.
2582.
[9] E. S. Rittner , " An Improved Theory of the Silicon p-n Junction Solar
Cell," Journal of Energy, January-February 1977, Vol. 1, pp. 9-17.
[10] M. A. Green et al., "The MINP Solar Cell-A New High Voltage, High
Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell," 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, Proc., 1981, pp. 1405-1408.
[11] M. A. Green et al., "Towards a 700 mV Silicon Solar Cell," 16th IEEE
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference , San Diego , California, 1982 (in
press).
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Appendix . Experimental values for irradiated 0.1
and 0.2 SL-cm solar cells
Two cells (0.1 and 0.2 frcm) were illuminated, and the values of V., and
Jc were determined. Diffusion lengths were also measured by the method
described in the section entitled "Diffusion Length Measurement." These
cells were then irradiated to reduce the diffusion length and remeasured (total
of six measurement points). Measured values of Von, J,, and I, are presented
along with computed values for J. (maximum) and L in Tables A-1 and A-2.
When using Figure 2 to determine L, L, is in RA/4 cm2 and K is 16 sm/µA/4
cm2.

TABLE A-1. 0.1 dl- cm (208 µm)
V o,
(mV)

(A/cm')

635
634
632
630
627
623

0.0350
0.0350
0.0340
0.0333
0.0323
0.0310

ft

L (µm)

( µA/4 cm'-)

J , (max)
( 10-1' A/cm')

S=0

S=A

6.5
6.3
5.5
4.4
3.4
2. 6

6.20
6.38
6.70
7.10
7.73
8.68

110
104
90
71
55
42

650
345
139
83
57
42

I,
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TABLE A-2. 0.2 ,ft- cm (250 µm)
Index: antennas , earth stations, radiation , small terminals

V„1 Je
(mV) (A/cm')
630
622
619
614
608
603

0.0363
0.0348
0.0340
0.0330
0.0320
0.0308

L, Jd,, (max)

L (µm)

(µA/4 cm') (10-° A/cm') S= 0 S = a
9.0 7.73 156
6.4 10.13 104 150
5.6 11.13 90 110
4.2 13.13 67 71
3.4 16.10 55 55
2.4 18.80 39 39

* The value for 1, was actually greater than that which can be achieved for this
thickness of cell and S = b; therefore, the contact must be partially reflecting for
minority carriers.
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Abstract

A linear phased array has properties that are different from those of the
planar phased array. General relationships for linear array element gain are
derived in this paper. The effects of interconnecting and matching networks
on linear array performance are studied to show how the network parameters
can be optimized to produce near flat response over a wide scan angle. Arrays
of x/2 dipoles or slots are analyzed, with the result that the realized element
gains may be designed to be about 0 dB above isotropic for all scan angles in
marked improvement over the ideal cos 0 variation of planar arrays.

Introduction
Richard A. Arndt received his Ph.D. from Northwestern University in 1961. From 1961 to 1969 he was
a staff scientist at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Since he joined COMSAT Laboratories in
1969, he has been with the Applied Sciences Laboratory, where he is now Manager of the Solid
State Physics Department.

Large planar arrays inherently require a large number of phase
shifters (thousands or tens of thousands); the cost of building such
arrays can become excessively high. Attention has thus been directed
toward using the less expensive linear array [1]-[3] as a substitute and
achieving two-dimensional scanning by other means, when necessary.
Wasylkiwsky and Kahn [4] have given results for ideal element patterns
for infinite linear arrays and have shown how these patterns depend
on the array element. They show some analytic results for arrays of
elementary dipoles, but do not indicate the effect of a practical matching
network.
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The present work is concerned with both finite and infinite linear
arrays of elementary and half-wave dipoles, taking into account the
effect of matching networks. An interesting special case appears when
the array is matched near endfire. The realized gain is almost constant
as a function of scan, in marked contrast with the well-known cos 0
behavior for the fully matched planar array.
Element pattern
The power radiated per element in a large planar array in the x-y
plane is given by [51
V e)3W

P = IV, 12 & 2 IEi(uo, yn)I 2,
_ Alt
b, d <
Tlohd
cos A0

(1)

where d and b are the periodic separation between the elements in the
x and y directions, T)o and A are the free space characteristic impedance
and wavelength, V, is the generator voltage for every element, E,(u,
v) is the far-zone electric field per unit voltage of the generator of a
singly excited element in the actual array environment, and u0 and v0
are the x and y direction cosines in the main beam direction (90, 4 ).
Also, (u, v) and (0, 4)) are interchangeable angular parameters for the
same direction. Throughout this paper, the choice of such parameters
is made only for convenience. Element functions are in terms of (0,
4)), and array functions are in terms of (u, v). This is especially
convenient for linear arrays where the array parameters are functions
of u only. The physical interpretation of equation (1) is that, for the
ideal case of constant P during scanning, 1EII2 must be proportional to
cos Bo, the projection of the aperture in the direction of scan.
For a linear array of periodic spacing d, shown in Figure 1, the
power radiated per element in the array environment can be shown to
be (Appendix):
P

V 111X

I v)J
U

10d J 0 1-

o -v2

dv, d
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V e12W
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Figure 1 . Linear Phased Array
longer be applied; this is not surprising because the array now is
electrically large in only one direction.
The element pattern G,(9, (l,) in a planar array, defined as the
radiation pattern when only one element is excited and all other
elements terminated in their generator impedances, can be related to
the active reflection coefficient pJu, v) as [5], [6]
4rrbd
Ga(B, X2 cos B (1 Pa(u, v)12) (3)
for b < X/2 and d < X/2. This shows that for the ideal situation,
perfectly matching the array at all angles (pa is zero), the element gain
will have the form of cos 0, which can then be defined as the ideal
element gain for the planar array, independent of the element type.
For linear arrays, the element pattern can be proven to have the
following relation with the active reflection coefficient (Appendix):
(4)

GQ(0, 4)) = 4 TdF( 0, (b)[1 - Ipa(u)l2]

A/2 (2)

A comparison of equations (1) and (2) reveals that the difference in
the radiated power per element leads to a difference in the relationship
between the element gain and the reflection coefficient, and thus in
the expression for the ideal element pattern. Specifically, the simple
relationship between the cos 0 factor and the optical aperture can no

V e12W

where
V

F(0, (Jl) = IEde, x)1 2 (

IEI(u, y,)I2

J- 1 a2 vi

dv,^
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for d <_ X/2. The function F(0, 4)) is called the ideal element pattern
and is the maximum directivity obtainable when the array is matched
at all angles. Here F(0, 4)) is defined in terms of the element pattern
E,(0, 4)) in the terminated environment. In Reference 4, a similar
function is shown to be invariant to changes in loads. Thus, it appears
that F(0, 4)) may also be found by means of a simple integration over
element patterns in the open-circuited environment.

Because the main interest in this paper is matching networks and
the effect on finite linear arrays, alternative ways of finding F(0, 4))
will be presented below. However, one special case, although unphysical, may be treated directly. A finite (or infinite) array of isotropic
elements spaced by A/2 has purely reactive mutual impedances, which
can be matched by a simple interconnecting network [7]. Thus, p„ =
0, and the integration in equation (4) gives F = I/ar, leading to G, =
2 independent of scan.
The ideal element pattern obtained by matching the array is equivalent to adjusting the phase velocity in traveling wave antennas. It is
known through the Hansen-Woodyard condition that adjusting the
phase velocity produces optimum gain at endfire. For a large array of
isotropic elements of total length L, the maximum endfire gain obtainable by adjusting the phase velocity to the Hansen-Woodyard condition
is 4L/X. In other directions, the directivity drops to 2L/k under the
same condition. Equation (4) shows that the ideal element pattern of
GQ = 2 or of array directivity 2N = 4Uk is achievable in all
directions, including endfire, if the array is completely matched for all
directions. This shows that this optimum directivity is theoretically
achievable in all directions, if the array is matched in those directions,
or equivalently, if the phase velocity is adjusted to produce the optimum
gain.
A more practical case is shown in Figure 2, which gives F(0, 4)) for
an array of parallel half-wavelength dipoles; the cosine function is also
shown. A variation of only 3.5 dB over the complete scanning range
is theoretically possible. More important are the obtainable absolute
gain values.
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Figure 2. Function F(O) for Infinite Array of Isotropic Elements and
Infinite Array of Parallel Half-Wavelength Dipoles

= 4ZLRoGCI(0, 4))
G (0, 'h) =

IZL + Z.(0)1

(5)

where ZL is a resistive load impedance, Figure 1, and Z,,,(0) is the
input impedance when the array is scanned to radiate a main beam in
direction 0. For a large (2M + 1) element array, the input impedance
of the central element Z,,, can be shown to be
M

Z;,, = jX + Zo + 2 Z. cos (mdko sin 0) (6)
Large array of elementary dipoles
The element gain GC(0, 4)) can also be written in terms of the element
pattern in the open-circuited array environment G,,,(0, 4)) as [8]

where X is a reactance inserted on the output side of the element, Zo
is its self impedance, Z„, is the mutual impedance between this element
and the element spaced a distance of md, and ko is the free-space wave
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number . The term R. is the real part of Z. The array can be matched
at one angle by choosing X to eliminate the imaginary part of Z;,, and
ZL to be equal to the real part of Z,,,.

From the definition of the active reflection coefficient po and from
equations (4) and (5), the ideal- element gain function F(O, 4) can be
related to the input impedance by
F(0, ^) = X RoG,1(0, 4)
4rrd Re(z,„)

(7)

Equation (7) illustrates the remark on invariance following equation
(4). The real part of Z,,, and thus, the function F(O, (II) is invariant to
changes in loads (as shown in Reference 4).
For an infinitely large array of parallel dipoles , the real part of Z;,(0)
is given by
3Tr
Re [Z,(0)] = d (1 + sin' 0), 0 < m/2 . (8)
4k
Based on equation (8), it would not be difficult to match the array near
endfire, in contrast to the planar array which would have Re[Z;,,(Tr/2)]
either infinite or zero. However, the reactive part is more detrimental,
which is easily seen when the relationship for the normalized mutual
impedance is used:

L
ra
mkod
3
r (mkod)
I 1

(mkod) J
J

e

u d ' m> 0

(9)

Substituting equation (9) into (6), the input reactance of the central
element in a (2M + 1) element array is
M

X,,,(0) = X + Xo + 3 mkod

3^ cos mkod
("3kod)

sin mkod
(mkod)2

cos (mkod sin 0)

(10)

Except for 0 = 3r/2, the series converges quickly, but for 0 = Tr/2 and
kod = IT, the series takes the form
M

1

L

1

-I min (mw)3

which diverges. It is important to note though , that the sum increases
only logarithmically with M , so that even for M of the order of 1001000, the mismatch of a central element is not large, when X is chosen
properly. In practice , 0 = m/2 would be avoided when kod = ar because
of the grating lobe emergence at this angle.
The optimum choice of Zr, and X can play the main role in obtaining
the desired element gain pattern as dictated by equation (5). Consider
the problem of a large array of parallel small dipoles , spaced half-awavelength , kod = ' with a scanning range of ±80° from broadside.
The question is how to choose the loading Z, and X such that the
minimum gain over the scanning range is maximized . It is further
assumed that each element is self- resonant when isolated , so that X
only takes care of the mutual effects. The impedance values at
0 = 0° and 0 = 80° for M = 100 are
Z„(0°)=0.75-j0.57+jX
Z;,,(80°) = 1.477 + j 2.6 + jX
where the reactive part corresponds to the sum in equation (10). The
optimum loading can be found graphically as shown in Figure 3 in the
domain of Z, and X. The circles of equal gain at 0 = 0° and at 0 =
80° are drawn, determining the straight line that defines the locus of
equal gain at those two angles. The maximum value of this equal gain
is found to be -2.05 dB over the isolated element gain; that is, the
minimum realized gain per element is -0.30 over isotropic. This occurs
when ZL = 1.935 and X = - 1.710. It should be noted that this value
of load impedance does not correspond to an impedance match at any
angle. The curve showing the values of Z, and X resulting in matching
at specific angles is given in the same figure for reference. The element
gain pattern is shown in Figure 4, together with the case when the
scanning range is extended to endfire, 0 = 90°.
Because equations (6), (9)-(1 I) are valid only for the central element
of a (2M + 1) element array, the results of Figures 3 and 4 are strictly
correct for that element only. For large arrays, this is valid for elements
in the central region of the array, representing the majority of the
elements. The edge elements can be treated similarly after replacing
equation (6) with the proper expression for Z.
Interconnecting network
Bach Andersen and Rasmussen [7] showed that a class of lossless
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Figure 3. Optimization of the Matching Parameters for 0°-80°
Scanning
decoupling and descattering networks can have the effect of nullifying
the reactive part of the mutual impedances between elements in the
array by connecting those elements by lossless transmission lines of
proper lengths and characteristic impedances. Complete decoupling
occurs when the resistive components of the mutual impedances are
zero, thus obtaining the ideal element pattern as in the hypothetical
case of an array of isotropic elements with spacing K/2. For practical
situations, however, the mutual resistances between the elements are
not all zero and the improvement due to the network depends on the
type of element and the spacing in the array.

More complicated networks are theoretically possible [9], but as will
be shown, the element patterns approach the ideal element patterns
closely (within 0.5 dB) when this type of network is used. The simplicity
of these and other interconnecting networks is only theoretical, because
in practice it is impossible to connect each element with all other
elements.
The example in Figure 5 illustrates the effect of this kind of network
on the normalized element gain function of an array of resonant A/2
dipoles with 25 elements and periodic spacing of 0.5k. The curve is
computed by exciting the center element and loading the other elements
passively. Standard mutual impedances for thin wires have been used,
and the interconnecting networks are simulated by nulling mutual
reactances. The load impedance ZL is chosen as the self resistance of
the antenna element. The element pattern without the network is
shown along with the pattern when a complete decoupling network is
used. The element pattern gain for the unconnected array as a result
of introducing the network is far above the ideal planar array pattern
gain for most of the scanning range, and at endfire , there is a drop in
gain of only 3.5 dB.
From a practical point of view, it is always desirable to reduce the
size of the decoupling network, especially for large arrays. The effect
of network size is studied in Figure 6, where the element pattern levels
at two angles, 70° and 90°, are shown for the same example discussed
above as the complexity of the network is increased from merely
connecting every two neighboring elements to interconnecting all the
elements in the array. The early saturation of the curves is to be noted.
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Further increases in the network size have little effect on the overall
performance of the network.
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The decoupling network can also be used in conjunction with the
"ordinary matching" networks. Ordinary matching is matching the
array at one angle without changing the nature of mutual impedances
through interconnecting network or otherwise. To illustrate this principle, consider a 25-element array of parallel half-wavelength dipoles
separated by k/2. The ordinary matching at 0.,,, = 70° is found to
produce the maximum "minimum gain" in comparison with matching
at other angles. This also produces the minimum variation of the
element gain, and thus a nearly constant array gain over the full
scanning range of ±90°. This is not the global optimum matching of
Figure 3 that does not correspond to matching at a specific angle.
Introducing an interconnecting network increases the average element
gain and smooths the gain variation over the scanning range. Figure 7
shows the element patterns for the two matching angles of 70° and
broadside (0°), with and without the complete decoupling network.
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Figure 5. Normalized Element Gains for a 25-Element Array of
Half-Wavelength Dipoles
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Figure 7. Element Pattern for Different Matching Angles for Arrays
With and Without Decoupling Networks
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Figure 6. Relative Element Gain Level of a 25-Element Array at
0 = 70° and 90°for Different Network Sizes

The improvement in element gain patterns is a result of reducing
the reflection coefficient over the scanning range as predicted in
equation (4). Figure 8 depicts the variation of active reflection coefficients for the 25-element dipole array, with and without the intercon-
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Conclusions
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The linear phased arrays are not merely a special case of the general
planar arrays; they have unique fundamental features. For planar
arrays, the ideal element pattern is the cos 0 factor; for linear arrays
the ideal element pattern depends on the type of element.
Parallel Hertzian and half-wave dipoles have been used in this work.
Narrow slots are also amenable to the same argument.
Special interconnecting networks can be used to reduce the reactive
coupling between the elements in the array, and thus improve the
element pattern. The ordinary matching scheme can also be used to
produce a complete match in one direction. This has been shown to
give an almost constant gain with scan over the complete scanning
range with about 0-dB gain per element.
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In active arrays (arrays where all elements are excited), the "active"
radiated power per element, Pa, is related to the active reflection coefficient
p,(u„) through

361-369.

Vr x

Po =
Appendix
The total power radiated by an array into space is given by
P, _ I (f IE(o, ^)I2 sin B d9 d4)
Tlo o a

(A-1)

where Tlo is the free space characteristic impedance, and E,(0, ¢) is the electric
field in direction (0, f,) when the elements in the array are excited with a
voltage V, and progressive phase so that the main beam of the array pattern
is in direction ( uo, v). In this case E, ( 6, (f,) is given by
(A-2)
E,(0, o = V,E,( 0, 4)) Soto - no)
where E,(0, (f,) is the farfield per unit voltage of a singly excited element in
the actual array environment, and S,, is the array factor:
sin [(NTrd11,)(u - ua)]
S„ (u - uo) = sin [('id/X)(u - uo)]

(A-3)

f f I'E,(u, v)I2 du dv

- Po(ao)'I

(A-8)

where IV,I2/4Z, represents the available power from each generator that is
loaded with a load impedance of ZL. The element pattern is defined as the
radiation pattern when only one element in the array is excited and all other
elements are terminated with their generator impedances. This type of operation
produces a "passive" reflection coefficient p,(O, (l) at the terminals of the
excited element, and the element pattern will have a power gain of
G,(u, v) = directivity x [I - Ipo(0, 4)I2] (A-9)
which, from the definition of directivity, is given by

G,(e, m) =

2 4'rIE (e 4)h [I - Ipde,
4))11]

J J. E,(B, 011 sin B d8 d4)

. (A- 1 0)

Since the radiated power in this case is given by
P = Z^z [I - ^Pp (B, ¢)21

Equation (A-1) can be written in terms of the directional cosines as

P, = 1

4Z D

(A-4)

,9o 1 - u2 - V,

12

^, fl

4)I2 sin e do d¢

(A-11)

When equations (A-2) through (A-4) are combined, P, is given as
V, .2

IV,I2 f'

Sa(u - no)

E,(u, v)I2
A du
uz_yz

(A-5)

For a large array, the array factor takes the form of a Dirac-delta function
and equation (A-5) can be reduced to the single integration

G¢(0, (b) = 16ITZr E(0, 4$ 2
Tlo

(A- 12)

To establish a relationship between the element gain and the active reflection
coefficient , use equations (A-7), (A-8),
and (A-12) to arrive at the following
expression:
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4rrd
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4)1211
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Index: computer communications ,
multiplexing ( multiplexers),
networks, TDMA

dv^

-^ 1 -u'-vi

which can be rewritten as
4d F( 9, 011 - Pa(u)hl

(A- 14)

where
1 112
F(B44 I VE (u, h)
17

dv,

1-u

Equation (A-14) relates two conditions of operating the array: passive operation
from which the element gain in direction (0, ¢) is calculated, and active
operation from which the reflection coefficient in direction it is calculated.
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A baseband capacity allocation algorithm which is simple to implement and
provides high throughput
roughput with low average ,
queueing delay, has been developed
for transmiss
of data
packets over satellite links. Consideration is given to
the processing capability of the receiving station. Packets arriving at a station
for transmission to different destinations are placed either in a single-destinational queue or a multidestinational queue, depending upon the current
status of the queue. A Markov model is used to determine the average queueing
delay. The incoming traffic is monitored and capacities are allocated to service
single and multidestinationat queues according to the specified grade of service
performance.

Introduction
The capacity allocation for transmission of packets over satellite
links can be divided into two parts: first, the baseband capacity
requirement for a transmitting station must be defined, and, second,
the specific procedure for accessing the satellite channel to support
87
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the required baseband capacity needs to be determined . Various
demand-assigned multiple-access (LAMA) schemes address the second
issue, and a considerable body of work [1 )-[3] deals with methods for
sharing satellite broadcast channels. The issue of the baseband capacity
required for transmission of packets arriving over various terrestrial
input lines at an earth station is considered here.
In contrast to teletraffic for which the required number of channels
depends on the number of terrestrial input lines, for packet traffic, a
baseband channel can support a multitude of users through the use of
statistical multiplexing and/or packet switching . A local measure is
described in this paper which , with the use of simple look-up tables,
can determine the baseband capacity requirement . The baseband
capacity allocation algorithm that has been developed is based on the
statistical average of the incoming traffic over terrestrial lines and a
required acceptable queueing delay before transmission over the
satellite link . The algorithm is described in two phases.
In the first phase, the limitation on the processing capability of the
receiving nodes is not taken into account. All the packets arriving
over various terrestrial input lines at a given earth station and addressed
to different earth station destinations are statistically multiplexed and
placed in a common output queue for transmission. Through the use
of the suitable local measure to determine the baseband capacity
requirement , this scheme leads to the best baseband channel utilization,
because it uses statistical multiplexing in the most effective manner.
The above scheme works well as long as no receiving station
becomes overloaded . As an example, consider a simple case of a
network of N earth stations within a global beam, each assigned a
satellite channel of capacity C. Each station then receives data that
could be addressed to it at the rate of (N - 1) x C bit/s. Thus, for a
network consisting of several nodes, it may not be practical for every
earth station to be able to scan the packet headers (to find the packets
addressed to it) at the rate at which they are being received. This
condition of overloading would make the system unstable.

A second capacity allocation algorithm is described which takes into
account the above processing limitation . It is shown that by the proper
use of a single multidestinational channel , the performance of the
second algorithm can closely approximate that of the first algorithm.
The proposed algorithms are simple to implement and permit high
channel utilization (better than 90 percent) with low queueing delays
of the order of 10 to 15 ms. This is a considerable improvement in
performance, as can be seen from Figure 1, which gives the performance
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curve without using those algorithms. The next section describes their
structures. Then, the mathematical modeling and analysis are carried
out. The last section gives the tables to be used to implement these
algorithms and presents the performance curves for different system
parameters.

Capacity allocation algorithm
A packet-switching network with internodal links provided by
satellite channels is considered. Baseband data streams are assembled
as satellite packets with the source and destination encoded in the
packet header, and then placed in transmit queues. Baseband channel
capacity associated with a transmit queue is defined as the server
capacity servicing that transmit queue.
First, a capacity allocation scheme is described in which all the
packet traffic at one node (addressed to different destinations) is
statistically multiplexed and placed in a common transmit queue. The
incoming traffic activity is constantly monitored. The average number
of packets placed in the transmit queue is computed by counting the
number of packets going to that queue in a given time interval. The
baseband capacity required to serve the packet traffic at that node is
then computed for the acceptable queueing delay. Because the packets
from different users are interleaved, the total input of packet traffic
tends to be uniformly distributed as the number of sources increases;
this occurs despite the bursty nature of each user's traffic. The
maximum possible usage of statistical multiplexing in this scheme leads
to high baseband channel utilization. The expression for queueing
delay as a function of incoming average traffic and the baseband
channel capacity are given in the following section. A table of capacity
allocation for a particular value of queueing delay is presented next.

Statistical multiplexing of all packet traffic addressed to different
destinations may not always be feasible. As stated earlier, a packet
node may not find it practical to scan the headers to find packets
addressed to it at a rate at which it is receiving packets. Also, in a
mixed multibeam and global beam environment, packets transmitted
on a narrow beam must be single destinational (or restricted to
destinations covered by a narrow beam), unless there is a processor
on board to scan the addresses. A new algorithm for capacity allocation
is presented that takes into account the above considerations and is
applicable whenever there is a provision of at least one multidestinational channel.
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The general architecture at each node consists of several singlesestinational transmit queues and one multidestinational queue. Each
ingle-destinational transmit queue is restricted to only a specified
maximum number of packets awaiting service. Any additional packets
are routed to the multidestinational queue. A Markov model is used
to compute the average queueing delay for this system. The traffic is
monitored at each queue, and the number of packets arriving and the
number of packets transferred from each queue to the multidestinational
queue are counted over a predetermined time interval. The Markov
model is solved, with the given grade of service delay requirement
and 100-percent throughput on all single-destinational channels, to
compute the baseband capacity required to serve the incoming packet
traffic. The throughput for each single-destinational channel is defined
as the number of packets arriving for that destination during the service
time of a packet on that channel.

The system architecture is stable against variations in traffic (subject
to total traffic being accommodated in the total baseband capacity
allocated to that transmitting station) as the sum of the overflow of
traffic from single-destinational queues is diverted to the multidestinational queue, thus smearing out individual single-destinational traffic
changes. Hence, the system essentially moves from one Markov
description of a certain set of values for capacities (and maximum
queue lengths) for different transmit queues to another set of values,
depending upon the traffic pattern. Whenever the average number of
packets routed to the multidestinational channel from a single-destinational queue is not within a predetermined range, either more capacity
for that destination is requested or a certain amount of capacity
allocated to it is relinquished; while the total baseband capacity assigned
to that station remains fixed. Capacity channels to serve the singledestinational queue are redistributed to assure the grade of service
delay requirement, and at the same time, high utilization of baseband
capacity is maintained.
The baseband reallocation scheme described above works on two
levels. First, when the traffic pattern for single-destinational channels
changes without the total traffic changing beyond certain levels, then
the capacity is redistributed and other nodes are informed of it via a
multidestinational channel. In essence, this procedure of the second
algorithm mimics the advantage of the total statistical multiplexing of
packets (to different destinations) of the first algorithm, within the
constraints of the limitation of the processing capability of the receiving
nodes.
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On the second level, the traffic pattern could change such that the
baseband capacity requirement given by the algorithm could indicate
either an increase or decrease in the overall satellite capacity assigned
to that node. That information would be relayed to whichever DAMA
scheme is being used. In the second algorithm, more information
is available (through the monitoring of traffic to each destination)
regarding the changes in the traffic pattern. For moderate traffic
changes, the increase in incoming traffic for a particular destination
that warrants more capacity would not increase the queueing delay
significantly because the increase in the overflow would be handled
by the multidestinational channel. On the other hand, if the decrease
in the traffic warrants relinquishing some capacity, it would not cause
significant underutilization of the channel, because the fluctuations are
around the values set at 100-percent throughput (resulting in high
utilization). The above arguments are valid for moderate traffic changes;
when drastic changes occur, the performance degradation in either of
the algorithms described above would be comparable.

example is discussed, giving a table for capacity allocation for different
ranges of incoming traffic and for different grades of service queueing
delays.
The second algorithm, in which different transmit queues are formed
for different destinations along with a multidestination queue, is applied
to a TDMA system. In TDMA, each earth station transmits a burst of
bits for a specified time, depending upon its allocated satellite capacity.
The transmission times of the bursts are carefully controlled so that
no two bursts from different earth stations will overlap. Each earth
station accesses the satellite channel every F seconds, which is called
the frame period. The frame format of this system is illustrated in
Figure 2.
F SEC

BURST FROM
STATION A

Delay analysis
The baseband capacity allocation algorithms described above are
quite general. They are independent of any multiple-access method
and can be adapted to an FDMA or TDMA scheme. They can be
embedded in either a distributed or a centrally controlled way of
acquiring and releasing satellite channel capacities. For mathematical
analysis, the algorithms are applied to certain specific systems.

For the first algorithm, in which the packets of data (coming over
all the input lines) are placed in a common queue, it is assumed that
they follow a Poisson arrival distribution and are served by a baseband
channel of capacity C. Then, the queueing delay, d, can be obtained
from an MIDI1 model as [4]
XTZ

d=

2(l - XT)

(1)

where a is the average number of packets arriving per second, and
T = b/C is the transmission time with h as the packet size and C as
the server capacity . By monitoring the incoming traffic and determining
the average traffic level, the baseband capacity required for an
acceptable value of the queueing delay can be computed from equation
(1). As the average traffic changes by a certain amount , so does the
allocation of the baseband capacity. In the next section , a numerical

PACKET TRAFFIC

Ll 111 1_J11 1111
SINGLE DESTINATION SATELLITE CHANNELS

Figure 2. TDMA Frame Format

M ULTIDESTINATION
CHANNELS
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At each station , the incoming data streams are assembled as satellite
packets with the source and destination encoded in the packet header
and are placed in different transmit queues according to their destinations, provided that the number of packets in the transmit queue is
less than a certain predetermined value. Otherwise , the packet is
placed in the transmit queue of the multidestinational channel. Let C,
be the baseband capacity serving the transmit queue for destination I,
and CM the capacity allocated for the multidestinational queue. Let b,
be the packet size and k , the average number of packets for destination
I, arriving per second at the earth station . It is assumed that the
packets for each destination arrive with a Poisson distribution . Packets,
or portions of them , are transmitted from each queue during a traffic
burst every F seconds . Let the packet of size b, be divided into n,
number of units, such that one unit is transmitted every F seconds,
where n, is given by
b,=C,•F-n, . (2)
The packet size b, can be adjusted to give integral values to n,. The
number of units in each transmit queue at the beginning of the frame,
just after transmission , represents the state of the discrete time Markov
chain . The stationary probability distribution for this system exists
and can be computed by solving the following sets of equations:

f,
n;_EHIP"
=o

(3)

where III = probability of having i units waiting in the transmit queue
for destination I at the beginning of a frame (just after
transmission)
f, = maximum possible number of units in the queue at that
time
PIij = transition probability of finding j units in the transmit
queue at the beginning of a frame when there were i units
at the beginning of the previous frame.
A newly arrived packet is placed in the multidestinational queue
whenever it finds m„ or more units waiting in its destinational queue.
The terms E, and m, are related by the following equation:
E,=n,+ (m,- 1) - I . (4)

The transition probability matrix Pb is a function of m,, n,, and the
arrival distribution of the packet traffic for the destination 1. P; is first
calculated and then substituted in equation (3), which is then solved
for 115, 0 <_ j < L. The average number of packets arriving at the
multidestinational queue is computed by adding the average number
of packets routed from each of the single-destinational transmit queues.
Because packets for each destination arrive with a Poisson distribution , their arrival times are distributed uniformly. Thus, the probability of a packet arriving between time t and t + dt during the frame
period F is dt/F; and the probability of that packet finding n units
waiting in the transmit queue for destination I is
(5)

a,, II;P,-,lt)
to

where p; ,_,(I) is the probability of (n - I) units arriving for destination
i in time it. The probability that a newly arrived packet for destination
I will be diverted to the multidestinational transmit queue is equal to
m,-I
1 all

(6)

„=o

The average queueing delay is then given by

F{>

F
D,_^^

dt ,_, ,-I
[(n+l)F-t]a„+ DM [I- a;,

I

7)

where DM is the average queueing delay for a packet in the multidestinational queue , which will be computed by assuming that the sum of
the overflow traffic from various single - destinational queues follows a
Poisson distribution.
The above expressions for probability and delay are applicable when
the baseband capacity serving the single-destinational queue is such
that a packet or a portion of it can be transmitted during one frame
period . When more than one packet can be serviced from a singledestinational transmit queue during a frame period , the above equations
need to be suitably modified.
In the next section , the above analysis is applied to specific examples
to show that proper choice of values for f, (the maximum number of
units allowed to wait in each single -destinational transmit queue), C„
and CM, can produce low queueing delay and high throughput.
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Numerical examples
The baseband capacity is assumed to be available in units of 64kbit/s channels. For the permissible queueing delay of 10 ms, the
required baseband capacity is obtained from equation (1) as

CR = [ 2

64000(1 + 1 + 2001

where k is the average packet traffic (in packets per second) input to
the transmit queue and b is the packet size in bits. The expression in
the brackets is rounded to the next higher integer . Table I shows the
capacity requirements for ranges of input packet traffic for an acceptable
average queueing delay of 10 ms.
TABLE 1. BASEBAND CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR 10-MS
AVERAGE QUEUEING DELAY

(Assuming 1-kbit packet size)
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queue for destination 1. The allocation of capacity C, is determined by
the incoming traffic at this earth station for destination 1. If k, is the
average number of packets arriving per second for destination 1, C, is
determined by demanding that the throughput, p,, be 100 percent,
where
PI

b

X/T/;

1
TI - C

(8)

and T, is the service time for a packet of size b, bits.
Again, assume that the baseband capacity is available in units of 64
kbit/s. Table 2 gives the capacity requirement for ranges of input traffic
around the values given by equation (8).
TABLE 2. BASEBAND CAPACITY REQUIREMENT USING A COMMON
MULTIDESTINATIONAL CHANNEL

(Assuming 1024-bit packet size)
AVERAGE INPUT TRAFFIC NUMBER OF 64-KBIT/S
RANGE (PACKETS/S) CHANNELS REQUIRED

AVERAGE INPUT TRAFFIC

NUMBER OF 64-KBIT/S

RANGE (PACKETS/S) CHANNELS REQUIRED

0-35
1
36-91
2
92-151
3
152-213
4
214-276
5
277-339
6
340-402
7
403-465
8
466-529
9
530-593
10
594-656
11
657-720
12
721-784
13
785-848
14
849-911
15
912-975
16

31-93
C
94-155
2C
156-217
3C
218-279
4C
280-331
5C
332-393
6C
394-455
7C
456-517
8C

The average queueing delay for each transmit queue is computed
from equation (7). It depends upon the maximum number of packets
allowed to wait in the transmit queue and the average queueing delay,
DM, in the multidestinational queue. D,,, can be approximated as
DM

PA/IM _F
2(1 - PM) + 2

(9)

The second algorithm is applied to a network of earth stations where TM is the service time for a packet on the multidestinational
accessing the satellite channels via TDMA. Let the frame period be 2 channel and pm is the aggregate sum of the traffic intensity from
ms. Consider a particular earth station transmitting packets of data to overflow from single-destinational channels and various thin streams
destination 1. Let C, be the server capacity assigned to the transmit that do not warrant a separate channel (see Figure 3).
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The maximum number of packets allowed to wait in each transmit
queue and the capacity needed for the multidestinational channel are
determined by the requirement of the queueing delay for each destination.
As an example , the Markov analysis has been performed with the
queueing delay requirement of 10 to 15 ms for each of the transmit
queues served by capacity channels of various multiples of 64 kbit/s.
The details of the calculation for one case are presented in Appendix
A. Figures 4 and 5 give performance curves (of queueing delay versus
channel utilization) for traffic served by baseband channels with
capacities of 64 kbit/s and 128 kbit/s. The performance improves for
higher capacity channels. Thus, while maintaining the queueing delay
as low as 10 to 15 ms on all transmit queues (single and multidestinational), the above scheme yields a very high aggregate throughput
(?95 percent) for a wide range of traffic scenarios. For example,
consider the packet traffic originating from a node going to four
different destinations . The algorithm computes the baseband capacity
requirement depending upon the incoming traffic to each destination
and concludes that the capacity requirement is C, 2C, 4C, and 8C
(C = 64 kbit/s) for each of these destinations , when a multidestinational
channel of capacity C is available for overflow traffic.
The curve identified as "Mixed " in Figure 6 shows the performance
for the packet traffic to the destination served by the channel of
capacity C, as computed using the formulas developed in Appendix
A. This compares very favorably with the performance for the packet
traffic on a channel of capacity C, when only single-destinational
channels are available, as shown by the curve identified as "SingleD" in Figure 6. (Note that the Single-D curve in Figure 6 is identical
to that in Figure 1.) If, however , there were no constraints on the
limitation of the processing capability of the receiving nodes, the
packet traffic to all destinations could be statistically multiplexed and
the first capacity allocation algorithm would then give an even better
performance , as shown by the curve labeled " Multi-D " in Figure 6.
Conclusion
It is thus concluded that by appropriately using a multidestinational
channel, low delay and high throughput can be maintained for packet
traffic despite processing limitations. This is accomplished by using
the local measures computed by the capacity allocation algorithm
described in this paper.
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Figure 4. Average Queueing Delay vs Baseband Channel Utilization
for the Packet Traffic Served by a Baseband Channel of 64-kbitls
Capacity with the Overflow Packets Served by a Multidestinational
Channel

Figure 5. Average Queueing Delay vs Baseband Channel Utilization
for the Packet Traffic Served by a Baseband Channel of 128-kbitls
Capacity with the Overflow Packets Served by a Multidestinational
Channel
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Appendix A. Derivation of queueing delay
Consider a packet communications network in which each node has access
to the satellite every 2 ms. The calculation for queueing delay for different
single-destinational transmit queues is illustrated by explicit computation for
one case, namely, the single-destinational queue serviced by a baseband
channel of capacity C, where C = 64 kbitls. The computation for other server
capacities can be carried out along similar lines.
Single - destinational queue serviced by a 64-kbitls channel

0
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0.4 06

08 09 1.0

CHANNEL UTILIZATION

Figure 6. Performance Comparison of Different
Capacity Allocation
Algorithms

Let the packets be of bit size 1024 arriving at a station for a particular
destination I. Let P; be the probability of i packets arriving during one 2-ms
frame period. With the available server capacity of 64 kbit/s, the packet divides
into eight units, such that one unit is transmitted every 2 ms. Further, let the
algorithm specify that when a newly arriving packet finds two or more packets
waiting in the transmit line for destination I, it is diverted to the multidestinational queue. The maximum number of units that can occupy the transmit
queue just after transmission of one unit is given by equation (4) as
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f,=n,+ (m,-2)=22 .

(A-1)

By substituting the values for the transition probabilities in equation (3), the
following sets of equations for stationary probabilities II, can be obtained:
Ho

116

118

= H9P0 + H,P,

Take the incoming traffic for destination I to be such that
A,T, = I

Dl = (5.4) F + DM - kM,
A,

113 = H ,,

= FLA
=IIPo
= 11 7P0

105

(A-5)

where T, is the service time for a packet. From equation (7), average queueing
delay is obtained as

= H0P0 + H,P0
= IIIP0

H,
n2 = H3P0
114
H,

FOR TRANSMISSION OF PACKETS

(A-6)

where AM, as computed from equation (A-4) is given by

H, = H„P, + H„ P,

AM, = (0.18)A, .

119 = HioPo + H2P1
11,0 =
„P0 + H3P1

(A-7)

11

H„ = H,IP9 + II4P,

H,2=II ,8Po +RIP,

114, = H.P. + 116P,
1114 =

His =
6 =

H1

1115P0 + H7P1
H,6 + H80 -Po)+ 110(1 - Po - Pi)

11 0

+119(1-Pot +H,(1
+HII(1-Pill +112(1
1118 = 1119 + 1111(1 - Po) + 11,(1
1119= 1120 + H12(1-Po) + II4(1

Hn

=

1118

-PO - P.)
- Po - Pi)

- Po - Pi)
-Po - P,)
H2O = 112, + H„(1 - P0) + 115(1 - Po - Pi)
H21 =1122+11140 -Po)+116(1 - Po - Pd
1122 = H15(1 - Po) + 117(1 - PO - Pi)

(A-2)

The above sets of equations are solved to obtain 11,' s; e.g.,

H o -- p 16

Pas
+8(1 -P0)(I +Po)-SP,P3(8-7Po)

(A-3)

The average number of packets transferred to the multidestinational queue
from the above transmit queue during one frame period (F) is given by
AM,F = ASP - (I - Ho1°)
8

(A-4)

where A, is the average number of packets arriving per second. The average
queueing delay is then obtained as a function of the incoming traffic and is
given by substituting the values for IIi's in equation (7).
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Third-order distortion of television
and sound multiplexed signals in
satellite FM systems
A. HAMMER AND D. J. SCHAEFER
(Manuscript received November 18, 1981)

Abstract
An analysis of third-order distortion components arising when video and
audio multiplexed signals frequency modulate an RF carrier in a satellite system
is presented. Composite baseband signal and distortion spectra are derived,
and the signal-to-distortion power ratio is evaluated. Preemphasis and delay
equalization effects are shown to significantly enhance the signal-to-distortion
ratio. Suggestions regarding preemphasis and filtering are offered, and numerical examples and computer results are given.

Introduction
The transmission of television and sound multiplexed signals in
band-limited FM systems has been examined [1]-[4]. The evaluation
of television and sound distortion in those systems was performed
either experimentally or numerically in some cases . However, an
analytical tool may be needed to assist in calculating the distortion as

This paper is based upon work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under
the sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT).
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a function of frequency overdeviation, filter characteristics, and other
parameters.
This paper discusses both the analysis and some synthesis aspects
of band-limited FM systems in terms of distortion of the modulating
television and sound multiplexed signals. This problem arises in satellite
communications, where it may be desirable to transmit within half a
transponder bandwidth a color TV signal and two high-quality sound
channels (or several sound channels of overall equivalent bandwidth).
The TV and sound signals are first frequency-division multiplexed, and
these signals then frequency modulate a common RF carrier. The
frequency deviation of this carrier should be as large as possible to
maximize the signal-to-thermal-noise ratio for a given satellite transponder power. However, the distortion arising because of the bandlimited frequency range poses an upper bound to the carrier frequency
deviation.
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the system investigated. The transponder is assumed to operate in the linear region, and hence is
represented by a filter (incorporating the earth station filters, if any).
The total carrier frequency deviation is determined both by the TV
signal amplitude, r,, and by the audio subcarrier amplitude, r2. In the
figure, x(t), y(t), and z(t) represent the TV chrominance waveform, the
TV luminance waveform, and the FM audio waveform, respectively.
The following assumptions have been made:
a. The TV input is assumed to be a test signal , such as an NTSC
color bar.
b. The audio•subcarrier is modulated by a single tone whose
frequency is identical to the overall audio bandwidth.
c. The composite baseband modulating signal is considered to
be deterministic.
d. The FM modulators and demodulators have ideal characteristics.
e. The equivalent transmission link filter is considered to be
linear and symmetrically conjugate.
f. The demodulated output is obtained as a Maclaurin series
expansion [5), and only the third-order distortion component is
computed.
g. The composite FM carrier modulation index is assumed to
be relatively small, so that the Maclaurin series converges.
h. The input TV signal is expanded into a Fourier series,
disregarding the TV half-field frequency spectral lines.
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+ j [cos ( kwLSe) - cos (kwLy()]},

i. The distortion term is considered to be independent of the
thermal noise. Thermal noise effects are not included in the
analysis.
An appropriate composite baseband signal representation is given,
and the third-order distortion spectrum and power are derived. Higher
order distortion components are disregarded. The ratio of signal to
third-order distortion power is chosen as a basis for performance
criteria. Certain synthesis aspects of preemphasis networks and filter
equalization are discussed. Finally, several numerical results, based
on a relevant computer program, are presented.

k=-N,-N+1,...,N (3)
luminance levels
where Cf, ye, and Se, for e = 1, 2, ..., P, are the
, as shown in
respectively
and their initial and final timing instants ,
Figure 2.
The chrominance waveform x(t) is composed of Q piecewise constant
amplitude phasors:
Q
x(t) _ S,,{t) cos (Ws,( + 4;),

Composite baseband signal representation
The composite baseband signal is assumed to be composed of three
parts: TV luminance, TV chrominance, and a frequency-modulated
audio subcarrier. To enable the calculation of distortion power, the
TV luminance and chrominance components are expanded into a Fourier
series, while the frequency-modulated audio subcarrier is represented
by the appropriate Bessel function coefficients. The TV test signal, to
be discussed, is assumed to be a color bar [6]. Other forms of repetitive,
piecewise constant level test signals may be treated in a similar manner.
The luminance waveform y(t) can be approximated by

I

k=-N

where (^;, c;, y;, and S;, for i = 1, 2, ..., Q, are the chrominance
subcarrier phases, levels, and timing instants, respectively, as shown
in Figure 2, and ws, is the chrominance subcarrier angular frequency.
Thus, Si(t) is the envelope of the ith color phasor.
Equation (4) can be rewritten as

dkeXP(jk(OLt)

(1)

1 T,.n

M

+ z 1 bk_ exp [j( kwL - ws,)t]

(5)

k- -M

where the value of M depends on the chrominance signal bandwidth,
and the Fourier series coefficients bk+ and bk_ are derived from
transformed chrominance waveforms by

y(t) exp (-jkwLt) dt,

Tz -Tdz

k=-N,-N+1,.,N (2)
Replacement of y(t) in equation ( 2) by the piecewise constant level
luminance waveform yields
P

bk+ eXP [j ( kwL + ws)t]

x(t) _ '
k=-M

where dk, for k = -N, -N + 1, ..., N, is the kth Fourier series
coefficient , and w/, is the TV line scanning frequency . The value of N
is determined by the luminance bandwidth.
The Fourier series coefficients are
dk = -

(4)

y' < t S S,
S() = { c,•
0: otherwise

N

Y(t) _
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dk = - Ce {[sin (kwLS ) - sin (kwcy )]
e e
2,rrk =,

T z Q

bk+ _

S,,{t) exp (j¢) exp ( jkw t) dt

TL _T",2 '_'

nn
Q
ex p(
bk_1 _r TL SJ( t)-JAI)
TL rrn I=I

exp (-jkwLt) dt

k=-M,-M+1,...,M . (6)
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Inserting the expressions for Si(t), i = 1, 2, ..., Q, given in equation
(4), into equation (6) yields

U' Y
❑
J U

<

g

Q
bk+ _ c1{( sin (kwLS; - 4)) - sin (kwLryi - Q]
2^rk i =1

LUMINANCE y(l)

+ j[cos (kwLS; -

- cos (kwLryi - (J]},

k = -M, -M + 1, ..., M . (7)
Since the waveform x(t), given in equation (5), is real, bk- is the
complex conjugate of bk+.

The total composite baseband signal m(t) is
CHROMINANCE 41)

m(t) = r)

LI

dk exp (jkwLt ) + 2' S E bk+ exp [j(wsl + kwL)t]

k=

-N

k=

-M

M

+ E, bk+ exp [j (-wsl + kwL)t]
k= -M I

rl

9 +1

2 k-

-(g +I)

+2

I

Jk((3) (exp [J(ws2 + kw,„)t]

+ exp [j( -w52 +
COLOR BAR

kw„Jt]}

(8)

whereJk(R), fork = -((3 + 1), -p, ..., R + 1, is the Bessel function
of the first kind and order k: 0 and ws2 are the frequency modulation
index and angular frequency, respectively, of the audio subcarrier;
and w,,, is the ratio angular bandwidth.
The composite baseband signal m(t), given in equation (10), may be
rewritten more briefly as

-043
m(t) _ ak exp (Jwkt)

Figure 2 . NTSC Color
Bar Signal Waveforms

(9)

where ak, wk, and k are given in Table 1.
The preemphasis network transfer function HH(f) is approximated
by

1 + j(flff)
Ho(f) = I +J(fl)

(10)
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where f, and f are the

lower and upper break point frequencies,

respectively

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS

LUMINANCE

CHROMINANCE
FM AUDIO SURCARRIER

a,

rid,

1 rib,,,

i r,b,_
wk

kw,

o, , + kw ,

Range of k
Upper Limit

N
-N

Lower Limit

w,, + kw,

M
-M

fi(t) n

The overdeviation V may be defined as

V -= 20log AF
(11)
where the carrier frequency deviation OF is determined by baseband
signal and preemphasis parameters, and aFF
is the frequency deviation
according to Carson's rule.

^ y(T) ^(t
o

(13)

T) dT

The derivative of the phase-modulating signal a4)(t)lat is assumed to
be the preemphasized composite baseband signal m,(t), derived from
equations (9) and ( 10) and Table I as

af(t)
at M,

+I
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pass equivalent) filter impulse response, and

ak,

Wk AND k IN COMPOSITE BASEBAND
SIGNA L E XPRESSION
PARAMETER
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(t)

I +J(fklf,)
exp (Jwkt)

- ak
k I + i(fklfu )

(14)

The summation in equation ( 14) is performed for all possible values of
k, which are given in Table 1.
The term D3(t), given in equation ( 14), is the third-order distortion
component at the input to the deemphasis network, shown in Figure
1. Performing the partial differential in equation (12) and using the lefthand equality in equation (14) yield
- 2D3(t) = h y(T) (p2(t - T) M,(t -

T)

dT

0

Third .

order distortion components

) fU -y(T)42(t - T) dT
a att

The analysis of the filtering effect on the FM carrier signal is based
on a convolution process and the subsequent Maclaurin series expansion of the demodulated signal. Since the linear filter is assumed to
have a symmetrically conjugate transfer function, the resulting Maclaurin series contains only odd-order terms [5J. In this case, the first
term of the Maclaurin series expansion represents the linearly filtered
modulating signal, while the second term is the third
component. -order distortion
The third-order distortion component
Di3(t) of a linearly filtered
angle modulated signal is [5J

- 2t,(t) f y(T) (^(t - T)

+ 21,2(t) a0t)

at

=
T a ^^

y(T)[(^(t

where (W) is a phase- modulating signal

f,
k J^k[I +AM)] rk
- T) -

$(t)13

dT

(12)

, y(t) is the normalized (low-

- T) dT

(15)

where fi(t), determined from equations (13) and (14) by operating in
the frequency domain, is
ak [1 +J(fklfv)J F

D3(t)

mP(t

0

UaIkt)

(16)

The term a4j(t)lat is the filtered preemphasized baseband signal (not
containing any FM distortion), and Ff, is the complex (low-pass
equivalent) filter transfer function at frequency fk, namely
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l
TJk = TJkI exp

- 2mJ (TOfk +
a

Tg(f)

df) J

The variables To and Tg(f) are the filter constant delay and group delay,
respectively.
Substitution of equations (14) and (16) into equation (15) and repeated
operations in the time and frequency domains yield the third-order
distortion spectrum GD,(f) at the output of the deemphasis network:

Thus, only combinations of k, n, and i resulting in f,: being in the
frequency range contribute to the value of PD,(Afg) in equation (20).
The spectral components are added vectorially at a given frequency
while scalar addition is performed over different frequencies.
The useful signal s(t) at the receiver output is given by the first term
in the Maclaurin series
s(t) _ j 'Y (T) m(t - T ) dT =
0

GD,( f) = 8m^ E I Z

a ka a, P'7

a (f - ft)

(17)

where

P

f
+7fv/ +j,

II

+7fv/ +7f /

2

JI=COn Gf

with ff E Ofg.

•

(21)

If group delay equalization is introduced , s(t) is undistorted.
range Afg
The signal power Ps(Af) within the positive frequency
obtained from equation (21) is

with fk E Af .

(19)

C

k

(18)

and where fl; = fk + f + f,, with the range of n and i identical to that
of k, given in Table 1 . The triple sum in equation ( 17) is performed for
all luminance , chrominance , and Fm audio subcarrier components of
the baseband signal . The parameters ak, a,,, and a;, are the Fourier
series coefficients of the composite baseband signal , and P represents
preemphasis and deemphasis effects. The term Fe, defined by equation
(19), depends solely on the filter characteristics , and its value would
be zero if the filter were ideal . Thus, the discrete components of the
third-order distortion spectrum are generated as additive combinations
of baseband frequency terms.
In this analysis , the third-order distortion power at the output of the
deemphasis network is chosen as the basis for a performance criterion.
The distortion power PD, (Of) within a specified positive frequency
range may be derived from equations ( 17) through ( 19) to obtain
PD,(Sfg) = 3.2 x 10-4 E EEEakanaPI
JE k I M

^. a lfk exp (JWkt)

k

Ps(Afg) = 2 E IakI2IFff!2 (22)

^I +j fn) (1 +j f) (I +jf ) (I +jf)
re - F f. - Tr+ fl fk + 2PJIf,
17l - 2IJr 1'ji
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(20)

interval can thus
The signal - to-distortion ratio within any frequency
be evaluated by means of equations (20) and (22).
Preemphasis and equalization effects
In equation (20) the third-order distortion power is composed of
products of the form A P Fe, where P and F f are given in equations
(18) and (19), respectively, and A is defined as
a akanal

(23)

A ff
The complex value of the product A P F f depends on the combination
(k, n, i) as follows: Whenever some of the indices k, n, and i indicate
luminance terms, the value of A is relatively large because of the
smaller values of the frequencies in the denominator of equation (23).
(Luminance component frequencies are usually much smaller than
chrominance or FM audio subcarrier spectral frequencies). However,
at those combinations of (k, n, i) and the related frequencies, the value
of Fe is relatively small. (The departure of filter characteristics from
ideal ones is relatively small at those frequencies.) Whenever f is
derived only from chrominance or audio terms, the value of A is
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relatively small [involving larger values off, or f,, in equation (23)].
However , at those larger frequency combinations , the value of Pe may
be relatively large because of larger deviations from ideal filter
characteristics.
The amount of distortion power arising from contributions by the
luminance components can be decreased by increasing the preemphasis
upper break point frequency f,, with decreased luminance amplitude
levels resulting. This increase in preemphasis amplitude range may
also be desirable for purposes of chrominance signal to thermal noise
improvement and convergence of the Maclaurin series [5] by achieving
a smaller composite frequency modulation index.
Equations ( 17) and ( 19) show that improved group delay equalization
within the equivalent baseband frequency range may considerably
decrease the value of Fe arising from luminance term contributions.
Hence, whenever the luminance components contribute to the dominant distortion terms, it may be desirable to increase the preemphasis
amplitude range or improve the filter delay equalization , as explained.
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TABLE 2. SIGNAL-TO-DISTORTION RATIO WITHIN FM AUDIO
SUBCARRIER RANGE: PREEMPHASIS AND EQUALIZATION EFFECTS

(v = 6 dB , and r , lr2 = 20 dB)
PSPD, (dB)
20-MHz
FILTER,

(MHz)

17.5-MHz

17.5-MHz

FILTER,

FILTER,

AVERAGE- NEGATIVE-

POSITIVE-

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

DELAYS

DELAYS

DELAYS

5.9 -10.9 15.8
21.3 8.3 18.7

0.57
2.5

TABLE 3. SIGNAL-TO-DISTORTION RATIO WITHIN FM AUDIO
SUBCARRIER RANGE: OVERDEVIATION AND BASEBAND LEVEL
EFFECTS

(17.5-MHz filter, positive-frequency delays)
Numerical examples
The equations presented in the preceding sections have been implemented by means of a digital computer program. The TV test signal
was chosen as an NTSC 75-percent color bar [6]. The TV line scanning
frequency, f, and the chrominance subcarrier frequency, fs,, assumed
the values of 15.75 kHz and 3.58 MHz, respectively. The audio
bandwidth, f,, was 35 kHz, and the audio subcarrier frequency, fs2,
and modulation index 0 were assumed to be 6.6 MHz and 5, respectively. The preemphasis lower break point frequency, f, was 120 kHz.
Since the filter has been assumed to be symmetrically conjugate,
group delay values for either positive or negative frequencies (or
average values) were used in the computer runs.

Tables 2 through 4 show values of the signal-to-third-order distortion
ratio Ps(Afg)1PD3(Of) calculated by the computer program for various
combinations of the following parameters:

Ps/P,,,
(dB)

r,lr, f„
v (dB) (dB) (MHz)

6
12.8
12.8

10 0.57 21.2
20 0.57 2.2
20
2.5
5.1

TABLE 4. SIGNAL-TO-DISTORTION RATIO WITHIN TV FREQUENCY
RANGE

(v = 6 dB)
FILTER AND

r,lr,

Jr.

P'/Po'

GROUP DELAY

(dB)

(MHz)

(dB)

20-MHz, Average Frequencies

20

0.57

34.5

20-MHz, Average Frequencies

20

2.5

53.1

17.5-MHz, Positive Frequencies

20

0.57

58.9

17.5-MHz, Positive Frequencies

10

0.57

45.1

a. overdeviation v,
b. ratio r,/r2 of TV and FM subcarrier signal amplitudes,
c. upper break point frequency f. ,

d. type of filter, and
e. type of group delays.

The comparative values of signal-to-distortion ratio for the 17.5-MHz
filter are 3-5 dB larger than those given in Tables 2 through 4 because
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of a difference in frequency deviation scaling between the FM systems
employing the two filters.
The numerical results indicate that a considerable increase in the
signal-to-distortion ratio may be achieved either by reducing the group
delay within the equivalent baseband frequency range, or by an increase
in preemphasis amplitude range, or by a combination of both.
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[5] E. Bedrosian and S. O. Rice, "Distortion and Crosstalk of Linearly
Filtered Angle-Modulated Signals," Proc. IEEE, Vol. 56, No. 1,
January 1968, pp. 2-13.
[6] B. Townsend, Pal Colour Television, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970.

Conclusions
A third-order distortion analysis and certain synthesis aspects of
satellite band-limited FM systems carrying television and sound multiplexed signals have been presented. Composite baseband signal and
distortion frequency spectra were derived, and signal-to-distortion
ratio expressions were obtained. Computer results indicated that, in
some cases, a considerable improvement in signal-to-distortion ratio
can be achieved by increasing the preemphasis amplitude range or
improving filter group delay equalization (or by both methods).
This study has assumed that the third-order component in the
Maclaurin series is the major distortion term and thus can adequately
approximate the overall distortion. However, the theory presented
here may also serve as a basis for evaluating a fifth-order distortion
component.
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Maritime communications satellite
in-orbit measurements*
M. BARRETT AND K . FULLETT
(Manuscript received October 1, 1982)

Abstract
This paper describes the measurement equipment used to make in-orbit
tests of the Maritime Communications Subsystem (Mcs). The Mcs is a
communications package added to INTELSAT v satellites (F-5 through F-9) to
provide maritime communications to INMARSAT, The measurement techniques
and objectives are described.
The optimum operation of the equipment and performance of the in-orbit
tests requires the use of a sophisticated computer control and monitoring
system and of software developed for this purpose. A description of this
computer system is however beyond the intended scope of this paper.

Introduction
In 1982, the first of a new series of maritime communications
packages designated as the Maritime Communications Subsystem (Mcs)
was launched as part of the INTELSAT V satellite program . In-orbit
testing of this additional satellite capability has been performed with
* This paper is based upon work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under
the sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT).
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equipment developed and built by COMSAT Laboratories and installed
at earth stations at Fucino , Italy, and Yamaguchi , Japan.
Test complexity and time constraints make it virtually essential that
the in-orbit tests be carried out using computer controlled equipment.
Accordingly, in parallel with the development of the RF and analog
equipment described in this paper , a major program of software design
and development was undertaken.
Maritime communications subsystem description
The Mes performs the same functions as the earlier MARISAT system
[1], but is designed to handle the growing demand for maritime
communications. Enhancements over the MARISAT system include
increased bandwidth and improvements in G/T and e.i.r.p. for the
satellite and shore stations.
Communications between the six existing INMARSAT shore stations
and the ship terminals, which currently exceed 1,000, are carried in
the 6-, 4-, 1.6-, and 1.5-GHz bands. The specific frequency capabilities
required of the Mes system and thus, of the in-orbit test equipment,
are
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C-band G/T: -17.6 dB/K
C-band e.i.r.p.: 20 dBW (saturated)
Test requirements-measured parameters
In-orbit tests are made as soon as practical after launch to determine
how well the spacecraft has survived the stresses of launch and to
compare spacecraft performance with prelaunch data. The nature and
number of tests performed are limited by the technological limitations
of in-orbit testing and the desire to place the satellite in commercial
operation. However, high resolution and accuracy are required to
detect any changes that may impact communications performance.
Measurement procedures developed over a number of years guarantee that all the needed parameters can be determined to the desired
accuracy [2]-[5]. With the increasing complexity of satellites, the
number of tests to be made would be overwhelming without the use
of computer-automated measurements that permit greater in-orbit
measurement speed.
The initial set of measurements to be made on the Mes consisted of
the following:

Shore-to-satellite up-link: 6,417.5-6,425.0 MHz
Satellite-to-ship down-link: 1,535.0-1,542.5 MHz
Ship-to-satellite up-link: 1,636.5-1,644.5 MHz
Satellite-to-shore down-link: 4,192.5-4,200.5 MHz

C- to L-Band Transponder
• e.i.r.p . with a 10-carrier
up-link
• G/T

L- to C- Band Transponder
• e.i.r.p.
• G/T
• t,o frequency

• LO frequency

Other system parameters are:
Ship L-band G/T: -4 dB/K
Ship L-band e.i.r.p.:

36 dBW

Shore C-band G/T:

32 dB/K

Shore C-band e.i.r.p.:

70 dBW

The satellite parameters specified to the spacecraft contractor are
L-band G/T: -15 dB/K
L-band e.i.r.p.: 32.6 dBW ( high-power mode)

• NPR

For both L- to C- and C- to L-band transponders, the spacecraft is
required to transmit a minimum e.i.r.p. at the edge of its coverage
pattern for a given up-link flux density. For the C- to L-band transponder, the e.i.r.p. is the sum of 10 equal power carriers.
The G/T measurement determines the difference between the spacecraft receive antenna gain (in dB) and the effective spacecraft noise
temperature, measured in dB relative to I K, for both L- to C- and Cto L-band transponders.
The LO frequency measurement determines the frequency of the
spacecraft local oscillators. The NPR measurement, which is made only
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on the C- to L-band transponder, is a measure of the linearity of the
solid-state L-band transmitter.
Test set description
The maritime transponders can be tested in orbit from earth stations
at Fucino, Italy, or Yamaguchi, Japan. Nominally identical sets of test
equipment have been installed at both stations.
Figure l shows the equipment racks installed at Fucino. This
equipment, when operated in conjunction with its associated C- and
L-band antennas, low-noise receivers, and high-power transmitters
(Figure 2), generates and transmits the required up-link signals, and
receives and processes the resultant down-link signals.

The nominal levels and frequencies of these signals (for the e.i.r.p.
compliance tests performed at the Fucino station) are shown in Figures
3 and 4 for the C- to L- and L- to C-band transponders, respectively.
Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the essential functions of the
RF measurement equipment. These functions are provided for both Cand L- and L- to C-band transponder tests.
As shown in Figure 2, separate high-power transmitter amplifiers
and low-noise receivers are provided for the C- and L-band frequencies.
The two antennas, for C- and L-band, are both diplexed to provide
transmit and receive functions. The rest of the test equipment, that is,
the signal sources, processors, and measuring instruments, is used for
both C to L or L to C tests, since only one transponder is tested at a
time.

C- to L- band transponder test set

In Figure 5 , source A represents three different signal sources that
generate signals in a band at 6,421 ± 3.75 MHz. These signals may be
a single carrier , up to 10 carriers , or a band of noise that can have a
3-kHz- wide notch inserted . These three signals may be digitally tuned
across the 7.5-MHz- wide maritime communications band . Provision
exists to measure and monitor the up - link power and spectrum, and
to count the frequency.
The corresponding down -link signal (at 1.5 GHz), after low-noise
amplification , is mixed with the up-link signal in mixer M. For a singlecarrier up - link, the mixer output frequency is the spacecraft local
oscillator (at about 4 , 882.5 MHz) and is counted.

Figure 1. MCS LOT Racks
A signal from source B may be injected into the input of the lownoise amplifier. This signal is tuned to 27 kHz below the down-link
signal. These two signals share an identical path through a frequency
down-converter DC to the input of the 10.7-MHz processor, which is
used to measure down-link power, and is discussed later. The downlink signal can also be measured and monitored on the selective level
meter, spectrum analyzer, and counter.
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SPACECRAFT
TRANSPONDER
P1=5 dBW

3 A J
MCS
IOT
RACK

ANTENNA GAIN
= 15 dB IEDGEI

C-BAND TRANSMITTER, RECEIVER,
DIPLEXER, AND ANTENNA

L-BAND TRANSMITTER, RECEIVER,
DIPLEXER, AND ANTENNA

Figure 2. MCS JOT Earth Station Equipment
SPACECRAFT
TRANSPONDER
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ANTENNA GAIN
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C-BAND DOWNLINK
4.2 GHz
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ANTENNA GAIN
14 dB (EDGE)
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ANTENNA GAIN
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413 dB
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P = 258 dBW

eir.p.=326 dBW EDGE

11
"SHIP" STATION

"SHORE" STATION

C-BAND UP-LINK
6.4 GHz
PATH LOSS
=200.8 dB

LBAND DOWN-LINK
1.5 GHz
PATH LOSS
=188.4 dB

err.p.- 71.3 dBW
ANTENNA GAIN
=63.3 dB

FLUX DENSITY
1307 dBW/m2

L-BAND UP-LINK
1.6 GHz

Figure 4. Power Levels for L- to C-Band Transponder e.i.r.p. Test
POWER
METER

A N T ENNA GAIN
-40.8 dB
P8 dBW
Prec= 115 dBW

D
"SHORE" STATION "SHIPST
STATION
ALL POWER LEVELS - SUM OF 10 EQUAL CARRIERS

Figure 3. Power Levels for C- to L-Band Transponder
e.i.r.p. Test
(JO Carriers)

L. to C- band transponder test set

For the L- to C-band test set, source A in Figure 5 provides a single
up-link carrier at 1,640.5 MHz. This signal may be digitally tuned across
the 7.5-MHz-wide Mcs bandwidth. Provision exists to measure and
monitor the up-link power spectrum and frequency.
The corresponding down-link signal (at about 4.2 GHz) is mixed
with the up-link signal in mixer M. The mixer output frequency, which
is independent of the up-link frequency, is the spacecraft local oscillator
frequency (at about 2,556 MHz) and is counted.

ME = MONITORING EQUIPMENT.
SPECTRUM ANALYZER, COUNTER,
SELECTIVE LEVEL METER

Figure 5. Functional Block Diagram of Transponder Test Equipment
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A signal from source B may be injected into the input of the lownoise amplifier. This signal is tuned to 27 kHz below the down-link
signal. These two signals share an identical path through a doubleconversion frequency translation (in DC) to the input of the 10.7-MHz
processor for down-link power measurement. The down-link signal
can also be measured and monitored on the selective level meter,
spectrum analyzer, and counter.
10.7-MHz processor

The 10.7-MHz processor is used in conjunction with other components to accurately measure down-link received power, and thus, by
further calculation, spacecraft e.i.r.p.
The actual down-link power received from the spacecraft is about
-115 dBW and is not directly measurable. The measurement principle
used is illustrated in Figure 6.

10.7 MHz PROCESSOR
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by filters into two paths. The 10.727-MHz (down-link) signal is further
down-converted to 10.7 MHz, and the two signals, PIN, and PHIL, now
both at 10.7 MHz, are measured (in power) at the input ports A and
B, respectively, of a dual channel network analyzer. The analyzer then
determines the difference PHIL - PIN, (in dB) of the two signals. This
difference, designated as NA, taken in conjunction with the power
meter reading PM and the network analyzer offset os (to be discussed
later), determines the down-link received power. The power level of
the injected carrier into the [.NA is made comparable to that of the
down-link carrier, and both signals must be low enough to ensure that
the LNA and mixers are operating linearly. Nominal power levels for
down-link signals are shown in Figure 6.
The network analyzer offset os allows for the insertion loss difference
between the down-link and injected signal paths, from the injected
signal coupler output to the two network analyzer inputs. This loss
difference results primarily from the coupler, filters, and mixer in the
10.7-MHz processor. The offset is measured by turning off the uplink (and thus, the down-link) signal and tuning the injected carrier
source at a constant power level first to the down-link frequency, and
then to the "injected carrier" frequency, 27 kHz lower. At each
frequency, one of the two network analyzer inputs A and B receives
10.7-MHz power, PA and PH, which is measured. The difference
between the two measured powers is the desired offset, os, which is
defined by os = PR - P,,.
The 10.7-MHz processor is required to measure and compare signals
separated by only 27 kHz. For this reason, and to ensure good signalto-noise ratio, the measurement bandwidth is only 3 kHz. This imposes
a tight tuning accuracy requirement on the down-link receive channel
tuning.

Figure 6. Down-Link Power Measurement
A Cw signal, known as the injected carrier, from synthesizer source
B is coupled into the down-link receiver chain at the antenna flange.
Its frequency is set precisely to 27 kHz less than the down-link carrier
frequency. Since the injected signal couplers can be accurately calibrated, the level of the injected signal can be determined from the
power meter, PM.

The injected and down-link signals both pass through the low-noise
amplifier, down-converting mixer, and subsequent filter. The two
signals, now at 10.7 and 10.727 MHz, respectively, are then separated

Down-link receive channel tuning

The 10.7-Hz signal processor has a bandwidth of only 3 kHz, which
is imposed by other MCS test requirements. Consequently, the downlink frequency must be known to within I kHz or less to select the
correct local oscillator frequency for the down-link frequency downconverter.

Usually, the down-link frequency is not known to 1-kHz accuracy
because even though the up-link frequency is known to high accuracy,
the spacecraft LO frequency is only accurate to within -49 kHz (for
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C to L; ± 25.6 kHz for L to Q. The spacecraft LO frequency must,
therefore , be measured to high accuracy before the down
- link receive
channel can be tuned . Measuring the spacecraft Lo frequency is part
of the MCS test requirement, and the same measurement technique and
equipment are used before any down -link receiver tuning and power
measurement is made.
Measurement procedures
The accurate in-orbit measurement of spacecraft RF power parameters depends on an accurate knowledge of the following:
a. up-link transmitted power,
b. down-link receiver power,
c. earth station transmit and receive antenna gains, and
d. injected signal coupling level at the earth station receive
antenna flange.
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Figure 7. Computer Printout of Typical Spacecraft LO
Measurements

Spacecraft e.i.r.p.

These parameters are required at both C and L transmit and receive
frequencies; there is a total of four frequencies. The spacecraft power
measurement uncertainty will be the sum of at least the uncertainty
of the relevant parameters listed above.
As discussed in the subsection entitled "L- to C-Band Transponder
Test Set," before any down-link power measurement can be made
using the 10.7-MHz processor, the down-link down-converter local
oscillator must be precisely tuned; this requires knowledge of the
spacecraft local oscillator frequency.

Before the e.i.r.p. is measured, the appropriate spacecraft in
frequency is measured, and the result is used to appropriately tune
the down-link receive system. Spacecraft e.i.r.p. is measured with a
known flux density, which is established at the spacecraft receive
antenna.
The single-carrier flux density at the spacecraft and the up-link
power meter reading on PMI in Figure 5 are related by the following:
FD = e.i.r . p.Np - SF

Spacecraft local oscillator frequency

Figure 5 shows that when the up-link signal is mixed (in mixer M)
with its returned down-link, the mixer output is at the spacecraft LO
frequency. To measure the Lo frequency, the injected signal from
source B is turned off, a single cw carrier is transmitted, and the mixer
output is counted by the microwave counter. The computer printed
output for this measurement will be typically as shown in Figure 7.

Whenever the spacecraft LO frequency is needed for down-link
receive tuning for other measurements, it is automatically measured
under computer control, and the measured value is then used to
compute the appropriate earth station Lo frequency.

=PMI+CI+GI-SF-30
where PD = flux density (dBW/m2)
e.i.r.p.up = up-link e.i.r.p. (dBW)
SF = spreading factor = 10 log (4 rD2)
PMl = reading of PMI (dBm)
C, = coupling level (dB), taken as a positive number
GI = earth station transmit antenna gain (dB)
D = distance to spacecraft (meters).
The single-carrier spacecraft e.i.r.p. and the instrument readings are
related by
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e.i.r.p.sre = Prep - G2 + PL
=Pm2-C2+PL-G2+NA-0s-30
where e.i.r.p.sic = spacecraft e.i.r.p. (dBW)
Pit, = received power at earth station antenna flange
(dBW)
G2 = earth station receive antenna gain (dB)
PL = down-link path loss = 20 log (a/47rD) (dB)
PM2 = reading on PM2 (dBm)
C2 = sum of coupling factors C31 C4 (dB) taken as a
positive number
NA and os are defined in a previous subsection
X = wavelength of down-link (meters).
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link carrier and the injected carrier into the 10.7-MHz processor. The
down-link power measurement permits calculation of the e.i.r.p. of
the individual carrier. Then both the down-link receive chain and the
injected carrier are step tuned to place the next down-link carrier and
the injected carrier into the processor for measurement. After stepping
through and measuring all 10 carriers under computer control, the
summed e.i.r.p. is computed; a typical computer printout is shown in
Figure 9.
More extensive measurements may be made as the up-link power
and frequency, under operator control, may be changed, thereby
enabling gain transfer characteristics and frequency response to be
determined.

Ten Carrier Ei:T llta6'.lrelGrt`

For the L to C measurement, a single ew up-link carrier power
level is specified and established, and the down-link power is then
measured as described earlier. When operated under computer control,
the L to C e.i.r.p. data output is typically as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9. Computer Printout for Typical Spacecraft e.i.r.p.
Measurement , C to L, 10 Carriers

Figure 8. Computer Printout for Typical Spacecraft Flux-e.i.r.p.
Measurement, L to C, I Carrier
G/T

It is specified that the C to L e.i.r.p. be measured with 10 equal
amplitude carriers passing through the transponder. The 10 carriers
conform to an established frequency plan; therefore, after the appropriate 10 carrier up-link power is established, both the down-link
receive chain and the injected carrier are tuned to place one down-

A figure of merit of signal reception capabilities of the spacecraft is
the G/T ratio, which when expressed in dB, is given by
GIT (dB) = GN - Tp
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where Ga is the spacecraft receive antenna gain in dB and T. is the
equivalent noise temperature at the spacecraft receive antenna flange
in dB relative to I K. This noise temperature includes all contributions
within the spacecraft, as well as noise sources in the antenna field of
view. (In this case, the antenna sees the earth whose noise temperature
is 300 K.) Figure 10 shows that if Gb is defined as G„ + Ge, and Tb is
the equivalent noise temperature contribution at plane B because of
the noise from the spacecraft alone, then since G, = Ga + Ge and
Tb=Ta + Ge,

GQ - T.=Gb - Tb . (1)
A

EARTH STATION
RECEIVER

I
GAIN

Ga

TEMPERATURE Ta-l

entirely by the equivalent spacecraft temperature . However , the noise
power into the earth station receiver consists of contributions resulting
from the sky temperature ( T9ky) and the earth station receiver temperature (T.. ), as well as that resulting from the spacecraft temperature.
Determination of Tb, the equivalent spacecraft noise temperature as
measured at the earth station , requires separation of the spacecraft
temperature contribution from the total noise temperature measured
at the earth station.
The measurement procedure to separate these quantities consists of
measuring the earth station received noise power with the earth station
receiver connected to the following:
a. the antenna , while the antenna is pointed at
(1) the sky away from the spacecraft, and at
(2) the spacecraft;
b. a hot load at a known temperature Th K; and
c. a cold load at a known temperature TT K.
These four measurements yield P,ky, Ps/C, Ph, and P, (watts), respectively. The four noise powers ( at the earth station receiver input flange)
are amplified , down-converted to a center frequency of 10 MHz,
filtered to a 7.5-MHz bandwidth , and measured by a selective level
meter . The gain between the receiver input flange and the measuring
meter affects all four power measurements equally, and thus does not
appear explicitly in the equations leading to Tb. Figure 11 shows the
noise temperature contributions to each of the four measurements.

SPACECRAFT DOWN. LINK EARTH STATION

Figure 10 . Gains and Noise Temperatures in GIT Measurement
This equation will be true only if the same Ge applies for the
experimental determination of both Gb and Tb. Ge includes the active
gain of the spacecraft, which is constant only in the linear region of
the spacecraft gain characteristic, that is, for small input signals. The
noise input signals are definitely in this linear range. Therefore, when
Gb is determined, the up- link signal must be set at a sufficiently low
level such that the spacecraft will exhibit the same small signal linear
gain.
The method of measuring Tb, the required noise temperature, is now
developed. If no up-link signal is transmitted to the spacecraft, then
the transmitted down- link signal from the spacecraft is noise generated

PC

Pb

Psky

S/C

Figure 11. GIT Measurement : Noise Powers Measured at Earth
Station Receiver Output-Showing Noise Temperature Contributions
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The desired quantity Ts/c is the temperature contribution (in Kelvin)
of the spacecraft as measured at the earth station receiver flange.
Because the equivalent noise temperatures at the receiver flange (in
Kelvin) and the measured powers (in watts) are linearly related, it is
found that
Th - T.
Ts/c = X (Ps/c Psky)
Pn - P<.

(2)

The desired temperature Tb (in dB with respect to I K) is given by

IS T
SIG: F I

U/L Calibration Factor : -81. 0 dB
DIL Calibration Factor
40.4 dD

It am

SIC

Tb = 10 log TS/C • (3)
Using the methods described to obtain the spacecraft e.i.r.p., Gb is
determined. An up-link carrier is transmitted (at a sufficiently low level
to ensure that the spacecraft is operated in the linear gain region) and
the appropriate instruments are read. Then, using the notation given
in the section discussing spacecraft e.i.r.p.,
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-14.0
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Figure 12. GIT Printout

Gb = e.i.r . p.s/c - FD - SF + G2

=PM2-PMI -C2-CI-G,+NA-LIS+PL
Equations (1), (2), and (3) are used to determine the desired G/T ratio.
A typical computer printout for this measurement is shown in Figure
12.
NPR testing

Noise power ratio (NPR) measurements are a method of characterizing
the distortion and intermodulation properties of multichannel communications systems.

The test consists of loading the multichannel system with bandlimited
white noise simulating all loaded channels and measuring first the
resultant noise power in a single channel. A bandstop filter is then
inserted at the input of the measurement channel, creating a single
nominally "quiet" channel. The ratio of noise at the output of the
quiet channel to the noise in the same channel when loaded is the
noise power ratio. The method tests the system under realistic conditions, as the loading with noise closely simulates the condition of
loading with many channels.

NPR measurements are often used to measure the performance of
frequency multiplexed microwave links, where the multichannel baseband frequency modulates the microwave carrier. In contrast , in this
test, the simulated multichannel baseband is simply frequency translated to the microwave frequency before transmission and downconverted at reception . Therefore , the notch in the baseband is visible
in the RF spectrum , thus differing from the frequency modulated case.
It is believed that this is the first time that such an RF NPR technique
has been used for satellite in-orbit testing.
For the C- to L-band transponder , an up-link signal consisting of a
7.5-MHz-wide band of noise is transmitted with and without a 3-kHz
notch in it. The down-link receiver is tuned to place the 3-kHz-wide
channel at the notch filter frequency into the selective level meter set
(sLMS), which measures the power in the narrow channel, with and
without the notch filter switched in . The receiver bandwidth of the
SLMS is narrower than the notch bandwidth , so that the SLMS measures
only power within the single channel bandwidth.
The test specification requires an NPR of 10 dB. To ensure that the
NPR being measured is caused by the spacecraft transponder, provision
is made to measure the NPR of the earth station HPA . An HPA NPR of
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30 dB or greater will make a negligible contribution to the result
measured through the spacecraft transponder. A typical computer
printout for this measurement is shown in Figure 13.
I1fR E:_-_ure
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Figure 13. NPR Printout
Computer automated measurement methods
To describe how the computer controls the measurement test set
and produces the desired data is beyond the intended scope of this
paper. However, most of the test instruments used in the equipment
described are coupled to an HP-9845B computer at the test site; and
special software, developed by COMSAT Laboratories, is used to
conduct the test procedure. The software has been designed to permit
extreme flexibility in equipment operation, such that the tests may be
conducted almost fully automatically or manually.
Computer control is a vital and essential part of the test equipment,
since it would be virtually impossible to perform the tests without it.
The number of adjustments, readings, and calculations that would be
required would be too time consuming to be practical. The flexibility
built into the software permits highly interactive operation, permitting
operator intervention at any point to repeat, modify, or cancel any
part(s) of the measurements.
In addition to the program that performs the initial satellite testing,
a second program was developed for periodic performance testing
while the satellite is in use, carrying traffic.

Conclusion
Techniques and equipment used to measure in-orbit performance of
the mcs transponder have been described. These techniques are
examples of the continual evolution and improvement that have
occurred in in-orbit testing, particularly in the area of increased
automation.
Relative to earlier partially automated methods of measuring GIT
and determining the network analyzer offset, the methods described
here are faster and more accurate. The multiple carrier e.i.r.p. test
and the NPR measurements are both examples of measurements that
could be performed only with extreme difficulty and with reduced
accuracy by manual methods.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach for obtaining a first estimate of the
maximum allowable traffic intensity for a given grade of service and channel
size. The Erlang loss function, along with other mathematical tools, is utilized
to produce a more direct and time-efficient method for obtaining an accurate
estimate of the traffic intensity. Of particular interest are applications in which
the trunk size is relatively large.
An integral representation of the Erlang loss function is used in developing
theoretical bounds on traffic intensity that are taken as first estimates; further
refinements are obtained by using asymptotic expansions and Newton's
iterative method.

Introduction
The Erlang loss function, introduced by A. K. Erlang [l], is
fundamental to the study of telephone trunking problems. This function
relates the probability of an incoming call being rejected to the total
number of circuits in the trunk group and the maximum traffic intensity
to be served.
Traditionally, tables based on the Erlang loss function have been
constructed to obtain the maximum allowable traffic intensity for a
given grade of service and channel size. In many recent investigations,
rapid and accurate approximations of traffic intensity for very large
143
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trunk groups were needed . This requirement occurs frequently in the
study of satellite communications systems.
Existing techniques either are not accurate enough or would require
excessive processing time to handle large circuits . To overcome these
shortcomings , this paper introduces a method which uses an integral
representation of the Erlang loss function , ascribed to Fortet, to obtain
an initial value of the maximum allowable traffic intensity , followed
by a more accurate value obtained with Newton ' s method. This
approach allows the direct calculation of traffic intensity from a single
value of service grade and channel size, thus saving considerable
processing time. Furthermore , the accuracy of the result is specified
by the user to fit the application . Reference 2 gives a detailed description
of Newton ' s method . A FORTRAN program is also included to illustrate
the use of this method.

With this representation, one can write
B-I(C,A) =A Je-AY(1+y)Cdy . (2)
0

As pointed out in Reference 2, the series representation of equation
(1) has numerous drawbacks for numerical calculations of the Erlang
function . In particular , this representation becomes unwieldy for large
numbers of circuits in trunk groups for the following reasons:
a. For given B and C, it is difficult to obtain the corresponding
value of A because of the high polynomial power of A in equation
(1).
b. The series has many terms that are more significant for
higher powers of A; this feature inhibits the accuracy of the
calculation.
c. The powers and factorials in equation ( I) can easily exceed
the normal limits of expressing numbers by most computers.

Mathematical representation of the
Erlang loss function

The following sections describe methods that deal with these diffi-

The Erlang loss function is

culties.

B(C, A) = AUX!
C
Aklkf

(1)

k=0

where B(C, A) = probability of a call being rejected
A = traffic intensity (Erlangs)
C = total number of circuits in the trunk group.
This function describes an arrival stream satisfying a Poisson distribution and assumes that all calls receiving a busy signal are lost.
Traffic intensity is defined as the product of the average number of
incoming calls per hour (both served and rejected) and the average
call length.
An integral representation of the Erlang loss function that utilizes
the Eulerian integral is given in Reference 3:

Fortet integral method
Given the service grade B and channel size C, the Fortet integral
method employs two separate steps to calculate the corresponding
maximum allowable traffic intensity A. First, the Fortet integral is
used to obtain initial estimates of A. In the second step, this first
estimate is used as a primer for Newton's iterative method. The
accuracy of the final result is specified by the user.
Mathematical derivations
Introducing in equation (2) the transformation z = I + y leads to

B-I = AeA J"e-

AzzCdz

= AeA (ja e-Az

I e-AYyCdy = F(C + 1)A-c -1; C> -1 .
0

0

=AeA(I,-12)

Zc dz - j e-A, zC

dz

0

(3)
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where

One of the roots of the function f(A) will be taken as the initial value
of A. To solve equation (5), a FORTRAN subroutine, ZREAE1, described
in Reference 4, is used. However, it is still necessary to supply the
subroutine with initial guesses of the roots. These estimations can be
obtained from the following observations:

1 _ fye-AZZCdz=F(C+1)
o Ac"
Az Zc dz .

a. Differentiating f(A) yields
Since in h, 0 < z < 1, it follows that

12<I e Azdz =Ale-A:.
0

df(A)
dA

I - e-A

A

Hence f attains its minimum at A = C, decreases for A < C, and
increases for A > C.
b. From equation (2),

That is,
0<12<1

B-I = A I

e

A A<A

where
e-AY(l + y)C dy > j^ e-Ar(l + y)O-I dy
0
0

Clearly, then, I, - 0 as A - x, and
B-' <AeA (II - 0) = AeA Ac+i
+i I'(C + 1) = Ac 1'(C + 1)

= C I [(I + y)c e-AY)

+ A J^ (I + y)c e-AY dy
0 o J1

That is,
B -I <xcl(C+1)

(4)

Inequality (4) is used to calculate an initial value of A. However,
for large values of C, the inequality in its present form is not suitable
for computer use. Taking the logarithm of both sides eliminates the
problem of overflow and underflow. Hence,
f(A) -- A - C In (A) + In F(C + 1) - In (B -1) ^ 0 . (5)

That is,
I
A >C

I +B ')

Hence,
A<

C
1-B

Note that
2Tr
I(X)=XXe XvX^I+

12X+288X2

139
51 ,840X'+

Observations a and b show that the two values C and C/(1 - B) are
good candidates for inputs to ZREALI.
It should be noted that iff(C) > 0, equation (5) has no roots because
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f attains its minimum at C, in which case, C is taken as the initial
value of A.

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F(A)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON C, XLGAMC,XLBINV,BINT
IF (A LE. 0.000) GO TO 31
F = A - C * DLOG(A) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
GO TO 32
31 F = A + C * 228.000 + XLGAMC - XLBINV
32 RETURN
END

Computer programs
Figures 1 and 2 display two FORTRAN programs for the calculation
of traffic intensity. Each program employs two subroutines, zREAL1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

T N SHIMI. A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
TRAFFIC INTENSITY FOR A GIVEN GRADE OF SERVICE AND CHANNEL SIZE.
INPUTS
B = PROBABILITY OF A CALL BEING REJECTED (GRADE OF SERVICE)
C = TOTAL NUMBER OF CIRCUITS IN THE TRUNK GROUP (CHANNEL SIZE)
OUTPUT
A = MAXIMUM TRAFFIC INTENSITY(MAXIMUM LOAD IN ERLANG)

5
10

15

17
18

19
20
30

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION X(2)
COMMON C , XLGAMC, XLB I NV, B I NV
EXTERNAL F
INTEGER IYES/'Y'/
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,10)
FORMAT(1X,'ENTER B AND C')
READ (5,*) B,C
BINV = I.ODO/B
XLGAMC = DLGAMA(C + 1.000)
XLBINV = DLOG(BINVI
EPS = 1.00-6
EPS2 = 1.OD-6
ETA = 1.OD-6
NSIG = 6
ITMAX = 100
N = 2
X(1) = C
X(2) = C / (1.000 - B)
Y1 = X(1) - C * DLOG(X(1)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
Y2 = X(2) - C * DLOG(X(2)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
IF (Y1 GT. O.ODO) GO TO 15
CALL ZREALI (F,EPS,EPS2,ETA,NSIG,N,X,ITMAX, IER)
Y1 = X(1) - C * DLOG(X(1)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
Y2 = X(2) - C * DLOG(X(2)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
CONTINUE
IF (DABS(Y1) LT. DABS(Y2)) GO TO 18
CALL PRCISE (X(2))
WRITE (6,17) X(2)
FORMAT ('0','MAX. LOAD IN ERLANG = ',F13.4/)
GO TO 19
CONTINUE
CALL PRCISE (X(1))
WRITE(6,17) X(1)
WRITE (6,20)
FORMAT(1X,'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER RUN 7 YES OR NO')
READ (6,30)JYES
FORMAT(A1)
IF (JYES EQ. IYES) GO TO 5
STOP
END

Figure I. Monitor Conversational Program ERLANG

SUBROUTINE PRCISE (A)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE UTILIZES NEWTON'S ITERATIVE METHOD TO OBTAIN
THE FINAL VALUE OF A. THE PRECISION OF THIS VALUE IS A USER INPUT.
IN THE PRESENT APPLICATION THE ITERATIVE PROCESS IS TERMINATED
WHEN EITHER ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS IS SATISFIED:
1) THE VALUE OF TERM IS LESS THAN 1.E-12.
2) THE CHANGE IN THE VALUE OF A IS LESS THAN 1.E-10.

C IF CONVERGENCE FAILS, A IS SET TO -666
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON C, XLGAMC, XLBINV, BINV
IC = IFIX(SNGL(C))
DO 30 J = 1,20
F = 1.000 - BIND
FP = O.ODO
TERM = 1.000
DO 10 K = 1,IC
XK = DFLOAT(K)
TERM = TERM * (C-XK+1.000)/A
F = F + TERM
FP = FP + XK * TERM
IF (TERM LT. 1.OD-12) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
20 A = A * (1.000 + F/FP)
IF (DABS(F/FP) LT. 1.OD-10) GO TO 40
30 CONTINUE
A = -666.000
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Figure 1. Monitor Conversational Program ERLANG (Continued)

and PRCISE. Subroutine ZREALI, from International Mathematical and
Statistical Libraries, Inc., was implemented to find the real roots of a
real function F. Given a user-supplied external function subprogram
F(A) and two initial guesses for these real roots, X, = C and X2 =
C/(1 - B), the subroutine uses Muller's method (5], [6] to locate two
real roots of F. The routine has two convergence criteria:
a. Value of functionIF(X")l < lO-'; i = 1, 2
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b. Value of root-

X"'

< 10-6; i = 1, 2

C T N SHIMI . A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO GENERATE A TABLE OF TRAFFIC
C LOADS, A, FOR GIVEN VALUES OF BLOCKING PROBABILITIES, B,
C AND CHANNEL SIZES, C.
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION X(2),BSTOR(5),ROOT(5)
COMMON C, XLGAMC,XLBINV, BINV

EXTERNAL F
WRITE(6,10)
10 FORMAT (7X,'C',7X,'B=.001',7X,'B=.005', OX,'B=.01',BX,'8=.05',
C

C B = 0.001, 0.005, 001, 0.05, 0.1
C
DATA BSTOR /1.OD-3,.5D-2,1.OD-2,.5D-1,1.OD-1/
EPS = 1.OD-6
EPS2 = 1.OD-6
ETA = 1.OD-6
NSIG = 6

N = 2
C
C C TAKES THE VALUES FROM 10000 TO 100000 WITH INCREMENTS OF 2000
C

15

18

20
25
30

DO 30 I = 10000,100000,2000
C = DFLOAT(I)
XLGAMC = DLGAMA(C + 1.OD0)
DO 20 K = 1,5
ITMAX = 100
B = BSTOR(K)
BINV = 1.OD0/B
XLBINV = DLOG(BINV)
X(1) = C
X(2) = C / (1.OD0 - B)
Y1 = X(1) - C * DLOG(X(1)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
Y2 = X(2) - C * DLOG(X(2)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
IF (YI GT. O.ODO) GO TO 15
CALL ZREALI (F,EPS,EPS2,ETA,NSIG,N,X,ITMAX,IER)
Y1 = X(1) - C * DLOG(X(1)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
Y2 = X(2) - C * DLOG(X(2)) + XLGAMC - XLBINV
CONTINUE
IF (DABS(Y1) LT. DABS(Y2)) GO TO 18
CALL PRCISE (X(2))
ROOT(K) = X(2)
GO TO 20
CONTINUE
CALL PRCISE (X(1))
ROOT(K) = X(1)
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,25) I,ROOT
FORMAT (' ',I7,5F13.4)
CONTINUE
STOP
END

Figure 2. Table Generation Program ERLTABLE
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The quantity X"' is the mth approximation of X. Convergence is taken
to mean the satisfaction of either criterion.
Subroutine PRCISE, introduced in Reference 3, implements Newton's
iterative method to find refinements of the roots obtained from ZREALI.
Convergence is achieved when variations in the successive refinements
of the zeros are less than 10-11. The subroutine limits the number of
iterations to 20. If convergence is not attained, the value of A is set
to -666. This contingency, however, never occurred in practice.

Program applications and execution
The first program, ERLANG (Figure 1), is a monitor conversational
program. It prompts the user to supply, as input, both B, the grade of
service, and C, the channel size, and returns the corresponding value
of A, the maximum traffic intensity. The program then asks the user
if another run for other values of B and C is desired. A sample run
session is given in Figure 3. It was found that for values of C between
10 and 1,000, the average CPU time of processing per calculation is
0.013 s; for C between 1,000 and 10,000, the CPU time is 0.07 s; and
for C between 10,000 and 100,000, the CPU time is 0.1 s. The increase
in CPU time is due to the increase in the interval in which the roots
are to be found.
The second program, ERLTABLE (Figure 2), generates a table of
values of A for specified values of B and C. This program can be of
value for applications in which fixed values of B are of interest to the
user, and a certain range of C is to be considered. The present program
generates a table of values of A for B = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, and
0.1, and C between 10,000 and 100,000 with channel increments of
2,000 (Figure 4).
This example demonstrates the flexibility afforded by the table
building program:
a. The starting value of C (10,000 in this example) is chosen by
the user to fit the application. (No computations of values of C
less than 10,000 are required.)
b. The increment size for C is also a user option because no C
step size is required by the building algorithm or the computational
methodology.
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ES OR NO

Figure 3. Sample Run of Program ERLANG

Figure 4. Sample Run of Program ERLTABLE
From a practical viewpoint, if the application requires repetitive
calculations of the allowable load, A, for a fixed blocking probability,
B, it is more advantageous for the user to generate, prior to the
application, a separate file containing a table of the offered loads
corresponding to all numbers of circuits within a certain suitable target
range (program ERLTABLE can be used here). Subsequently, this table,
in conjunction with an efficient table search program, would be used
to find the corresponding value of A for any number of circuits within
this target range.
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The table could be expanded into a multidimensional table encompassing a number of fixed blocking probabilities BI, Bz, ..., Br. The
table search algorithm could be easily expanded to take into account
these different blocking probabilities. Creating the offered load file,
which is external to the application program, results in shorter running
time, because the required values of offered load can be determined
much more rapidly by repeatedly performing a file lookup than by
repeatedly employing an iterative algorithm.

Conclusions
This paper introduced an interactive program that uses an algorithm
for the direct calculation of Erlang load A, corresponding to any given
grade B of service and channel size C. The following advantages are
afforded by this program, compared to previous efforts in this area:

a. For given B and C, the program eliminates the need for
calculation of A for smaller values of C. This feature is particularly
helpful if the number of channels is large.
b. The program does not require prior building of tables for set
values of B. This feature affords the user more flexibility and onthe-spot investigation of various options.
The paper also offers a program that generates a table of values of
A for specified values of B and C. This program offers two advantages
that contribute to its flexibility:
a. The table can be initiated from any arbitrary value of C,
eliminating the need to start at C = 1.
b. The spacing of the desired successive values of C is a user
choice that does not affect the algorithm used because no intermediate values of C are needed.
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CTR Notes
Simple method for estimating atmospheric absorption
at I to 15 GHz

D. V.

ROGERS

(Manuscript received November 15, 1982)

Introduction

To obtain estimates of propagation impairments for system studies, it is
often desirable to use simple, fast computational methods that require minimal
site-specific meteorological data. Such a procedure has been developed for
estimating atmospheric gaseous absorption at frequencies of 1 to 15 GHz and
slant path elevation angles of 0° to 90°, using only frequency and elevation
angle as input parameters. Analytic expressions are derived by curve fitting
absorption data from the CCIR [1], assuming fixed values of surface water
vapor concentration, p„ and surface temperature, L. To illustrate the method,
equations are obtained for values of p, and Tr corresponding to two different
standard atmospheric conditions.
Development of method

The method is based on the standard expression [1] for slant path attenuation
by atmospheric gases:
A = y,ro (dB)

(1)

where y, is the specific attenuation (dB/km) at the earth surface and r„ the
effective slant path length (km) for absorption by atmospheric water vapor
and molecular oxygen, which account for essentially all of the observed

David Rogers is a Staff Scientist in the Propagation Studies Department at
COMSAT Laboratories.
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attenuation. In Figure 1, y,, as computed from CCIR expressions [I], is plotted
versus frequency, f (GHz), for two standard sets of the relevant atmospheric
parameters: surface water vapor concentration, p, (g/m'), and surface temperature, T, (°C). Curve A of Figure 1 represents global mean values of p, and
T,: 11. 1 g/m' and 14.6°C, respectively. Curve B is based on values of p, and
T, that are most often used for CCIR reference purposes: 7.5 g/m' and 20°C,
respectively. (This labeling convention will be used throughout this note.)

Note that these regression fits agree acceptably with the CCIR curves over the
frequency range I s f s 15 GHz.
The expression used to compute the effective path length is [1]

1

[sin2O + (2H°lR)]"2 + sin 0

(3)
, 0 > 10°

H°/sin 0
02

with H. being the "scale height" (km) of the atmosphere (i.e., the equivalent
height of an equally lossy atmosphere of uniform p, and T,), 0 the path elevation
angle, and R = 8500 km the effective earth radius after compensating for
atmospheric refraction. The form of r° for 0 > 10° is an approximation, but
the associated error is only about 0.5 percent even at the worst-case elevation
angle (10°).

E
m

0

0.1

0 05

S
Z
U

The scale height H° is defined by the relationship
H„ = A,ly, (km)

002

(4)

U

where A,. is the total vertical (zenith) attenuation (dB) caused by gaseous
absorption. Values ofA„ obtained from the CCIR [I] are plotted versus frequency
in Figure 2 for both sets (A and B) of atmospheric conditions. The corresponding
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Figure 1. Surface Specific Attenuation vs Frequency (solid lines)
and Corresponding Curve Fits (dashed lines) for Global Mean
Values of p, and T, (curves A) and for p, = 7.5 g/m3, T, = 20°C
(curves B)

02

Also shown in Figure I are the corresponding exponential curve fits obtained
by fitting ln (y,) versus f for frequencies 4, 6, l2, and 15 GHz with the linear
regression subroutines of a Texas Instruments TI-59 calculator. The fit for
global mean surface conditions (curve A) is given by

0.05

01

0 02

y, = 0.00466e°Ofizt

(2a)

2
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20

FREQUENCY. I GHz)

and for the other conditions (curve B) by
y, = 0.00442e° "'8J

(2b)

Figure 2. Total Zenith Attenuation vs Frequency for Atmospheric
Parameters A and B of Figure 1
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scale heights determined by combining the results of Figures I and 2 are
presented in Figure 3. Also shown are the exponential curve fits to curve A:
H° = 6.01e

0_WASf

(5a)

and to curve B:
Ha = 6.43e 0,04871

(5b)

Again, these regressions appear acceptably accurate for 1 f 15 CHz
7
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Figure 3. Scale Height vs Frequency (solid lines) and Corresponding
Curve Fits (dashed lines) for Atmospheric Parameters A and B

By combining equations (1), (2a) or (2b), (3), and (5a) or (5b), the atmospheric
attenuation caused by gaseous absorption can be estimated for either of the
two sets of standard parameters. Estimates are presented and analyzed in the
next section.
Results

To check the general behavior of the model , the atmospheric attenuation
predicted for conditions given by p, = 7.5 g /m' and T, = 20°C are compared
to CCIR results [ 1] for elevation angles of 0 °, 5°, 10°, 20°, and 90° in Figure 4.
Good agreement is obtained at all elevation angles over the I- to 15-GHz
frequency range, with the simple method underpredicting for f s 5 GHz, and
overpredicting for 5 < J's 15 CHz. Over the applicable range of the model,

I
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1

0

20

FREQUENCY, f (GHz)

Figure 4. Total Path Attenuation vs Frequency for Several Elevation
Angles, with p_, = 7.5 glm3 and T, = 20°C
the largest deviations occur for f - 10 GHz, being as large as 10 percent;
however, the practical effects of these errors are small . As shown in Figure
4, above 15 GHz, the deviations become quite large because of the water
vapor absorption line at 22.3 GHz.
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A comparison of model estimates and measured data for 15 GHz is presented
in Figure 5, mainly to verify the elevation angle behavior of the method. The
data are based on measurements of Altshuler et al. [2], collected under various
atmospheric conditions near Boston during 1975-1976. Also shown in Figure
5 are the attenuation estimates of the model for the parameter sets A and B.
Curve A (global mean conditions) agrees well with the measurements made
during cloudy conditions, while curve B agrees with the data for mixed
conditions. Because the measured data are specific to a given location, the
fact that the measurements agree with the model does not actually confirm
the accuracy of the model (or of the CCIR data on which the model is based).
The comparison does, however, reveal that the elevation angle behavior of
the simple method, shown in equation (3), agrees well with at least one set
of observations.

PATH ELEVATION ANGLE, 6 IDEGI

Figure 5. Comparison Between Measured 15-GHz Gaseous
Absorption and Predicted Attenuation for Atmospheric Parameters
A and B
Conclusion
A simple method for estimating attenuation by atmospheric gases has been
developed, requiring as inputs only frequency (1-15 GHz) and path elevation
angle (0°-90°). Equations were derived for two sets of standard atmospheric
parameters, p, and T,. Over the quoted range of applicability of the model,
the computed estimates are in good agreement with CCIR results. Furthermore,
the elevation angle dependence of both the CCIR and simple methods is in
excellent agreement with one set of measured data. The simple method appears
quite useful for general systems calculations.

The simplicity of the model derives from curve fitting the quantities 'y, and
H. for fixed surface atmospheric conditions p, and T,. New regression fits
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will be required if p, and T, are changed. For applications in which actual p,
and T, values are known or must be frequently varied, the more complicated
CCIR approach [1] can be used.
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Subjective equivalence of speech-corre fated and
stationary noise*

V. GUPTA, H. SUYDERHOUD, K. VIRUPAKSHA, AND M. ONUFRY
(Manuscript received December 2. 1982)

Introduction
The term S/N usually implies the independence of signal power S from
continuously present stationary noise power N. However, the speech quality
of a digital codec is characterized by the ratio of speech signal power to total
quantizing distortion (noise) power, which in modern digital codecs depends
on the signal level. Also, the perception of quantizing distortion is different
from that of stationary noise at the same level. Since the ultimate success of
a codec is determined by subjective quality perception by users, a subjective
equivalent signal-to-noise ratio, (S/N)q„ has been adopted by the CCITT [I].
In the past, considerable information has been reported on quality assessment
in telephone communications, showing the effect of stationary noise on speech
quality. By injecting noise into experimental voice circuits used for subjective
evaluation, the familiar S/N ratio is obtained and expressed by the term dB(f).
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This note describes the results of a laboratory experiment that subjectively
relates the effect of speech-correlated noise expressed in dB(Q) to that of
stationary noise, expressed in dB(l), when quality is judged to be equal. Similar
results obtained by other laboratories in the United States and abroad confirm
the importance of such data for assessing digital codecs.
The Youden Square experimental design was applied to determine the
subjectively equivalent effect of speech perturbed by stationary noise and by
noise correlated with the speech. Seven levels of stationary noise and six
levels of speech-correlated noise were used to obtain a statistical relationship
between the two types of noise. Both trained and untrained groups of listeners
were used, and their test results were analyzed separately. Regression analysis
revealed that the two regression curves for trained and untrained listeners can
best be modeled by second-order polynomials, and that they both fall within
the range of curves reported in the literature. It was also found that for a
given level of stationary noise, trained listeners will tolerate a higher level of
speech-correlated noise than untrained listeners.

respectively, as 4/4, 5/4, ..., 16/4, that is, in the range of Ito 4 (the associated
letters are not necessarily in alphabetical order). Alternatively, if no ranking
were possible, all mean rank values would be nearly equal. A statistical
variance ratio called the coefficient of concordance W, calculated for each
completed Youden Square, determines whether the obtained ranking was
meaningful (statistically significant). Because a meaningful ranking is expected,
if not essential, the coefficient of concordance, W, is only a first measure to
ensure that the experiment is functioning correctly. Three or 4 completed
squares usually yield a highly significant ranking.
The mixture of conditions with stationary noise is chosen to span the
perceived quality of conditions with speech-correlated noise. A least-squares
curve is fitted through the obtained mean rank values R vs S/N dB(f) of the
reference conditions. The (S/N)eq values of the dB(Q) conditions are then
obtained by mapping their mean ranks on the curve as shown in Figure 1.

Youden square

Details of the use of the Youden Square technique to assess the quality of
processed speech samples can be found in Reference 2. The technique, as
applied for the present purpose, is briefly described here for a 13 x 4 Youden
Square (the choice of 13 and 4 is a necessary constraint resulting from the
statistical requirements of balanced incomplete block designs) [3], [4].
Thirteen speech samples were selected; 7 had known amounts of stationary
noise, and the remaining 6 had known amounts of speech-correlated noise.
The mixture of 13 samples was randomized and recorded in groups of 4 as
required by the Youden Square format. A group is referred to as a block, and
13 blocks were needed to form a 13 x 4 evaluation unit called a Youden
Square.
The 13 4-sample blocks constitute a balanced set in that each of the 78 pairs
of samples, 13 samples taken two at a time, appears an equal number of times,
such as once per block in this case. Moreover, each of the 13 conditions
appears as a first, second, third, and fourth sample in a block. The rectangular
13 x 4 array of blocks is one example of a Youden Square. It was derived
by Youden from a full 13 x 13 (usually N X N) array called a "Latin square"
[5]; hence, it is known as a Youden Square.
Each of the 13 blocks of 4 prerecorded speech samples is evaluated
subjectively by requiring subjects to rank order each sample within a block (I
for most preferred, to 4 for least). Each block, that is, a group of 4 speech
samples, is played back twice to allow subjects to confirm their preferences.
A subject is required to evaluate several blocks but generally not all.
The 13 samples are designated by the letters A to M; then after completion
of a square, each letter will be scored 4 times with a rank, R, of I, 2, 3 or 4
each time. The rank mean, R, can be formally calculated by simply averaging
scores. For a perfect rank order, the mean rank values would be scored
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Figure 1. Example of Results of Youden Square Rank Order Experiment

The reliability of this procedure can be confirmed by its success in
reproducing the same values under different combinations of conditions. Even
though rank means do not qualify theoretically as statistical variates, the
validity of the curve fitting can be statistically justified.
The success of the technique largely depends on the specific details of the
test administration procedure briefly described below.
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Selection of signal-to-noise ratio range for reference conditions

To select the range of reference noise conditions, expert listening tests are
performed to determine the reference samples for the experiment. This
necessity arises because the subjective results of the unknown conditions must
be within those of the reference conditions to avoid the need for extrapolated
results.
In the present study, the range of dB(Q) values was selected according to
the CCITT recommendations and then several trial experiments were conducted
to match the range of dB([). The specific dB(Q) and dB(I) values chosen are
described next.

Results of equivalence between speech - correlated noise and
stationary noise

By creating the necessary speech samples for determining the equivalence
between speech-correlated noise and stationary noise, 13 blocks of 4 speech
samples chosen from the 13 conditions were created on the computer. An
automated procedure was used to conduct the subjective listening experiment.
Two sets of subjects, trained and untrained, were used for the subjective test.
The results of the experiment in Figure 2 show that both trained and
untrained subjects rate speech-correlated noise [in dB(Q)] numerically less
severe than injected stationary noise [in dB(n] over the range of interest
[dB(Q) > 10]. This is a universal result also found in comparable tests, as

Generation of source material
To hold the input source constant and thereby eliminate its contribution as
a source of error , a source tape is prepared rather than using live talkers. The
talker' s voice is recorded using a 500 -type telephone handset and the signal
is passed through an artificial line to simulate a local loop. The tape is played
into the computer and digitized at the appropriate sampling rate . The digitized
source material is used to create the processed speech samples and the
reference speech samples , all of which are stored on the computer.
In the present experiment , a sentence spoken by a female talker, "Add salt
before you fry the egg ," was bandlimited to the telephone bandwidth (i.e.,
300-3,400 Hz), digitized at a sampling rate of 8,000 Hz, and stored on the
computer . A 13 x 4 Youden Square with seven known and six unknown
conditions was used . For the known conditions , seven speech samples with
speech-to-stationary noise ratios of 5, 12, 19, 26, 33, 40, and 47 dB(1) were
used . These samples were created on the computer by adding appropriate
levels of Gaussian noise to the test sentence digitized earlier. The 6 unknown
conditions were represented by 6 samples having speech -to-speech correlated
noise ratios of 6, 10, 14 , 18, 22, and 26 dB(Q). Again , these samples were
created on the computer by adding appropriate levels of speech -correlated
noise to the test sentence. As described earlier, speech -correlated noise is
nonstationary and proportional to the "short -term " speech power level.
Preparation of instructions

A data recording form with instructions was designed for the test subjects.
Additional instructions were given to assure the subjects that they were not
being tested and to explain the format of the speech samples they would be
evaluating.
Test location
To increase the efficiency of data collection, subjects are required to
participate in the experiment in groups of 4. A suitable environment is provided,
including comfortable surroundings and elimination of hallway distractions.
The test subjects are seated in separated but open booths.
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Figure 2. dB(Q) vs dB([)

shown in both Figures 3 and 4. However, the trained listeners were more
"generous" in this judgment than the untrained listeners. This difference was
similarly experienced in tests conducted by Nrr (Figure 3). Note that in the
context of this paper, SNR, represents speech-to-stationary noise ratio in
dB([), SNR, represents speech-to-speech-correlated noise ratio in dB(Q).
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Figure 3. SNR, vs SNR, [6]
The curves relating dB(Q) to dB(I) values were best fitted by second-order
polynomials, which are convex toward the dB(f) axis. For comparison, the
results of COMSAT's untrained subjects were plotted with the family of similar
data published in a CCITT contribution (in Study Group XII), and shown in
Figure 4. Even though COMSAT's results fall within the boundaries of the
entire population of curves, there are important differences. The most noted
is in slope for the low dB(Q) range, where the COMSAT slope is significantly
steeper. This may be caused by the evaluation technique of the Youden Square
procedure, which confronts subjects with a direct comparison of test conditions.
In contrast, other laboratories employ "absolute" judgment (excellent, good,
fair, poor, etc.) for relating dB(Q) and L113(l) values. Further analysis would
be required to substantiate this hypothesis.

Another difference is that the COMSAT curve tends toward a dB(1) asymptote
(horizontal) for higher values of dB(Q). This is a logical consequence of hearing
perception, that is a stationary noise at a given low level may not be perceptible
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Figure 4. SNR, vs SNR, by Various Organizations [6]
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and neither are increasing values of dB(Q). It is therefore somewhat questionable that only one other laboratory (h, BNR of Figure 4) exhibits this otherwise
expected behavior in its results.
Conclusion
This study provides COMSAT with an important data base to allow assessment

of digital codecs in terms of CCITT recommended dB(Q) standards. It also
demonstrates that the Youden Square technique is a useful method for obtaining
the quantitative data needed for comparison.
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Introduction

Several important changes and additions to the communications performance
specifications for flight models 5 through 9 of the INTELSAT v are being
implemented. The modifications to the spacecraft include the provision of a
Maritime Communications Subsystem (MCS) and a few changes in the international fixed services communications payload [1], [21.
This note summarizes the communications performance specifications for
the MCS and modifications to the fixed international communications payload
of flight models 5 through 9 of the INTELSAT v spacecraft.
The specifications for these modifications were prepared by the INTELSAT
Executive Organ Staff and approved by the INTELSAT Board of Governors.
General characteristics of the MCS
The Mes is incorporated on hoard flight models 5 through 9 of the
INTELSAT v spacecraft to provide a sufficient space segment allocation to
INMARSAT for its maritime communications services. The Mcs consists of two

transponders. One, known as the L- to C-band transponder, receives signals
from ship terminals at L-band and retransmits them to shore stations at C-
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band; the other, known as the C- to L-band transponder, receives signals at
C-band from shore stations and transmits them to ship terminals at L-band.
The total dry mass of the INTELSAT v spacecraft must not be increased by
more than 40 kg after incorporating an on-board Mcs. In addition, the Mcsequipped spacecraft has been configured so that the satellite remains compatible
for launch on the Ariane and Atlas-Centaur launch vehicles.
The Mcs has enough redundancy to provide a total estimated probability of
survival of 0.97 after 7 years. The Mcs is incorporated into the spacecraft so
that failure of the Mcs or in the deployment of its antennas does not interfere
with the successful operation of the remainder of the spacecraft.
Modes of operation of MCS equipped INTELSAT V spacecraft
Any Mcs-equipped INTELSAT v spacecraft is capable of operating in any of
the following modes during its entire 7-year life, including periods of sun
eclipse:
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LINK PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Major performance parameters of the two transponders of the MCS are given
in Table 1. In addition to these link performance parameters, the gain of the
C- to L-band transponder is sufficient to provide a useful per-carrier e.i.r.p.
of at least 17.8 dBW within the defined coverage area when the transponder
is illuminated by 2 to 30 carriers in the high-power output mode or by 2 to 15
carriers in the low-power output mode, each carrier having a flux density of
-105.8 dBW/m'. A 7.5-dB gain step, switchable by ground command, permits
a useful per-carrier e.i.r.p. of at least 17.8 dBW when the C- to L-band
transponder is illuminated by 2 to 30 carriers in the high-output-power mode
or by 2 to 15 carriers in the low-output-power mode, each carrier having a
flux density of -98.3 dBW/m2.

TABLE 1. POLARIZATION PERFORMANCE, RECEIVE G/T, TRANSMIT
E.I.R.P., AND SATURATION FLUX DENSITIES FOR THE MCS

a. the L-band amplifier in a high-power mode with all 14/11-GHz
equipment off,

h. the L-band amplifier in a low-power mode with channels (7-12) in
the east and west spot beams off and either channels (1-2) or channels
(5-6) in the east and west spot beams off,
c. all 14/11-GHz channels fully operational and the Mcs off.
It is possible to switch from one mode to another by ground command. After
switching, the chosen mode will be operational within 5 minutes and will meet
all specification requirements within 30 minutes.

The power required to operate the Mcs, including its thermal control
equipment, in either of the first two modes does not exceed the oc power
made available by switching off the allowable 14/11-GHz equipment.
MCS coverage and frequency bands

In all of its transmit and receive frequency bands, the Mcs provides coverage
of the full earth disk visible from synchronous orbit. These coverages are
achieved in the presence of all spacecraft pointing errors in addition to an
attitude control bias of ±2.0° in pitch and ±0.2° in roll.
The C- to L-band transponder operates over 7.5 MHz in each band. i.e.,
over a receive band from 6,417.5 to 6,425.0 MHz and a transmit band from
1,535.0 to 1,542.5 MHz. The L- to C-band transponder operates over 8.0 MHz
in each band, i.e., over a receive band of 1,636.5 to 1,644.5 MHz and a
transmit band from 4,192.5 to 4,200.5 MHz.
Overall MCS communications performance specifications

This section summarizes the link performance parameters, nonlinear channel
performance specifications, filter requirements, and miscellaneous specifications of the Mcs antennas, receivers, transmitters, and filters.

Polarization Performance (voltage axial ratio)
C-Band Transmit (left-hand circularly polarized)
C-Band Receive (right-hand circularly polarized)
L-Band Transmit (right-hand circularly polarized)
L-Band Receive (right-hand circularly polarized)

Receive System G/T (dB/K)
C-Band Receive
L-Band Receive
e.i.r.p. (dBW)
C-Band Transmit,
[-Band Transmit"
High-Power Mode
Low-Power Mode
Saturation Flux Density (dBW/m2)
L- to C-Band Transponder
High Gain Step

Low Gain Step

1.05
1.05
1.6
1.6
-17.6
-15.0
20.0
32.6
29.6

-98.0x2
-94.0 ± 2

Single-carrier saturated e.i.r.p.
° Useful carrier e.i.r.p. when transponder is transmitting 10 equal amplitude and
unmodulated carriers.
Single-carrier saturation flux density.

NONLINEAR CHANNEL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications regarding phase linearity, AM/PM transfer characteristics,
intelligible crosstalk ratio, and amplitude linearity for the L- to C-band
transponder are shown in Table 2. Table 3 gives specifications for phase
linearity, AM/PM transfer characteristics , and intelligible crosstalk ratio for the
C- to L- band transponder . For this transponder , when the C-band receive
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TABLE 2. NONLINEAR PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MCS

TABLE 3. NONLINEAR PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MCS

L- TO C-BAND TRANSPONDER

C- TO L-BAND TRANSPONDER

a. Phase Linearity

a. Phase Linearity

OUTPUT TRANSMISSION

AM/PM TRANSFER

RELATIVE FLUX DFNsr'ry

PHASE SHIFT

COEFFICIENT

(dB)

(deg)

(deg/dB)

0
-3
-6
-9
-12
-14
<- 14

46
38
28
18
12
9

8
9
9
8
5
3
3

b. Intelligible Crosstalk Ratio (dB)

TOTAL FLUX DENSITY

OUTPUT TRANSMISSION

AM/PM TRANSFER

PHASE SHIFT

COEFFICIENT

(deg)

(deg/dB)

46
38
28
18
12
9

10
9
9
8
5
3
3

(dB W/m2)
HIGH GAIN
-91
-94
-97
-100
-103
-105
<-105

Low GAIN
-83.5
-86.5
-89.5
-92.5
-95.5
-97.5
<-97.5

b. Intelligible Crosstalk Ratio (dB)

LOCATION OF MODULATED CARRIER CENTER FREQUENCY^
RELATIVE FLUX DENSITY'

WITHIN CENTER 70% OF

OVER 100% OF USABLE

(dB)

USABLE BANDWIITI'H

BANDWIDTH

Oto-14

-146 + 20 log f,,
-152 + 20 log f,

-136 + 20 log f,
-142 + 20 log f

<-14

LOCATION OF MODULATED CARRIER CENTER
TOTAL FLUX DENSITY
(dBW/m2) WITHIN CENTER 70% OF OVER 100% OF USABLE
Low GAIN HIGH GAIN USABLE BANDWIDTH BANDWIDTH

-146 + 20 logf,,, -136 + 20 log f,
-83.5/-97.5 - 91.0/105.0
-142 + 20 log f
97.5 105.0 - 152 + 20 log f

c. Amplitude Linearity
MAXIMUM INTERMODULATION-TO-CARRIER
RELATIVE FLUX DENSITY PER CARRIER`

RATIOd

(dB)
-3
-.10
-17

(dB)

- 10
- 15
-26

Defined as flux density below that which produces single-carrier saturation.
Modulation frequency, f_, expressed in Hz.
Flux density illuminating L-band receive antenna for each of two equal amplitude
carriers, below the flux density which produces single-carrier saturation.
d Maximum level of third-order intermodulation products relative to the level of the
RF carriers, measured at the output of the L- to C-band transmission channel.

antenna is illuminated by white noise extending over the 7.5-MHz receive
band with an empty slot (at least 4 kHz but less than 100 kHz wide) at band
center, and the noise-producing useful e.i.r.p. is less than or equal to those
shown in Table 1, the ratio of the noise power density to the power density
in the center slot exceeds 11.0 dB.

* Modulation frequency, ,f , expressed in Hz.

TABLE 4. OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE SPECIFICATIONS FOR TI BE MCS
TRANSPONDERS

C- to L-Band

OUT-OF-BAND

FREQUENCY FROM

MAXIMUM OUT-OF-

RESPONSE

BAND CENTER

BAND RESPONSE

PARAMETER

(MHz)

(dB)

7.5
14.5
25.0
35.0

-24
-40
-17
-34

7.5
14.5
25.0
35.0

-24
-40
-20
-40

Receive
Transmit*

L- to C-Band

Receive
Transmit*

* Measured between the input of the final amplifier and the output of the channel.
FILTER REQUIREMENTS

The out-of-band response specifications for both MCS transponders are given
in Table 4. In addition, the total group delay measured between the input and
output of each transponder does not vary more than 100 ITS from the delay at
the center of the respective bands.

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS

Several additional specifications that are important to the satisfactory
performance of the MCS are given in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
TRANSPONDER
L- TO C-BAND

Spurious Outputs^
Frequency Stability
Over Lifetime Including Initial
Tolerances and Eclipse Effects
Over One Month Excluding Eclipse
Effects

-55 dBW
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TABLE 6. SATURATION FLUX DENSITY AND RECEIVE SYSTEM GIT
FOR INTELSAT V, FLIGHT MODELS 5 THROUGH 9
a. Saturation Flux Density (dBW/m')

C- TO L-BAND

-45 dBW

ExTRA HIGH
GAIN'

HIGH GAIN '

Low GAIN

-82.1
-85.1

-74.6
-77.6

-67.1
-70.1

14 GHz, East Spot
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7-8 ), (7-12)

-77.0

-72.0

14 GHz, West Spot
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7-8), (7-12)

-80 .3

-75.3

UP-LINK BEAM

110 parts in 106

± 10 parts in 10'

± 10 parts in 10'

± 10 parts in 10'

Gain Flatness'
Over 90% of Usable Bandwidth
Over 100% of Usable Bandwidth

1.0 dB
1.3 dB

1.0 dB
1.3 dB

Gain Slope
Over 90% of Usable Bandwidth
Over 100% of Usable Bandwidth

0.7 dB/MHz
1.1 dB/MHz

0.7 dB/MHz
1.1 dB/MHz

Overdrive Capability"

30 dB

30 dB
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6 GHz, All Beams
Channels (1-2), (3-4), (5-6), (7-8)
Channels 9 , 10, 11, 12

b. Receive System G/'r (dB/K)

In any 4-kHz band measured at the input to the transmit antenna.
Down-link e.i.r.p. must not vary by an amount greater than that shown.
Measured over the total transmission channel including antennas.
" Without subsequent degradation of performance or lifetime.

Modifications to INTELSAT V flight models 5 through 9

Flight models 5 through 9 of the INTELSAT v spacecraft have been designated
to carry Mcs packages. For these flight models, there have been a few important
changes in the international communications payload that are not related to
the incorporation of the Mcs. On flight models I through 4, the up-link of
channel (7-8) in the hemispheric beams is split into two channels, (7) and (8)
[1]. On flight models 5 through 9, channels (7) and (8) in each hemispheric
beam are combined into a single channel, channel (7-8), on both the up-link
and down-link.
A second major change in flight models 5 through 9 is that the saturation
flux densities for all 6-GHz up-link beams have been decreased by 2.6 dB,
and all 6-GHz receive system G/T values have been increased by 2.6 dB
relative to those for flight models 1 through 4. The saturation flux densities
and receive system G/T values for flight models 5 through 9 are shown in
Table 6.
It should be noted that two important changes in the communications
performance specifications for INTELSAT V flight models I through 4 were
adopted after Reference I was published. The voltage axial ratio for the global
beam was improved from 1.09 to 1.05 (Table 3, Reference I). Also, an extra
high gain step of 7.5 dB was incorporated in all 6/4-GHz transponders (Table
4, Reference 1). All communications performance parameters for flight models

6 GHz, Global
6 GHz, Hemispheric
6 GHz, Zone
14 GHz, East Spot
14 GHz, West Spot

-16.0
-9.0
-6.0
0.0
3.3

The switch from the high gain to the extra high gain state can be accomplished on
a beam-by-beam basis only.

' The switch from the low gain to the high gain state can be accomplished on a
channel-by-channel basis.

5 through 9 of the INTELSAT v that are not detailed in this note remain
unchanged from the values given in Reference 1.
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Communications performance specifications of the
INTELSAT V•A
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Introduction

The need for several INTELSAT V class spacecraft beyond flight model 9 led
to a contract with FACC for the manufacture of INTELSAI V-A spacecraft.
Although the INTELSAT V-A incorporates many of the major concepts and
communications performance specifications of the INTELSAT V, there are several
important differences between the two spacecraft. This note summarizes the
differences between the INTELSAT v and V-A spacecraft and the performance
specifications of the INTELSAT V-A communications payload.
The specifications for these modifications were prepared by the INTELSAT
Executive Organ Staff and approved by the IN I EISAI Board of Governors.
Major differences between the INTELSAT V and INTELSAT V•A
spacecraft
There will be several important differences between the INIESAr v and
INTELSAT V-A spacecraft. The introduction and expansion of TDMA into the
INTELSAT system will require that the communications subsystem of the
INTELSAT V-A be fully compatible for use as a repeater of TDMA signals. This
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compatibility will require a change in the saturation flux density and gain step
for those channels that may be used for IUMA traffic.
Another important difference between the INTELSAT v and V-A spacecraft
will be the addition of a second global beam and two spot beams in the 6/4GHz band of the INTELSAT V-A. The two new spot beams are intended to
enhance the capabilities for providing domestic services through the INTELSAT
system. Two changes in the zone beams for the LNTELSAT V-A are also intended
to enhance domestic service capability: channel (9) will be added to both zone
beams, and the coverage configurability of the zone beams will be modified.
General characteristics of the INTELSAr V-A are presented in the following
sections, along with communications subsystem performance specifications
that differ from those for the INTELSAT V spacecraft.
General characteristics of the INTELSAT V-A spacecraft
The INTELSAT V-A spacecraft will be an active repeater, body-stabilized,
communications satellite in geosynchronous orbit. It will be compatible with
placement into transfer orbit by the Ariane 2 or Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle.
This requirement will constrain the spacecraft mass, including in-orbit propellant, apogee motor, and spacecraft adapter assembly (less the apogee motor
destruct unit), to 1,950 kg for launch by the Ariane 2 and to 2,141 kg for
launch by the Atlas-Centaur.
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beams on both the up-link and down-link and two orthogonally polarized spot
beams on the down-link. Switching between the global or spot beams on the
down-link will permit any two orthogonally polarized beams to be operational
at the same time. The two 4-GHz down-link spot beams will be steerable so
that the edge of coverage can be positioned anywhere on the visible earth
disk. However, the coverage chosen for the 4-GHz down-link spot beams will
depend on the coverage chosen for the 14/I1-GHz spot beams. That is, the
center of the 14/11-GHz east spot beam will be approximately 8.2° north and
1.1 ° east, in spacecraft coordinates, of the center of the 4-GHz east spot beam,
while the center of the 14/I I-GHz west spot beam will be approximately 8.0°
north and 2.8° west, in spacecraft coordinates, of the center of the 4-GHz
west spot beam. The coverage areas of the 4-GHz spot beams will be circular
with diameters of 5° measured in spacecraft coordinates. Table I summarizes
the beam coverages and their corresponding polarizations.
TABLE I. INTELSAT V-A COVERAGE BEAMS
POLARIZATION
BAND

6/4 GHz

The estimated probability of survival of the spacecraft with more than 65
percent of its RE channels operational in each coverage area must be at least
0.99 after two months and 0.74 after seven years, including eclipse periods.
All communications subsystem specifications must be met under the worstcase pointing error expected of the spacecraft or when the spacecraft is
subjected to a worst-case combined pointing error of ±0.2° in pitch, ±0.2° in
roll, and ±0.4° in yaw.
Coverages, channelization , and connectivity requirements of the
INTELSAT V-A

14/I1 GHz

COVERAGE

UP-LINK

DOWN-LINK

Global A
Global B

LHC°
RHC

RHCh
LHC

West Hemispheric
East Hemispheric

LHC
LHC

RHC
RHC

Zone I
Zone 2
Spot A°
Spot B°

RHC
RHC

LHC
LHC
RHC
LHC

East Spot
West Spot

Linear'
Linear

Linear
Linear

. Left-hand circular.
b Right-hand circular.
° Spot A and Spot B used on the down-link only.
d The polarization of the east spot beam will be orthogonal to the west spot beam.

FREQUENCY BANDS AND BEAM COVERAGES

The INTELSAT V-A will operate in the 6/4- and 14/11-GHz bands. The up-link
in the 6/4-GHz band will be from 5,925 to 6,425 MHz; the down-link will be
from 3,700 to 4,200 MHz. The 14/11-GHz band will consist of 14,000 to 14,500
MHz on the up-link and 10,950 to 11,200 MHz and 11,450 to 11,700 MHz on
the down-link. Fourfold frequency reuse in the 6/4-GHz band and twofold
frequency reuse in the 14/11-GHz band will be accomplished by spatial and/
or polarization isolation of beams.
The reuses in the 14/11-GHz band will be provided by two spot beams,
steerable by ground command. The 6/4-GHz band will have two hemispheric
beams and two zone beams, as well as two orthogonally polarized global

The coverage areas required for the 6/4-GHz zone and hemispheric beams
of the INTELSAT V-A spacecraft in each of the three ocean regions will be the
same as those for INTELSAT v, as shown in Figure 1 [ll. The spacecraft is to
be designed so that the configuration is switchable by ground command to
meet coverage requirements for any of the three ocean regions. In addition,
the zone beams must be reconfigurable by ground command so that the zone
I coverage orientation as shown in Figures la and lb can be used with the
zone 2 coverage orientation as shown in Figure Ic. Figure Id shows the range
of steerability of the east 14/I1-GHz and 4-GHz spot beams, and Figure le
shows the range of steerability of the west 14/I 1-GHz and 4-GHz spot beams.
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SPRING 1983

ATLANT I C 335,5

PA C IFIC FROM

749 DEG E LONG -

CE

Figure Ia. INTELSAT V-A Coverage of Atlantic Ocean Region
Figure lb. [NTELSAT V-A Coverage of Pacific Ocean Region

TRANSPONDER CHANNELIZATION PLAN

Figure 2 shows the transponder channelization plan for the IN I ELSAr V-A
spacecraft. Each of the frequency bands to be used will be divided into nominal
40-MHz segments identified by a channel number. When more than one
segment is allocated to a given transponder, the channel will be designated by
a multiple channel number, e.g., channel (1-2).

Overall communications performance specifications for the
INTELSAT V-A
LINK PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

TRANSPONDER SWITCHING CAPABILITY

The communications subsystems will have the routing switches necessary
to accomplish the interconnections shown in Table 2 by ground command.
The switching will be on a channel-by-channel basis with the exception of the
channels in the global and 4-GHz down-link spot beams, which will be
switchable on a beam-by-beam basis. In all cases, a channel will interconnect
only one receive coverage with one transmit coverage at a time.

Polarization performance, beam isolation, receive G/T, and transmit e.i.r.p.
requirements are given in Table 3. Table 4 gives the saturation flux densities
and shows that an extra high gain step is to be incorporated in the 14/11-GHz
zone beam transponders for flight models 13 through 15. This extra high gain
step will allow new business services and domestic communications services
to be provided using ground terminals with small antennas (3.5-8 meters in
diameter).
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NO nN FROM € 1 a DEG E LONG

14/11-GHz EAST SPOT BEAM COVERAGE RANGE

/

N

/ N N
CENTER OF 14/11-GHz
/
/ EAST SPOT BEAM 182°N,
/ 1 1°E IN S/ C COORDINATESI
WHEN 4-GHz EAST SPOT
/ > BEAM CENTER IS AT
\ / SUBSATELLITE POINT
/

4-GHz EAST
SPOT BEAM
COVERAGE RA N GE

SUBSATELLITE POINT
10°, 0' IN S/C
COORDINATES)

Figure Id. Range of Steerability for East Spot Beam

14/11 GHz WEST SPOT BEAM

COVERAGE RANGE

Figure Ie. INTELSAT V-A Coverage of Indian Ocean Region

NONLINEAR CHANNEL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Table 5 gives phase shift and intelligible crosstalk ratio specifications for
single-carrier performance and minimum carrier-to-intermodulation power ratio
specifications for 2-carrier operation (i.e., nonlinear performance specifications
for input sections common to more than one channel). Nonlinear performance
specifications that are applicable to each transmission channel, such as phase
and amplitude linearity, are the same for the wrELSA I v and V-A spacecraft,
and can be found in Table 6 of Reference 1.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Other specifications, such as gain

CENTER OF 14/11-GHz
WEST SPOT BEAM
180°N. 28°WI WHEN
4GHz WEST SPOT
BEAM CENTER IS AT
SUBSATELLITE POINT

SUBSATELLITE POINT
(0°, 0° IN S/C
COORDINATES)

4-GHz WEST SPOT BEAM
COVERAGE RANGE

Figure Ie. Range of Steerability for West Spot Beam
slope requirements and out-of-hand

response specifications, are important for satisfactory performance of the
communications payload. Those that are the same for the INFEISAF V-A and
INTELSAT V spacecraft can be found in Tables 7-9 of Reference 1.
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Figure 2. INTELSAT V-A Transponder Plan
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TABLE 3. BEAM ISOLATION, RECEIVE G/T, AND TRANSMIT E.I.R.P.
FOR THE INTELSAT V-A

C1
O
y

C
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Polarization PerformanceGlobal A5
Global B"
Hemispheric
Zone

a

9

1.05
1.05
1.09
1.09

4-GHz Spot"

a
0
V

^,

a

F

0

Antenna Isolation- (dB)
Henri to Hemi
Hemi to Zone
Zone to Zone
4-GHz Spot to 4-GHz Spot
14/11-GHz Spot to 14/I I-GHz Spot
8-E-W Separation
6.5° E-W Separation

Receive System G/T (dB/K)
6-GHz Global
N

O
N

V'

h

N

r

Q

G

6-GHz Hemispheric
6-GHz Zone

2

14-GHz East Spot
14-GHz West Spot

a

N

O

,O

e.i.r.p. (dBW)
4-GHz Global
Channels (7-8)

W

Channels (9). (10), (11), (12)
4-GHz Hemi or Zone
Channels (1-2), (3-4), (5-6), (7-8)

v

w`2

Channel (9)
4-GHz Spot
Channels (7-8)
Channels (9), (10), (IH. (12)

y E
u m

3x
F F

m
C

27
27
27
27

27
-16.0

-9.0
-6.0
0.0
3.3

26.5
23.5
29.0
26.0
35.5
32.5

11-GHz East Spot
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7-12)

41.1

I I-GHz West Spot
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7-12)

44.4

Voltage axial ratio for transmit and receive beams.
The 4-GHz spot beams will utilize the global receive antennas and the 14/11-GHz
spot beam transmit antennas.

Minimum beam isolation for transmit and receive beams

I
v

N
v

O

O

N

N

O

U
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TABLE 4. SATURATION FLUX DENSITY FOR THE INTELSAT V-A
SATURATION FLUX DENSITY (dBW/m')
EXTRA
UP-LINK

6-GHz Hemi and Zone
Channels (1-2), (3-4), (5-6). (7-8)

Channel (9)
6-GHz Global
Channels (7-8)
Channels (9), (10). (11), (12)
14-GHz East Spot,
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7-8), (7-12)
Flight Models 10-12
Flight Models 13-15

HIGH

HIGH

Low

GAIN'

GAIN"

GAIN

-84.1
-85.1

-76.6
-77.6

--67.1
-70.1

-82.1
-85.3

-74.6
-77.6

-67.1
-70.1

-84.0

-77.0
-77.0

-72.0
-720

C. H. SCHMITT

14-GHz West Spot,
Channels (1-2), (5-6), (7- 8), (7-12)
Flight Models 10-12
Flight Models 13-15

-80.3
-80.3

-87.3

-75.3
-75.3

" The switch from the extra high gain to the high gain state can be accomplished on
a beam - by-beam basis only.
"The switch from the high gain to the low gain state can be accomplished on a
channel-by - channel basis.
TABLE 5. NONLINEAR PERFORMANCE SPECIFICA I IONS APPLICABLE
TO INPUT SECTIONS COMMON TO MORE THAN ONE TRANSMISSION
CHANNEL ON INTELSAT V-A
a. Single-Channel Performance
FLUX DENSITY
ILLUMINA rING THE
SPACECRAFT TOTAL PHASE SHIFT

(dBW/m2) (deg)

INTELLIGmLF. CROSSTALK
RATIO*

-67.5
-76.5

(Manu*cipt received February 23. 1983)

This note provides lists of current (First Quarter 1983) and future geosynchronous satellites for the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) and the Maritime
Mobile Satellite Service (MMSS ). Broadcasting Satellite Service (Hss) satellites
are also listed where notifications to the International Frequency Registration
Board (IFRn) have been made. The lists are ordered along increasing east
longitude orbit position and update previously published material 11].
Table I lists the satellites that are operating now or satellites that may be
capable of operating in orbit. Satellites being moved to new orbits are shown
at their planned final positions; their current locations (First Quarter 1983) are
given in the remarks column.
'Table 2 lists newly proposed and replacement satellites and their currently
planned orbit positions. Additional technical characteristics may be found in
the IFRH circulars published weekly in the special sections [2].
A key to the frequency bands used in Tables 1 and 2 is included in Table
3, as are the service allocations and the applicable 11L region when the band
is not allocated worldwide.
REFERENCES

6GHz 14GHz
-64.6
-73.6

Geosynchronons satellite log

1.5
0.2
b. Two-Carrier Performance
FLUX DENSITY

- 175 + 20 log f,
-193 + 20 log J„

[I] W. L. Morgan, "1980 Geosynchronous Satellite Log," COMSAT Technnal
Review, Vol. 10, No. 1. Spring 1980, pp. 233-262.
[2] IFRB Circulars, The International Telecommunications Union IFRB, CH
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland.

ILLUMINATING THE
SPACECRAFT FOR EACH OF

Two CARRIERS C/I
(dBW/m2) (dB)

6GHz 14GHz
-67.6 -70.5 26
-72.6 -75.5 36
-77.6 -80.5 46
* Mnd,dai,nn frenuen

Carl H. Schmitt is an Assistant to the Director for Communications on the
Staff of the Division Director, Engineering and System Integration, System
Technology Services, COMSAT General Corporation.
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TABLE 1. FIXED, BROADCAST AND MARII IME MOBILE SERVICE SATELLITES IN

A

GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT, FIRST QUARTER 1983

Subsatel1 ite
Longitude)

4.2'E

Satellite Country or
Designation Organization

Launch Date

11

May

1978

OTS-2

ESA

Up/DownLink

Function

FSS

Remarks

Frequency
(GHz)

14/11

Experimental

4.6'E 23 Jan 1972 INTELSAT IV INTELSAT FSS 6/4 Retired from operational
(F-4)
service2
33.1°E

30

July

36.6°E

26

Nov

43.9°E

20

Feb

1980

RADUGA

49.6°E

26

Dec

1980

EKRAN

53.

9'E

18

1981
1982

July

RADUGA
RADUGA

1981

9

USSR

FSS

11

USSR

FSS

6/4

FSS

6/4

6
6

RADUGA

USSR
USSR

4

BSS

USSR

6/4

6/UHF

FSS

6/4

57°E 29 Jan 1976 INTELSAT IV-A INTELSAT FSS 6/4 Indian Ocean spare
(F-2)
59.2°E 15 March 1982 GORIZONT-5 USSR FSS 6,8/4,7
60°E 23 May 1981 INTELSAT V INTELSAT FSS 6,14/4,11 Indian Ocean Major Path
(F-1)
62.9°E 28 Sept 1982 INTELSAT V INTELSAT FSS/MMSS 6,14/4,11 Indian Ocean Region coverage;
(F-5) 1.6,6/1.5,4 contains Maritime CommunicaLions System package
72.5°E

10 June 1976

73.6'E

21

Feb

US-COMSAT MMSS 1.6,6/1.5,4 INMARSAT Indian Ocean spare
General

MARISAT 2
1979

EKRAN

3

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

77°E 13 March 1977 PALAPA A-2 INDONESIA FSS 6/4

83.1°E

7 July 1976 PALAPA A-1

INDONESIA

FSS

6/4

84.8'E

9 Oct 1981 RADUGA 10

USSR

FSS

6/4

86°E

28 Dec 1979 GORIZONT 3

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,7

87.9°E

26 June 1981 EKRAN 7

USSR

8SS

6/UHF

89.6°E

6 July 1979 GORIZONT 2

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,7

90;8°E

5 Feb 1982 EKRAN 5

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

91.3°E

10 Oct 1982 GORIZONT 6

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,7

93.6°E

21 Feb 1979 EKRAN 3

USSR

B55

6/UHF

98.5°E

16 Sept 1982 EKRAN 9

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

4 Feb 1983 CS-2a

Japan

FSS

6,30/4,20

132°E

135°E 15 Dec 1977 SAKURA (C.S.)

Japan -NTT
and NASDA

174°E 31 March 1978 INTELSAT IV-A
(F-6)

INTELSAT

176.3°E 14 Oct 1976 MARISAT 3
(F-2)

US-COMSAT
General

179°E 7 Jan 1978 INTELSAT IV-A
(F-3)
217°E 26 Oct 1982 SATCOM (F-5)
(143°W)
AURORA

FSS

Drifting from 147°E at 0.4°W
per day

6,30 /4,20 Experimental

FSS

6/4

MMSS

Pacific Ocean Region satellite

1 . 6,6/1.5,4

Pacific Ocean Maritime
satellite; also carries UHF
capability

INTELSAT FSS

6/4

US-Alascom, FSS
Inc.

6/4 Alaskan coverage only
On 2/17 drifting .64°E/day from
144.7°W

225°E 13 Dec 1975 SATCOM 1
(135°W)
(F-1)

US-RCA

229°E 21 Nov 1981 SATCOM 3R
(131°W)
(F-3R)

US-RCA

233°E 21 Feb 1981 COMSTAR 4
(127°W)

US-COMSAT
General

237°E 9 June 1982 WESTAR 5
(123°W)

US-Western
Union

FSS
FSS

Pacific Ocean Region spare

6/4
6/4

FSS

6/4

FSS

6/4

On 2/25 drifting 3.5°E/day from
128.6°W

b
ut

TABLE I (continued). FIXED, BROADCAST AND MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE SATELLITES

b

IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT, FIRST QUARTER 1983

Subs atellite
Longi tudel

Launch Date

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

Function

Up/DownLink
Frequency

Remarks

(GHz)

241°E
(119°W)
242.6°E

26 March 1976

SATCOM 2
(F-2)

US-RCA

FSS

6/4

12 Nov 1982

ANIK C3 (E)

Canada-

FSS

14/12

FSS

6/4

(117.4°W)
246°E

TELESAT
7 May 1975

(114°W)

ANIK 3

Canada-

(A-3)

TELESAT

251°E
(109°W)

16 Dec 1978

ANIK B1 (4)

CanadaTELESAT

FS5

6,14/4,12

255.5°E
(104.5°W)

26 Aug 1982

ANIK 01

CanadaTELESAT

FS5

6/4

260°E
(100°W)

15 Nov 1980

SBS 1

US-Satellite
Business

FS5

14/12

FSS

6/4

Systems
261°E

26 Feb 1982

WESTAR 4

(99°W)

US-Western

Union

263°E
(97°W)

24 Sept 1981

S85 2

US-Satellite
Business
Systems

FSS

14/12

265°E
(95°W)

13 May 1976

COMSTAR 1

US-COMSAT
General

FSS

6/4

Colocated for operational
reasons

265°E
(95°W)

22 July 1976

COMSTAR 2

US-COMSAT
General

FSS

6/4

Col ocated for operational
reasons

266°E
(94°W)

11 Nov 1982

SBS 3

US-Satellite
Business
Systems

FSS

14/12

269°E
(91°W)

10 Aug 1979

WESTAR 3

US-Western
Union

FSS

6/4

273°E
(B7°W)

29 June 1978

COMSTAR 3

US-COMSAT
General

FSS

6/4

277°E
(83°W)
281°E
(79°W)

16 Jan 1982

SATCOM 4

US-RCA

FSS

6/4

13 April 1974

WESTAR 1

US-Western
Union

FSS

6/4

281°E
(79°W)

10 Oct 1974

WESTAR 2

US-Western
Union

FS5

6/4

WESTAR 1 was taken out of service in December 1982 due to
lack of fuel to maintain northsouth stationkeeping

307°E
(53°W)

22 May 1975

INTELSAT IV
(F-1)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Replaces F-7 in 1983

316.3°E
(43.7°W)

23 Aug 1973

INTELSAT IV
(F-7)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Retired from operational
service2

320.9°E
(39.1°W)

20 Dec 1971

INTELSAT IV
(F-3)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Retired from operational
service2

325.5°E
(34 . 5°W)

6 Dec 1980

INTELSAT V
(F-2)

INTELSAT

ESE

6,14/4,11

Atlantic Ocean Region Major
Path 1

332.5°E
(27.5°W)

4 March 1982

INTELSAT V
(F-4)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

Atlantic Ocean spare

333.9°E
(26.1°W)

20 Dec 1981

MARECS-A

INMARSAT

MMSS

1.6,6/1.5,4

Atlantic Ocean Region INMARSAT

335.5°E
(24.5°W)

15 Dec 1981

INTELSAT V

INTELSAT

ESS

6,14/4,11

Atlantic Ocean Primary Path
satellite

338.5°E
(21.5°W)

25 May 1977

INTELSAT IV-A
(F-4)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Atlantic Ocean Region contingency satellite

341.5°E
(18.5°W)

26 Sept 1975

INTELSAT IV-A
(F-1)

INTELSAT

FS5

6/4

Atlantic Ocean Region Major
Path 2

345oE
(15°W)

26 Aug 1977

SIRIO

Italy

--

17/12

Experimental3

345.0°E
(15.0°W)

19 Feb 1976

MARISAT 1

US-COMSAT
General

MMSS

1.6,6/1.5,4

Atlantic Ocean Region spare,
leased to INMARSAT, also has
UHF capability

(F-3)

v

TABLE I (continued). FIXED, BROADCAST AND MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE SATELLITES

IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT, FIRST QUARTER 1983
Subsatellite
Longitude)

Launch Date

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

Function

Up/Down Link
Frequency
(GHz)

Remarks

345.4°E
(14.6°W)

14 June 1980

GORIZONT 4

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,7

348.8°E
(11.2°W)

19 Dec 1974

SYMPHONIE 1
(A)

France/
Germany

--

6/4

Experimental
Colocated

348.5°E
(11.5°W)

27 Aug 1975

SYMPHONIE 2
(B)

France/
Germany

--

6/4

Experimental
Colocated

359°E

21 Nov 1974

INTELSAT IV

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Spare satellite

(1°W)

b
co

(E-8)

Note: 1. The list of satellite longitudes was compiled from the best information available for
early 1983.
2. Retired INTELSAT satellites are located between 1° and 7°E or 316°-322°E. Operations are
limited to Telemetry and Command.
3. Being moved to 65°E.

TABLE 2. PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED , BROADCAST AND MARITIME
MOBILE SERVICES

Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch
Date

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

Function

3.5°E

1987

SICRAL IA

5°E

1985

TELE-X

Norway, Sweden,
Finland

FSS/BSS

Italy

MSS/FSS

Up/DownLink
Frequency
(GHz )
UHF 8,14,
40/7,12,20

IFRB Reference
Circulars

AR11/A/44

30,17/20,12

SPA-AA/27/1535,
SPA-AA/29/1539
SPA-AJ/327/1492

10°E

1983

EUTELSAT-1

France

FSS

14/11

15°E

1986

AMS-1

Israel

FSS

6,14/4,11

ARII/A/39/1554

15°E

1986

AMS-2

Israel

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/39/1554

17°E

1984

SABS

Saudi Arabia

BSS

14/11

SPA-AA/267/1424

19°E

1984

ARABSAT I

Arab League

FSS/BSS

6/4,2.5

SPA-AJ/172/1388

22°E

1987

SICRAL 16

Italy

MMSS/FSS

UHF,8,14,
40/7,12,20

AR11/A/45

23.5°E

1987

DFS-1

Germany

FSS

14,30/12,20

ARI1/A/40/1556

26°E

1984

ARABSAT II

Arab League

FSS/BSS

6/4,2.5

SPA-AJ/173/1388

26°E

Unknown

ZOHREH-2

Iran

FSS

14/11,12

SPA-AJ/76/1303

28.5°E

1987

DFS-2

Germany

FSS

14,30/12,20

AR11/A/41/1556

WE

Unknown

ZOHREH-1

Iran

FSS

14/11,12

SPA-AA/163/1278

WE

Unknown

LOUTCH-P2

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/122/1340

47°E

Unknown

ZOHREH-3

Iran

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/165/1278

53°E

Unknown

LOUTCH 2

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/85/1318

58°E

1983-1985

VOLNA-4

USSR

MMSS

1.6/1.5

SPA-AA/172/1286

64.5°E

Mid-1980s

MARECS-C

INMARSAT

MMSS

1.6,6/1.5,4

SPA-AJ/243/1432

70°E

Unknown

STW-1

China

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/239/1431

e
e

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST
AND MARITIME MOBILE SERVICES
Up/Down-

Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch
Date

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

Function

Link
Frequency

IFRB Reference
Circulars

(GHz)
70 °E

1983/1984

STW-2

China

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/142/1255

80°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR-13

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/305/1469

80°E

Unknown

POTOK-2

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/345/1485

85°E

Unknown

LOUTCH-P3

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/1340

85°E

Unknown

VOLNA-5

USSR

MMSS

1.6/1.5

SPA-AA/173/1286

90°E

Unknown

LOUTCH-3

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/86/1318

90°E

Unknown

VOLNA-8

USSR

MMSS

1.6/1.5

SPA-AA/289/1445

94°E

1983

INSAT-1B

India

FSS/BSS

6/4

SPA-AJ1231/1429

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/306/1469

95°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR-14

108°E

1983

PALAPA-R1

Indonesia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/197/1319

110°E

1984

85-2

Japan TCSJ

BSS

14/12

AR1I/C/10

113°E

1983

PALAPA-B2

Indonesia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/198/1319

118°E

1983-1984

PALAPA-B3

Indonesia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/196/1319

125°E

1983

STW-1

China, Peoples
Republic of

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/239/1431

130°E

1983-1984

STATSIONAR-15

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/307/1469

135°E

Unknown

C5E

Japan
(KATSURA)

BSS

6/2

SPA-AJ/19/1226

136°E

1983

CS-2b

Japan TCSJ

FSS

6,30/4,20

SPA-AJ/325/1490

140°E

Unknown

LOUTCH-4

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/87/1318

140°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR-7

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/31/1251

140°E

Unknown

VOLNA-6

USSR

MMSS

1.6/1.5

SPA-AA/174/1286

156°E

1985

AUSSAT I

Australia
(OTC)

FSS

14/12

RES SPA2-3-AA/12/1456

160°E

1985

AUSSAT II

Australia
(OTC)

FS5

14/12

RES SPA2-3-AA/13/1456

165°E

1985

AUSSAT III

Australia
(OTC)

FS5

14/12

RES SPA2-3-AA/14/1456

190°E
(170°W)

Unknown

LOUTCH-P4

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ/124/1340

I90°E
(170°W)

Unknown

STATSIONAR-10

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/64/1280

190°E
(170°W)

Unknown

VOLNA-7

USSR

MMSS

1.6/1.5

SPA-AA/175/1286

192°E
(168°W)

1983

POTOK-3

USSR

FS5

6/4

SPA-AA/346/1485

214'E
(146°W)

Unknown

AMIGO 2

Mexico

BSS

17/12

RES 33/A/1

221°E
(139°W)

Mid-1980s

SATCOM IR

US-RCA

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/6/1524

224°E
(136°W)

Unknown

AMIGO 1

Mexico

RSS

17/12

RES 33/A/2

237-E
(123°W)

1983

WESTAR-V

US-Western
Union

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/5/1524

241°E

1984

SPACENET-I

US-Southern

FSS

6,14/4,12

AR1I/A/10/1525

Americom
Communications

(119°W)

243.5°E

Pacific Sat.
Co.

1985

ILHUICAHUA-2

Mexico

FSS

6/4

AR1I/A/30/1540

244°E
(116°W)

1983

ANIK-C2

Canada-Telesat

FSS

14/12

SPA-AJ/69/1302

245.5°E
(114.5°W)

1985

ILHUICAHUA-1

Mexico

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/28/1539

246°E

1985

ANIK D2

Canada-Telesat

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/358/1500

(116.5°W)

N

0

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST
AND MARITIME MOBILE SERVICES
Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch
Date

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

F unc ti on

Up/DownLink

IFRB Reference
Circulars

254°E
(106°W )

1985

GSTAR-1

US-GTE
Satellite

FSS

Frequency
(GHz)
14/12

257°E
(103°W )

1986

GSTAR-2

US-GTE
Satellite

FSS

14/12

AR11/A/15/1525

264°E
(96°W)

1983

USASAT 6C

US

FSS

14/12

AR11/A/35/1553

265°E
(95°W)

1983

TELSTAR-3A

US-AT&T LL

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/8/1524

273'E
(87 °W)

1984

TELSTAR- 3B

US

FSS

6 /4

AR11/ A/9/1524

284'E

1986

SATCOL 1

Colombia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/127/1343

1986

SATCOL 2

Colombia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/128/1343

AR11/A/14/1525

(75°W)

284.6°E
(75.4°W)
286°E

1983

GALAXY 2

US

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/312/1465

290°E

Unknown

SBTS A-1

Brazil

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/16/1526

(70°W)

294°E

1985

USASAT BA

US

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/36/1553

295°E
(65°W)

1985

SBTS A-2

Brazil

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/17/1526

298'E

1986

USASAT 8B

US

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/37/1553

302°E

1987

USASAT 8C

US

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/38/1553

335°E
(25°w)

Unknown

LO1JTCH-P1

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AA/177/1289

335'E

Unknown

STATSIONAR-8

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/62/1280

335'E
(25°W)

Unkn own

VOLNA-1

USSR

MMSS

1.6 /1.5

SPA-AA/169/1286

341°E
(19°W)

1986

LUXSAT

Luxembourg

BSS

17/12

AR11/A/20/1529

341°E
(19°W)

1985 -1986 L-SAT

ESA

BSS

13,17,30/
12,20

SPA-AA/308/1463
AR11/A/33/1544

341°E
(19°W)

1986

Switzerland

BSS

17/12

SPA-AA/365/1512

344°E
(11°W)

1983 -1984 STATSIONAR-11

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ/303/1469

345.6°E
(14.4°W)

1983

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/344/1485

346°E
(14°W)

Unkn own LOUTCH 1

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-Al/84/1318

346.5°E

Unkn own

VOLNA 2

USSR

MMSS

1.6 /1.5

SPA-AA/170/1286

1983

TELECOM I-A

France

FSS

6,14/4,12

SPA-AJ/299/1461

1983

TELECOM I-B

France

FSS

6,14/4,12

SPA-AJ/300/1461

(25°W)

HELVESAT- 1

POTOK- 1

(13.5°W)
352°E
(B°W)
355°E
(5°W)

Note: The weekly IFRB Circular has special sections, some of which are related to the
satellite services as follows:
AR11/A/---/Ci rc. No.
Contains advance publication of information on a planned satellite network.
AR1 l/C/---/ Ci rc. No.
Contains requests for coordination under RR1060 of frequency assignments to a
space station on a geostationary satellite.
RES/33 / A---Contains information on a planned satellite in the Broadcasting
Satellite Service.
SPA/AA/---/Circ. No., see AR11 / A/---.
SPA/AJ/---/ Circ. No., see AR11 /C/---.
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TABLE 3. FREQUENCY BAND KEY

UHF

Translations of Abstracts

DFSCRIP'DON (GHz)

A BRR FV IATION

0.702 to 0.726
0.742 to 0.766

1.5

1.530 to 1.535, 1.535 to 1.544, MMSS,

1.6

1.6265 to 1.6455, MMSS

2.5

2.5 to 2.69 GHz. BSS"

4

3.400 to 3.900. FSS'
3.700 to 4.200, FSS

6

5.725 to 5.925. FSS
5.925 to 6.425, FSS

II

10.700 to 11.700. FSS

12

11.7 to 12.2d, FSS, Region 2
11.7 to 12.5. BSS, Regions I and 3
12.2' to 12.7, BSS, Region 2
12.5 to 12.75. FSS. Regions I and 3 down

14

14.00 to 14.50 , FSS -

17

17.3 to 18.1, FSS- BSS Feeder

20

17.7 to 20. FSS, 20.2 to 21.2. FSS

30

29.5 to 30, FSS. 30 to 31, FSS

° MMSS: maritime mobile satellite service.
BSS: broadcast satellite service.
FSS: fixed satellite service.
To be decided at RARC-83.

Mise an point d'un transmultiplexeur MRF•MRT d 60
voles
E. S. YAM ET M. D. REDMAN
Sommaire

Les auteurs presentent un transmultiplexeur MRF-MRT a groupe secondaire
de 60 voies mis an point pour I'AMRT par satellite. Its passent en revue Ics
principes mathematiques de la modulation et de la demodulation numeriques
en bande laterale unique (m.u), et formulent des algorithmes de calcul rapide
pour le traitement des signaux numeriques dans les deux sens. Cette approche
utilise un systeme de filtrage de bande passante entierement reel a etage
unique, ainsi que des transformations en cosmos distinctes rapides pour
faciliter les calculs. Les algorithmes sont appliques a la construction d'un
equipement prototype de transmultiplexeur de groupe secondaire. La conception utilise one mcmoire statique programmable (PROM) microcodable souple
et opte pour la simplicit6 d'equipement. Le probleme de conception pose par
le prototype de filtre passe-bas a reponse d'impulsions finie (FIR) est esquisse,
et les aspects de la conception applicables a I'AMRI par satellite y sont decrits.
L'equipement de transmultiplexage de groupe secondaire a etc mis an point
et teste, et sa performance respecte les normes recommandees par le CCITT.

Limites de In tension en circuit ouvert et du
rendement des cellules solaires
A. MEULFNHERG, JR., Er R. A. ARNDT
Sommaire
Les tensions en circuit ouvert (V„3 dans les cullules solaires an silicium a

surface plane de 0,1 12 cm, de type n'/p, produites par les techniques de
diffusion , sent actuellement egales on inferieures a 654 mV, et leur rendement
205
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Wtodos eficaces para calcular la funcidn de perdida
de Erlang
T. N. SHIMI Y Y. L. PARK

Author Index, CTR 1982
The following index gives the code numbers that are to be used for ordering
reprints from Lab Records, COMSAT Laboratories, 22300 Comsat Drive,
Clarksburg, Maryland 20871.

Abstracto
Se presenta on nuevo metodo para obtener una primera estimaci6n de la
intensidad maxima admisible de trafico Para una determinada calidad de
servicio y capacidad de canales. La funcion de perdida de Erlang, junto con
otros medics matematicos, se utiliza para disenar un mctodo mas directo y
rapido de obtener una estimation exacta de la intensidad del trafico. Es de
especial interes Para situaciones en las que el trafico interurbano es relativamente intense.
Se emplea una representation integral de la funcidn de perdida de Erlang
para fijar limites te6ricos a la intensidad del trafico, los cuales se toman como
primeras estimaciones; luego se obtienen cilculos mas refinados usando
expansions asint6ticas y el metodo iterativo de Newton.
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